










Central Saanich increases 
residential faxes 
almost eight per cent
A Central Saanich taxpayer 
who owns a SI00,000 house will 
have to pay $90.85 more taxes 
this year than last if the proper­
ty’s assessment remains the 
same.
Residential taxes in Central 
Saanich have increased about 
7.95 per cent across the board, 
with an increase of 6.4 per cent 
in the municipal portion-of the 
tax rate and a 9.9 per cent in­
crease in the school tax rate.
Last year a taxpayer with pro­
perty assessed at $100,000 
would have to pay $1,143.54. 
This year his tax notice, which 
will be sent out by the
municipality within the next 
week, will charge the same pro­
perty owner $1,234.39.
Property owners who reside 
on the property the taxes are 
assessed against are eligible to 
apply for a provincial 
homeowner grant, which can 
reduce the amount payable by 
$380.
Homeowners must certify the 
back of their tax notice to be 
eligible for the grant. 
Homeowners who are 65-years- 
old or older are eligible for 
homeowner grants that allow 
$630 payment.
Sewer parcel rates and sewer
user rates are charged in addi­
tion to taxes. An increase in 
residential sewer parcel rates to 
$104 from $84 last year is pro­
posed and an increase in 
residential .sewer user rates to 
$75 from $66 last year is pro­
posed.
These tax rates include those 
levied by the municipality on 
behalf of the school district, 
hospitals, the provincial assess­
ment authority and the finance 
authority.
Taxes are due by 4 p.m. July 
4. A five per cent penalty on the 
outstanding balance will be 
charged to those that do not pay 
their taxes.
nixes
- Parks M in is ter Bruch 
Strachan says a new water tower 
will hot be built in John Dean 
Park.
, '‘*As steward of our parks 
system, my ministry has an 
obligation to maintain the in­
tegrity of our park land,” said 
Strachan in his April 29 letter to 
Saanich Peninsula Water Com­
mission chairman Leo Brandon.
‘T must advise, therefore, 
that it is the firm decision of my 
ministry that the issuance of a 
park use permit for the purpo.se 
of building a water tower within
100 FLARES:
the park boundary be denied,” 
the letter continued.
Strachan said he ‘‘can ap­
preciate the Regional District’s 
request” for a water tower in 
John Dean Park and that he 
‘‘trust you can understand” the 
provincial stance.
Brandon was not available 
for comment at press time.
‘‘North Saanich has been op­
posed to siting a water tower in 
the park for some time,” said 
Mayor Linda Michaluk. 
“We’re pleased to .see the mat­
ter has come to an end. Now we
can get on with finding a more 
appropriate site and building,a 
water tower.”
The one-million-gallon water 
tank was needed for firefighting 
requirements in the Saanichton 
area and to balance out the sup­
ply to residential customers 
primarily in Dean Park Estates, 
said CRD chief engineer Mike 
Williams.
‘‘With the growth of business 
in the Saanichton area, we have 
to do something to increase our 
storage for the fire depart-
Continued on Page A2
Search and rescue exercise 
will turn night Into doy
AN OUTDOOR birthday parly at Island View Regional Park, Saturday, was held tor 
Jennifer Randall, centre, in sunglasses. Helping her celebrate her 15th birthday, a 
day early, are fellow Stelly’s School students.
Seotencing postponed
A Sidney youth will remain in 
the Youth Deieiuion Centre for 
another week before he is 
sentenced for bretik tind enter, 
He is accused of being a 
ineinber of a gang llial broke in­
to Peninsula homes in .lannary, 
He pleaded gtiilly to live
counts of break, enter and theft 
on April l4. Ue will be sentenc­
ed on May 12.
The Young Offenders Act 
prohibits piibiicaiion of any in­
formation which could identify 
the yottth.
Meatnvhile, attother tnati
charged at the same time has 
changed his plea iitid his lawyer. 
Kenneilt Jiicksoti has etilered a 
new plea of not guilty to cltjtrgcs 
of irreak, etiter and theft, 
pusscssioti of stolen piojscity 
ittid theft.
Conllnuod on Pago A7
Two people will go missing 
while boating iti coastal waters 
near Sidtiey, Saturday night 
at least they will as far as a 
group of coast guard auxiliary 
members are concerned.
A simulated sinking will take 
place somewhere between 
James Islatid. D’Arcy Islatid 
ittid Sidtiey Island. Fhtres will 
light up the skies as sciirch atid 
rescue tciims seek oitt the two 
"victims,”
"It’ll be like daylight where 
the seitrch is," said Murtiiy 
Attdersoti, /one director of 
search atid rescue for the B.C', 
Coiist Guard Auxiliitt y.
The simithtlion will begiti iti 9 
p.m,, iind the flares will start
falling at 9:45 p.m. A Buffalo 
aircraft will drop 100 flares 
from 4,500 feet, rtt ;i r;ite of 
about otic it tnitutte, Andersoti 
said.
Helping in the test of Sidney 
atid Oiik Bay iiuxiliaries will be 
the Canadian Coast Guard 442 
Stiitadron of Coniox.
Two fast responders, the 
coast guard ctttier Skuii iind five 
a u X i 1 i ii r y m e m b e r • o p e r i 11 e d 
vessels will be on the water,
Allhoitgh simiiliitioiis are car­
ried out regulitrly by the ait\- 
iliary, the night sirmtliition re­
quired tiior:; thorough plarming 
tliiiii u.suiil, Attderson siiitl.
U . .S . ii ii d Ciiiiadiaii 
authorities hiui to be wiutied.
And one runway of the airport 
will be closed for the exercise’s 
dmation.
"It tiikes it lot of co- 
nrditiation — especiiilly to close 
one runway of the iiii port."
Atid it will he it busy night for 
the 50 crew memlHMs combing 
the iircii, who will have no iilcii 
where the missing boaters iire.
A little creiitive trickery will 
iidd to the challenge. Different 
cnveloju's will put unexpeeied 
twists before the rcsciieis, its the 
search progresses.
The search ami rescue exer­
cise, wfiieli should be complete 
by Ta.m,, isilesigiied to |ueparc 
crews for their busy season, 
Anderson said.
'V m
Monk Office , Supply iti 
Sidney lias withdiiiwii advertis­
ing of 2-cent photocopy sale, in 
the wake of spceulaiion the 
move was designed to umJercut 




“VVc're obligatcrl to tun the 
sale imiil the end of the 
month,” general manager 
James McKen/»e said. "But 
we’re certidnly pulling that 
avenue of advertising."
Wendy Focha ol t. opypiiiu 
(Sidney) Centre said, "I think 
it’s a gesture."
McKen/.ic said the tv,o cciit 
.sale was part of a specific 
marketing strategy for Sidney 
and had nothing to do wiili past 
discussions about purchasing 
Pocha's siotc.
The salewas "jusi it way of 
getting people to know wliero 
we're ioctiled," McKen/ie saki,
Any suggestion the sttle wtts 
ahned at Copyprini is "jitst 
ridiculous," MeKen/ie sjiid.
He said Monk quickly re- 
jccicd the idea of buying 
Copj'prini because the price vvas 
too liigh and Tliere sseren’i 
enottgh asset,s,
McKeii/ie said his coiiifiaity’s 
analysis of Copyprini sliioved it 
had assets of $4,000; and Monk 
could justify $10,000 to $20,000 
more for goodwill, T*ocTui 
wiinicd $UK),0(K) in all,Monk 
cousideied tliai too much, and 
the discussion etuled.
Pnrha said. "VVi''n‘definin’! v 
worth tnorc than $14,tKK)," T he 
store has accumulmed five year'* 
of goodwill, she said.
Focha doesn't luTieve itu' 2- 
cent sale was patl of a Monk
marketing |)lan, because 
aaoiher Monk store oinming did 
not liave the same special, 
,McKcn/.ie said the iwo-cent 
side was a itaiiiral, bccaiise it’s a 
regular price used for plmtoco- 
pyitig large quamiiies. "We sell 
copies for 15 cents to two cenis, 
that’s on our publislied price 
list,"
Botli Monk mill Copypiint 
Ceitire normally sell single 
copies for 1.5 cents.
McKcn/ie also noted that 
I’octia has dropped her price to 
15 cents from 25 cents since 
font: emne to k’litigyv,
I’ocha said slic was idde to 
reduce prices because she is 
‘.haring her lease space with 
aimlher btranc's.
Sylvia Hoivatb of llie Belief 
Bu.siiiess Bureau said comp.mies 
wiib similar owiicr.shiii stiuc- 
tnres typically reduce piices in 
rdl omlcis, whet! a sale is hdd.
Horvath said: "If the iuieit- 
tioii was to put the other com­
pany out of business, tlicii 
tliai’s our cbiiceni. But there is 
no proof thill was the inten­
tion.”
Monk is "doing the right 
thing" by withdrawing advertis­
ing of the special, Horvath said.
Tlie two competitors are not 
mcnibcrs of ilic Belter nusinc.ss 
Bureau,
McKenzie .said Monk doesn't 
need the bureau, because ilic 
store has a policy of making 
sure the ciisioirier is "1(H) per 
Cent 'iati'T'ied 6iur policy F. 
ultimate customer satisfac­
tion,"
The Monk represiMitntive also 
said: "W'c want to he good, 
upstanding imembers of the 
community. That’s why wc 
.stopped advertising the 2-ccnts 
a copy. But we really don’t fed 
wc'vc done anything wrong,”
BUSINESS INCREASE CUT:
TTiwii of fsitlney eouncil has 
struck a compromise rmmicipal 
lax rate schedule lliat will sec 
businesses pay 7,76 ['icr cent 
more ibis year than in 1987.
. ... :.................................................'
And instead of a previously 
plmmcfl slight flci'rease for 
re s i d c n t i a I |i r ope r i y , 
homeowners will pay 0,1 per 
cem more.
Final adoplinn of the tax rate 
bylaw passed Monday niglii.
The diaugcs, cover general 
municipal, icgional district and 
debt the areas of I lie ia:K rate 
the town coiiiroiv.
After 1,5 imsiiu'sse.s I'lroiestcd 
a 13-pei'ceni increase in the 
business uiii. mul a 2.) pci vcni 
increase in tlie recieaiinnal riiu', 
council looked at new oi'iiions 
dming, a s|)ecial meeting, May 
,
Under the new I'ykaw, the 
recretilional i.'iie is 14,69 jier 
cent hidiei than last vear.
The new set of munici(ial 
r.nes wasn't, the best oiiiion a.s 
far as Aid. Ron Ktibek was con* 
('criu'd. bid he evenimillv 
favored the change because he 
considered it an improvcnient' 
(ivei ihcoiigiu.il itio)uisal.
More incrcitse could have 
Conllmiod on F«qo A2
..V*





® CARPET CLEANING 
» UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C.






IT’S EASY TO ENTER
Just keep your receipt after your meal. Simply 
fill In your name, address and phone on the 
^ ' back of receipt and put in ballot box. Enter as 
often as you wish, winners will be announced
<FAMILYRESTAURANT‘"’‘“°rnrr"”°“'
^ 7810 East Saanich Rd. Saanichton
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THIS MOTHER’S day message was left in the sand of Island View Beach, over the weekend.
TfflETlUSTE® 
MAME FOl CiNTACT 
LEM^ES
Nyland pleased with provincial control of park
A provincial government 
decision to maintain control of 
John Dean Park is “just ter­
rific,” said Edo Nyland, presi­
dent of the Friends of John 
Dean Park.
“We had a few anxious mo­
ment, but the decision shows we
have some strength,” he said. 
“I think it’s just terrific.”
Parks minister Bruce 
Strachan wrote to the District of 
North Saanich on April 26, say­
ing John Dean Park “will re­
main under the jurisdiction of 
the Park Act, administered by 
the Conservation and Parks 
division” of his ministry.
NOW IN SIDNEY
NEWEST ARRIVALS
Recovered in brand new 
fabric, gray/gold 
Chesterfield & Chair. Reg. 
$599. ........... Sale $499.
This decision has not slowed 
down the Friends of John Dean 
Park in their efforts to expand 
the boundaries of the park on 
Mount Newton. “We have over
4,000 names on our petition to 
include the reserve lands on the 
west slope,” Nyland said.
The petition will be presented 
to Saanich MLA Terry Huberts 
at a Friends picnic May 21. 
“We plan to gather in the picnic 
grounds around 11 a.m. Mrs. 
Pickles will unveil a sign com­
memorating her husband, 
Sydney Pickles.”
Representatives from two 
other families who donated land 
to the park will also be asked to 
unveil trail signs.
“We’re calling one the 
Woodward Trail, after the
former lieutenant-governor who 
donated 80 acres to the park. 
Another will be named after 
Merrill Harrop.”
After the signs are unveiled, 
Nyland will hand over the peti­
tion to include another 66 acres 
in John Dean Park. “We hope 
the provincial government will 
pay attention to our request.”
A picnic will follow the 
ceremonies. “We hope many 
families will bring their lunches 
with them.” After the picnic, 
volunteers who helped build the 
trails will lead tours through the 
park.
Recovered in new fabric, 
Brown Footstool, Reg. $69. 
. ....... .Sale$59.
Reconditioned U pright 
Freezer, 30 day warranty
............................... .......$399.
Reconditioned Kenmore 
Washer, 30 day warranty 
.................................. ......$269.
Reconditioined Viking Dryer,
30 day warranty ...--------$139
Reconditioned Electrohome 
TV in custom designed 
cabinet, 30 day warranty $99.
^ FEATURE OF THE WEEH:: :^:^
Roconditloned Vulcan 
10 SP. BICYCLE S84®®
Thank you (or your support
.■ARnANae'DiG3CALT'yi#;i'!'!
loraxgiBgenmHi^^
Continued from Page A1
been shifted to the residential 
taxpayer, and the increase in the 
recreational tax rate could have 
been less dramatic, Kubek said.
Aid. Bob Jones remained in 
favof of the originally planned 
increase for business. “I don’t 
think easing it in over two years 
does any good,” he said.
He said reacting to 1.5 letters 
is the vvrong way to set the tax 
rate.
Jones, Aid. Tim Chad and 
Mayor Norma Sealey all voted 
against the new tax rales.
An increase in the business 
tax rate is necessary to bring the 
business-to-rcsidciitial ratio 
back in line after breaks were 
given in the early 1980s, all 
aldermen except Kubek have 
contended.
OTHER TAX RATES
But the actual increases 
Sidney taxpayers will see on 
their bills differ from the 
straight iTiunicipal rate.
Bec.'tiise of an incretisc in the
school tax rate, the 
homeowners’ negligible increase 
doesn’t cqrry through to the 
bottom line. And the actual 
business rate increase is also 
larger.
When rates the town doesn’t 
control are included, the 
residential tax rate increases 4.2 
per cent, the business rate 10.15 
per cent. That includes a 9.8 per 
cent increa.se in the school tax 
rate for residential, and a 14.33 
per cent increase for business.
The residential tax rate is 
15.08688, meaning a Sidney 
homeowner pays $1,508 on 
$100,000 in assessed value, 
compared with $1,466 last year.
Taxes for a $ 100,000 business 
arc $3,377 this year, compared 
with $3,065 last year.
Those figures don’t include 
parcel taxes or other special 
assessments.
Utilities pay 11.65 per cent 
more taxes this year, light in­
dustrial 12 percent, rccicational 
13.86 per cent.
Continued from Page Ai
ment,” Williams said. This pro­
blem is immediate, he said.
There is also not enough 
water in high tanks to maintain 
constant pressure in the upper 
reaches of Dean Park Estates, 
he said. “We wanted a tower in 
the highest elevation to serves 
the properties on the highest 
ground of Dean Park and the 
south slope of Mount Newton.”
Some water could be stored in 
a lower elevation for 
firefighting needs in 
Saanichton. However, this 
would not satisfy needs in Dean 
Park, he added.
Engineers, acting on a request 
from the Saanich Peninsula 
Water Commission, had pro­
posed to construct a onc- 
million-gallon tank near the ex­
isting water tower inside the 
park boundaries. It would be 
the same size as the reservoir on 
Cloakc Hill, Williams said.
!
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North Saanich paves way for hall
North Saanich council voted 
Monday night to take $100,000 
out of a reserve account to build 
a new municipal hall.
By JULIETTE PROOM 
Review Staff Writer
It will borrow up to $150,000, 
use a $100,000 Expo Legacy 
grant and take another $100,000 
from existing accounts to cover 
the rest of expenses of the ex­
panded building on Mills Road.
The reserve fund removal and 
municipal budget bylaws will be 
presented for final adoption at a 
special meeting at 7:30 p.m., 
tomorrow.
Tenders for the proposal 
alterations and additions to 
North Saanich municipal hall 
were opened at 3 p.m.. May 4. 
Contractors estimated renova­
tions would cost anywhere from 
$406,537 to $466,691.
The low bidder, Eran Con­
struction Ltd., also expects to 
take the shortest construction 
period. It expects to do the 
work in 120 days. Knappelt 
Construction Ltd., the highest 
bidder, expected to complete 
the project in 200 days.
Nine bids were submitted, 
each with slightly different 
estimates of expenditure. Most 
contractors expected to take 150 
to 180 days to complete the pro­
ject.
“We have previously worked 
with Eran Construction,’’ said a 
letter from the architectual firm 
Wagg & Hambleton. “We 
found his contract procedures 
and co-operation exceptional.
“The control of subtrades 
and workmanship in general 
was very good,’’ the letter con­
tinued. Robert Erickson, Eran 
Construction’s president, is bas­
ed in Parksville “but we unders­
tand that he has a very close 
relation living in Victoria who is 
well qualified and would be pro­
posed as job superintendent.’’
The bid shows Eran Con­
struction would do the ex­
cavating, grading, drainage, 
concrete, metalwork, site 
carpentry, toilet compartments 
and finishing carpentry.
SOME SUBCONTRACTING
It would subcontract sheet 
metal to Parker-Johnson, glass 
and glazing to Royal Oak and 
finishing hardware to 
McGregor Thompson. G.R. 
Plumbing would take care of 
heating and ventilation as well 
as plumbing. Carter and 
Engbrecht would do the elec­
trical work.
In addition to the tendered 
price for the hall, tlie 
municipality must pay $24,000 
in architectural fees. It has 
already paid $6,500 towards the
project.
Another $12,200 should be 
set aside, recommended 
municipal engineer Igor 
Zahynacz. That figure is about 
three per cent of the construc­
tion cost.
A trailer must also be rented 
to house municipal staff while 
the existing front office is torn 
down. It will cost $4,000 to rent 
this trailer for three months.
Moving and site costs will add 
another $2,000 to the bill, mak­
ing the total cost of the expan­
sion $448,737.
GOOD ESTIMATE 
“The architect’s estimates 
have been vindicated. We 
should go ahead with the expan­
sion,’’ said Aid. Chris Lott.
“Every moment we delay will 
cost us more money,’’ said Aid. 
Bill Gordon.
“1 support tlie idea of going 
ahead with municipal hall 
renovations, but am opposed to 
borrowing a great deal more 
money,’’ said Aid. Rebecca 
Vermeer, speaking to a motion 
that if the majority of council 
refuses to take money out of a 
surplus account, it would bor­
row $250,000.
“1 cannot support an increase 
in taxation given the fact that 
we have $100,000 set aside by 
previous councils for a new 
hall,’’ said Vermeer.
I
Sidney pioneer dies at 83
Aid. Bill Taylor was concern­
ed that council might repeat a 
past mistake. “The situation 
seems to be parallel to what we 
did with parks years ago. Coun­
cil would not take money out of 
its parks reserve and it ended up 
costing us money,’’ Taylor said.
“I would have to support tak­
ing funds from the reserve’’ 
over borrowing $250,000 to 
build a new hall, said Aid. Dee 
Bailin.
“Taxpayers of North Saanich 
should not have to incur any 
more expense,’’ said Aid. Don 
Caverley. He has consistently 
opposed construction of a 
$4(X),000 municipal hall.
At Monday night’s special 
council meeting, Caverley in­
troduced a new argument 
against construction.
AMALGAMATION NEAR
“Our present (provincial) 
government will encourage 
amalgamation or impose its 
wishes. Why are we having all 
these halls on the Peninsula?’’
Mayor Linda Michaluk 
surveyed council members to 
determine how they would vote 
on a motion to borrow 
$250,000. “I’m trying to figure 
out whether the majority of 
council thinks the hall should be 
proceeded with.’’
Upon questioning from 
Vermeer, Michaluk added, 












or Robert Birley 
479-7908
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whether 1 can or cannot support 
the reserve bylaw.’’
When the final vote was 




Our sincere thanks to 
? Friends of the Sidney 
Museum. Your dedica­
tion, hard work and en- 
thusiam has given the 
people of Sidney a great 
Community Museum.
'fhe Staff and Management 
of Tanners. A Bookstore and
more.
A long time Sidney resident, 
the founder of the Sidney 
museum and a member of a 
pioneer Saanich Peninsula 
family died May 1.
Edna May John, nee Lop- 
thien, died in Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital two days before her 
84th birthday.
While working as a typesetter 
for The Review, John became 
the first person in Sidney to 
hear that peace had been 
declared in 1918, marking the 
end of the First World War.
Instead of immediately telling 
residents, John ran horne to tell 
her mother, who organized the 
rest of the large Lopthien family 
into a makeshift parade to an­
nounce the news along Beacon 
Avenue.
“She was six months old 
when she came to Sidney arid 
lived all her life within a mile of 
where she died,’’ said son 
Joseph John.
In 1971 John formed the 
nucleus for the Sidney Museum 
with about 2,000 artifacts and 
pieces of interest she had col­
lected and housed in a building 
on the her properly on Blue 
Heron Road.
The Town of Sidney provided 
the old customs house at the 
foot of Beacon Avenue for the 
museum and John organized 
and operated the museum with 
the Sidney and North Saanich 
Historical Society until 1976, 
when it was taken over by the 
town.
John’s father, Thomas Lop- 
thicn, who died in December 
1972, came to Vancouver Island 
in 1905, the son of original Red 
River settlers in Manitoba.
EDNA MAY JOHN
gestures to her beautiful garden, 
a mass of spring flowers and 
plants set in green lawns against 
a backdrop of blue sea.
“ ‘That’s where 1 want to 
die,’ she says, her eyes taking on 
a far-off look.’’
John is survived by one 
brother, David, of Fresno, 
Calif., and two sons, Thomas 
of Cortez Island and William of 
Duncan; one daughter, Helen 
Doreen and husband Robert 
Walders of Sidney; seven grand- 
children and 10 great­
grandchildren.
She was predeceased by her 
husband, Joseph, in May 1975, 
and daughter Gloria, in January 
.'1977. ,■
Caverley did not oppose the 
reserve bylaw and voted against 
borrowing $150,000. The re­
maining members of council 
voted in favor of both motions, 
passing them under the terms of 
the Municipal Act.
The money will not be bor­
rowed until next year. Debt 
costs for the municipal hall do 
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Around 1910 Lopthien im­
ported 100 loganberry tips to 
the Peninsula at a cost of $1 a 
tip. The.se first 100 tips even­
tually multiplied to become a 
major wine industry on the 
Saanich Peninsula.
John was born on May 3, 
1904, in Belfast, Ireland, the 
eldest daughter of a family of 
eight children.
An April 16, 1980, interview 
with “the Saanich Peninsula’s 






NO NUKES HERE 
North Saanich council has 
refused to give its support to a 
Squaniish initiative to have 
British Columbia declared a 
nuclear wetipons free zone.
“As North Sitaniclt is already 
a nuclear weapons free zone, it 
wotild he tippropriaie to siip' 
port this," said Aid. Dee Bailin.
“I don’t feel we have any 
right to do all of B.C. in this 
manner,“ said Aid. Bill Taylor. 
Aid. Bill Oonlon tuul Mityor 
Idnda Michiiluk also disagreed, 
tying the vote among eouncil 
members. Under the Municipal 






6655 TRUDEAU TERRACE 
BRENTVJOOD bay, B.C.
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Superb porformanco,,. year round!
98t7RESTHAVENDR. 656-5544
SERVING THE PENINSULA FOR OVER W YEARS
FAST PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
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Amalgamation, anyone?
Even whispering the word “amalgamation” is not the 
wisest thing to do in the Sidney area. Yet the whispers 
are starting.
North Saanich .Aid. Don Caverley says it’s something 
that needs discussion — although he won't commit 
himself.
The major problem of joining North Saanich and 
Sidney is that the two communities ha\e Nery different 
ideas of what progress should be. But the ine\iiable 
growth of the north Peninsula means .more and more 
co-operation between the two municipalities is essential. 
.A joined municipality that preserves the ideals of each 
area is not impossible to achieve — but it is impossible if 
it’s never discussed.
.Amalgamation may never happen. But the idea 
deserves more than whispers. It deserves a healthy 
debate about the possibile bonuses and pitfalls. Too 
many services overlap for the idea not to be brought for­
ward.
"No-Go’'DECISION M5AKS NO lA/ATERTo 
Ge BUILT IM JCfiM DEAN P^RK- AN ALTBKNAT0
Location must be found.
FROM THE
OF THE PILE
IF THOSE centavos are jingling too loudly in your pocket. 
Unicef Canada has a use for them. .Aladdin Travel in Sidney is one 
depot for foreign currency brought home by travellers. Sponsored 
by the Greater Victoria Women in Travel. Your Change For The 
Good is a program that helps seed projects for children around the 
world. The money deposited at Aladdin is matched or bettered by 
each recipient country.
THE SOCIETY' of St. Vincent de Paul is seeking good re-usable 
beds and bedding for people in need. The items may be dropped off 
in Victoria at 840 Vhew St. or at any outlet. In Sidney, thelstore is at 
9788B-2nd Street. For pick-up, call 382-3213.
CHIROPRACTORS have been visiting area schools with an 
educational program for Spinal Health Week, which wound up 
.Saturday.
IT WASN’T A TRIP to France, but it was the ne.xt best thing on 
short notice. Deep Cove Elementary teacher Marie-Jose Gautrais 
brought Grade 5 French immersion students Hilary Dingle and 
Shannon Titterton out of the classroom world of French for a visit 
with a native of France, Brentwood Bay Deli and Bakery owner 
Philippe Louis. The two presented him with posters that record an 
Easter project. The students dressed up an uncooked egg and 
“babysat” it for 48 hours. The visit to Brentwood Bay stop also 
allowed the girls to test their French speaking skills. .Sb
course
SAANICHTON .ARTIST Helen Andersen, whose letter in last 
week’s Review criticized us for a lack of arts coverage, has relented. 
“All right, you got me!” the member of the arts advisory to the 
Saanich Peninsula .Arts and Crafts Society wrote us to say. She now 
salutes us for a SPAC show story in the Seniors’ Lifestyles, last 
Vr'eek, and a story on our community page on local sculptor Judith 
Gurr, Andersen takes the opportunity to mention the newly formed 
Vancouver Island Contemporary .Arts Society, an umbrella 
organization to promote arts funding, education and international 
shows. Those interested can call 652-1769 or 383-0383.
WINNERS OF two works of art in a Canadian Cancer Society 
raffle have been announced. Sandra Dixon won a Salish doll, made 
by Wendy Gibbs, and Michael Lee won the limited-edition print by 
artist Jim Gilbert.
Editor:
I heartily concur with the letter 
from Maurice Chazoties (May 4) 
concerning “Michaluk’s Meet­
ings” (Readers’ Mailbox, May 
4). Some other members of coun­
cil did feel some embarrassment 
at what occurred.
The mayor, however, on the 
whole has been doing a generally 
commendable, job in the conduct 
of meetings and procedures.
I feel, however, that all mem­
bers of council need a refresher 
course, in empathy.
Empathy is the ability to ac­
curately sense the reactions of an­
other p>erson, It is the capacity to 
recognize the clues and cues pro­
vided by others in order to relate 
effectively to them. Empathy is 
not sympathy. That involves over 
identifying with another person, 
thereby losing sight of one’s own 
objectives.
This blocks the ability to deal 
effectively with others. The indi­
vidual v,'iih empathy is able to ac­
curately and objectively perceive 
the other person’s 'feelings
without necessarily agreeing with 
those feelings. This invaluable 
ability to get powerful feedback 
enables him or her to appropriate­
ly adjust his or her own behavior 
in order to deal effectively with 
others.
I was glad to see the clarifica­
tion which you printed .May 4.
I hope North Saanich Council 
will act accordingly so that 
editorials such as you printed be­
come unnecessary in the future. 
Aid. Bill Gordon 
North Saanich
Proving to be 
centralization
A little town that can and does
i
VICTORIA - There’s a town 
on the west coast of Vancouver 
Island where unemployment i.s 
only a word in the dictionary 
and welfare for those few who, 
for one rca.son or another, can­
not work. Ihc town is Tofino, 
population 1,000 tind growing.
Situated at the norilicm end of 
the Pacific Rim NaiionN Park, 
Tofino is blc,sscd wiiJi an in­
describable natural beauty. It is 
the Ixiauty anti .splendor of 
Torino’s surroundings that have 
made it an economic success 
•Story,
"We have no unernployrnent. 
Evcryb'Ody who w'anLS to work 
here can find a job,” says 
Torino's mayor, Penny Barr. 
Ttiai siaiemcnt is backed up by 
notices on bulletin boards oui- 
.sidc the co-op .store and by ad- 
vcru!ic(neiit.s in ncwsfjafxirs as 
far away as Viemria. Tofino 
businesses arc Itxaking for help. 
Jobs arc going Ixigging.
Last montli, the municip;.il of­
fice issued building pcrmiis in 
excess of SHfX),(XX), ''not tod 
for a small town,” .viys the 
mayor.
Ihc influx of money is ob­
vious, Opfxvsiic the Miiall 
municipal hall. extensive 
land.'xaping surrounds a chil­
dren’s adveniurc playground. 
Ii’.<! Uic kind of toautificaiion 
tlu'U comes only with economic 
growdi,
Wherever you kwik, additions 
are ht'int; built, new huildines 
arc going up. A mile cast of il»c 
lowII cenue, at die Weigh West 
Motel and Marina, pile drivers 
have ju.st coinplcicd the founda­
tion for a swanky new
On
4.,




room ihai wall afford diners a 
million-dollar view of .Mcarcs 
Island, just across a narrow- 
channel of water,
In the town iLsclf, west coast 
native artist Roy Henry Vickers 
exhibit hi.s work in the Eagle 
Aerie Gallery dial v,'Oi,ild to the 
envy of any mcu'a(xdi,s, Artist',s 
prc'ofs cif a scries of seven 
paintings depicting the haunting 
Ixittuiy of the Skeena River, 
which .sold for S2,8fiO a set 
when they were rclcawd last 
spring, are now being traded for 
SIO.CXX) and up. Three new 
.scrie.s Vickers i.s working on arc 
prc-sold,
But Vicker.s isn’j the only one 
in Tofino to ba«‘ his success on 
the intrinsic toauiy of nauiic. 
.lamtc Bray o|X'ratcs a ,52-fcH')t 
motor vessel iliai lakes louri.sts 
on vrimlc^v,st,:;hing c'.podiliotv:, 
His business i.s ixmming. For 
S19,95, Jamie will uikc you on 
a iwoand-a-half-hour cruise, 
and more often dian net, you’ll 
end up seeing one or more of 
the rrinpnificcni gray w-hales in 
their natural h.aV'itat 
'ILc fishing ncci adds not 
only color to tins uadiiion.il 
fi.shing town, but puis bard ca.sh 
into rntiny (xxkcL. Commercial 
fi.diCfTncn who have Uicir Ixxtts
tordied in Tol'ino, .sui)’ at the lo­
cal hotels and motels and eat at 
Ute many dining csiabli.shmcnts. 
Fish-packing plants employ 
pcsoplc at fairly gexxi w-ages.
The only threal to ‘Tofino’s 
economic well-being i.s the pro. 
jxr.scd logging of .Meares 1,slant!. 
.MacMillan BlcNdel wants to log 
the island, die tow-n (Iciesn'i. 
Neither do the Native Indians of 
die area. Tlic case will to de­
cided by. the B.C, Supreme 
Court later this year.
Mayor Barr .says die town is 
urianiinous in its cpjxisiiion to 
the logging of the island, Tlic 
damage that would result from 
clcar-cuiiirig Me,ires Island, s!iC 
Niys. w'oiild Iv horrerulniis. Ii\ 
easy to we wliy. Ju^t a few 
miles from Tofino, ideare.s Is­
land lot.'i'irs larger than life,
Ifej"!.,i. 1g, lilt givv'ij ivUc,',., i,i"i
it,s steep sIoi'k-s with ha,fTcn 
ground, Slumps and waste 
wtHxl. w'ill have rmiehiv the 
.sarrie effect oirToftriofs ceoric)* 
my as pock marks on the face
of ,111 actress Would on her 
career
Tofinsi is an excellent exam­
ple fur 'wlvai crivi.torin)eni..!H;'.i 
have Nud lot years, T'fic tone- 
fits' of logging arc not ahvas^s 
what they are c:r.,jvki;d up to be,
live iTcc.s arc gone and the 
arc barren, the benefits 
cease. In some ca.ses, far greater 
and Ic.iHg•lasiing benclit'i can l>e 
reaped by e.xploiting die unique 
aiiribmes of an area for more 
intrinsic purposes,
Tofino’.s economic growdi is 
by now so clo.sely linked to 
values other than simple e.xirac- 
lion of a natural rc.source, log­
ging .Meare.s Island would to a 
.severe blow to the town.
Thousands of people come to 
Tofino every year to experience 
w'luil they cannot have in Van­
couver or Victoria -■ raw and 
un.s(xiilcd nature, YY'hcrc else do 
you find old-growth trees, 23 
feel in i.iiairietcr, that were .sap­
lings when Charlemagne 
crowned himself emperor at 
Aix La Chapclle,' Wfierc do 
you find whales feeding in their 
natural habiuit? On Meares Is­
land you do. In Tofino you do.
Our esteemed yioliiicians ,in 
Victoria .should consider plac­
ing Tofino on dicir travel 
lUncrary. Some of d’.c tilings 
they learn may even fiave 
plication elsewhere in the pro­
vince, ,
Minister Dave Ptukcr
I ,1, %■Wi. I n
rorest
: ,r, r;,, < .
...... . <■“-* t'.'is.fciU
not necessarily a tree’s sole 
place in the scheme of ihing.s. 
.•Vcrictili'ure and FisheriesMin 
isicr John Savage might find a 
renewed commiirneni to 
fisheries enhanremcnt pro 
gnnnsY
Ami Ffernier Vandcr Zalrn 
miglit find that liicrcks a world 






tion are once again proving to be 
“centralization” of power - the 
minister of .state interfering with 
qualified and responsible people 
in the highways ministry, making 
them less able to perform their 
duties.
I give you an example which is 
quoted from the Corysoraiion of 
Saanich's Agenda for April 8. 
1988:
“In die course of planning our 
major roads program for the next 
several v'ears, we had the CKca- 
sion 10 liaise with die Ministry of 
Highways staff. We therefore ap­
proached the highways ministry 
to dcicmdne whether they would 
undcruike a comprehensive T. 
mcKlcl progrtun for the entire 
region, the highways ministry 
endorsed our projvisal for a com­
prehensive T, Mtxlelling Project.
“Now comes die 'centralizing' 
of pc'wer, as die government ,s,'tys
in dieir privatization and 
regionalization literature, there 
will be a pipeline to government, 
and in order to get diings done 
you will do it their way.
‘‘But because there is some un­
certainty as to their continuing 
role in this regard (highways min­
istry) due in the issues of 
privatization and regionalization 
they suggested dial our profxisal 
In di.scus.scd with die Minister of 
State for diis area, the Hon. Stan 
Hagen.’’
It appears to me this is the siari 
of local govcnimcni toiing im­
paired in its ability to function 
using normal govcnimcni chan­











LooI(1B(3 Sit ifio Sidney Wharf with Iho forrv Iroouols 
dockod tiloriosida In 1909. ^ ^
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What's with all these "waif 'fils"?
For years Blue Eyes and I liave listened to older, more experi­
enced people warn of imixjnding disasters and psychological 
upheavals. You’ve probably heard it too.
Wait ’til you get married. Wait ’til you have kids of your own 
Vait ’til they’re teenagers. Wait ’til they get to college.W it
We waited.
We got married. Kids came along. They filled their diapers, 
their bedrooms, their faces, tlie best scats in front of TV and they 
even filled the gas tank once in a while.
They brought friends in for slccp-ovcrs. They stayed out all 
night themselves. They switched boy and girl friends rapidly 
enough to keep us off balance. They hmded jobs; went from high 
school to university; made us proud.
A few years ago our eldest daughter moved out and now she 
lives in Toronto. We talk often on tlic telephone and exchange 
letters. Spend Chrisunas together. Stuff like that. Neat.
A couple of weeks ago the next two kids, 1 mean adults, 
honored themselves iuid u.s by graduating from tlic University of 
Victoria and our chests puffed out anotlicr notch or two. They’re 
nice people.
They left last week for a summer of planting trees in the middle 
of British Columbia. Tough job I’m told. Better tliem than me.
It’s a little quieter around here but our youngest daughter is still 
at home celebrating her last few weeks in high school with a 
whirlwind of exams, pari time jobs, grad activities, baseball 
games and three million friends.
At one time I tliought about replacing our traditional back door 
with a pair of swinging bar doors. Seemed more practical. The 
banging sounds of opening raid closing would be replaced by a 
soft swish-swishing we could hardly hear.
But on second thought, the banging is sort of nice, especially 
when accompanied by "Hi Dad, I’m home."
There arc worse noises. And besides, at summer’s end, the 
sound of silence might be deafening after she has left to attend 
university in Quebec, and our otlicr three arc working or playing 
wherever.
But back to tlic "wait ’tils".
HUGH’S VIEWS
HUGH NASH
Where were those horrendous wrinkles and crunches foretold 
by tlie doomsayers? I don’t know. We must have missed them - 
or they’ve been smoothed away by the sootliing iron of time.
The "wait ’tils" have become "has beens."
But soft. What noise is this tliat now falls upon my ancient 
ears? You’re right, it’s another "wait ’til". Oh dear.
Wait ’til they’ve all flown from home and you’re alone in that 
big nest witli nothing to do.
Where do tliese people come from? Empty nest syndrome? 
Humbug!
Why only last weekend Blue Eyes and I were all alone when 
Number Four went skiing with friends. We didn’t notice the si­
lence a bit.
We sprung from our bed at dawn each day and spent tlie 
daylight hours in a frenzy of spring cleaning. Bulging boxes were 
delivered to the Salvation Army. Armfuls of treasures were 
crammed into garbage cans. Bushels of papers went up in smoke. 
Dancing dustballs were hunted down and summarily dispatched.
At dusk we collapsed, and snored I’m informed, until the next 
dawn. We hardly had time to notice our empty nest as we 
emptied it still further.
Of course, it was nice to sec our skier back on Sunday night 
and she patiently answered our barrage of questions which 
probed into each second of her weekend. But empty nest prob­
lems? Not a one.
On the other hand, how many times can one gut a house?
I guess we’ll have to wait and find out. It prom’ses to ' e fun.
THIS IS THE WEEK THAT WAS
Hotels want help
by Hubert Beyer,
Special to The Review
While Tourism Minister Bill Reid revelled in the economic 
successes of the tourism industry during the debate of his budget 
estimates last week, a report that is already gathering dust on 
government shelves suggests that not all is well with the indusHy 
— at least not in the hotel sector.
Hotels arc cash-poor and arc falling into a state of disrepair, 
says a brief rcccndy presented to Uic government and opposition 
caucuses by the B.C. & Yukon Hotels’ Association. TTic only 
hotels doing well arc tho.se in the "golden areas"— Vancouver, 
Victoria’s Inner Harbor district and Whistler.
The rest, some 1,200 holds, motor hotels and motels, the brief 
says, made a meager combined profit of S7.4 million between ~ 
1982 and 1985.
The hoteliers blame a number of government policies for their 
misfortune, including the room tax which at up to 10 per cent is 
the highest in Canada, the increase in the sales tax on liquor and 
the imposition of a 10-pcr-cent sales tax on draft beer.
"Ba.sed on government figures and our own calculations, we 
arc of the opinion lliat tlic value of tourism ... will decline by at 
least $600 million annually within five years," the brief says.
EXPO LANDS
When the government announced with great fanfare that it had 
sold tlic Expo projierty at Vancouver’s False Creek for $320 mil­
lion to Hong Kong billionaire Li Ka Shing, some critics tliought 
the government didn’t get enough for this prime piece of real 
estate.
Imagine the surjirisc when it turned out that the government 
wa.sn’t even getting $320 million for the land. The figure is ac­
tually clo.scr to $145 million.
The higher figure includes tlic interest tlic government will col­
lect on the money Li won’t have to pay riglit now. So here’s die 
deal: Li pays $50 million down and $95 million over tlic next 15 
years. Counting the inierest on the $95 million, he’ll end up 
paying $320 million.
The same game can be played by anyone selling his house and
holding the mortgage. You sell your $145,000 house, get 
$50,000 down, hold a 15-year mortgage on the rest and claim 
you got $320,000 for the clunker. Run that one by a banker and 
see what he tells you.
OVATIONS RESUME
Word must have gone out to the Socred benches in the legisla­
ture: when the premier says something, applaud!
A couple of weeks ago, the government troops left their leader 
in a lurch by sitting stone-silent as Bill Vandcr Zalm tried to ex­
plain his relationship to Peter Toigo. Toigo, you remember, is the 
man who was too late with his bid for the Expo land in Van­
couver, but get let in through the back door by the premier’s 
right-hand man, David Poole.
After the Socred MLAs’ refusal to back up the premier with 
desk-pounding and shouts of approval received wide publicity, 
they apparently saw the error of their ways and decided it was 
time again for some tokens of support. . , ;
When the premier answers questions in the House now, he cain 
once again, depend on his people to pound the dickens out of . 
those desks and shout: "hear, hear."
ABORTION REPORT COMING 
The premier’s abortion advisory council is expected to submit 
its findings and recommendations just about any day now. Word 
has it tlial the council will recommend against abortion on 
demand and propose a compromise which would allow abortion 
on the recommendation of a doctor only during tlie first phase of 
pregnancy.
It’s safe to assume tliai neither pro-life nor pro-choice sup­
porters will be happy with such a compromise. The former won’t 
accept anything less than a ban on abortion, while the latter con­
tinue to fight for abortion on demand.
LIQUOR POLICY CLARIFIED 
After some waffling on the issue of liquor store privatization , 
the government has made its position clear. Liquor .stores now 
operated by the government will not be privatizexl, but the private 
sector will be able to bid on any new liquor stores. Another ex­








We can Custom Build to Order . . .
☆ Music & entertainment centers
* Bedroom furniture
Coffee, corner and end tables
* Dining room tables.
Also we handle . . .
☆ A great selection of chairs
☆ 18”, 24” & 30” stools
2168 Keating X Road 652-9812
SPECIAL 
MAY 4th-18th 
24” OAK STOOL 
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COME AND SEE OUR NEW LOOK
WE HAVE COLORED MONITORS, 
NEW PROGRAMS, NEW PRICES. 
MORE FUN, MORE HOSPITALITY.








SHARED OFFICE SPACE 
FOR RENT
CALL 656-4311
SIDNEY BUSINESS & ANSWERING SERVICE
FAX -24 HR. SERVICE 
WORD PROCESSING 
, PERSONALIZED TELEPHONE 













2341 BEACON AVE. SIDNEY 656-1102
Rog. $10.00








is on Your Head
TAKING ARREST nt tho foot of Boncon Avomio recently Is Alox Gllbort, In town with n vlcitlnfi rui^by tcnim, Qllljerl 
Is the aUminiatrelor ol tho team.
IN SIDNEY CENTRE
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Museum-by-fhe-sea opens Saturday
Who's That Knocking At Your Door?
"Hi. I'm one of JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES"
•■YV'hy h.ave over 1 million members left tho Wat- 
chtower Soc-rety in tbe last 10 years? W'ho do 
Jehovah’s Witnesses say Jesus Christ really is? 
How do Jehovah’s V/ltnosses explain away their 
numerous false end-of-tHe-world propheoies? Why 
do Jehovah's Wltnesess refuse blood transfu­
sions?”
••Every year Jehovah’s Witness field workers will 
visit the homes of nearly every member of your com­
munity — often as many times as they can. How will 
you r-es-pond'? Some will listen. Some vrili slam the 
door. Some wi1! argue. Now. for the first time, you 
can learn the real story' behind those univited door- 
to-door visitors.”
A FELLOWSHIP 3APTIST CHURCH
r-E -£i:=' 't f-e




SASSTiVCOC' E.A Y, 5. Z -ci-ti: fEE -3 ’ :E
COME AND VIEW THENEWIY RELEASED VIDEO:
WiTNESSES OF JEHOVAH! 
BRENTWOOD BAY-’S BAPTIST CHURCH
7W8 W. Saanich Rd. tat Marohant)
; ALSO: JOHN & BARB WYATT.
— Testimony at 9:4.5 a.m. Semce 
— Q U EST10 N P ER i O D a t 6:0i0 p. m. Se rTice
“IRegardinc OUT own background: Barba:ra was a 
Vlllness for 30 years ano’ 1 for 25 years.. I served as a 
member of the London.. England fuli-tiime H.Q. sta.ft 
and later as a Circuit,Mlinister'i-n charge of a number 
of Encilsh coingregatJons.: We were- both luili!-time 
Stliniis.ters for a mumbe'r of years CPidneersy and left 
the org3ini!2;atidnvotenta.rii!yU'' G : .
■.Gu:S€eic^jDhtn.iS:$2yv
Editor’s Note:
The Sidney Mose-om will be 
epeoing for iis 17 th seaso.a,, S.ai- 
urday. \’olmieers are needed to 
help widi museum cperadoins and 
reseaic-h. Call 656-1322 for fur­
ther i.aforTn,adicsT..
Fo.lio'ii.'ing is a fearure. cn the- 
muse-um su-bmitted by Iccal 
freelance 'A-riier Ed-A'ard Brown.
By ED'WARD G. BR0^^~N 
Special to the Re-view
Jmi to the rigfc.t of the main 
er..trance to Sidney’s m'use.um is 
the anchor of ±.e S..S. Iroq'uo’S. It 
bears uhe. legend reC'C-'jndng the 
fare of '2:0.1 ve:ssel off C^jrd.es 
Po-mi: on a da>' in .A.pnl, 76 
ago.
This., togeHer wim the m,any 
exhibit b the museum,, shed 
Li.g'’nt on ±e lives and ’ii.fe sr-'les of 
these '«bo lived in this area up to 
3 hundred and more years ago.
THE MOURNING P'IN
Ore O-C ±e nrst displays to 
catch the visitor’s aGendon coa- 
si.sos of men’s and •-omen’s arti­
cles in use during me Gay 
Nineoes; horseishoe-shaped crib- 
bage beard, coctpiece '~ith dra-w'er 
for the apcerdneoces: the Icng- 
stemmed pipe coce in vogue: antd 
a misceiiany of brushes and mix- 
■rors.
Feaoored in the dispiaiy are, 
mceming pins. Oval shaped, they 
contain hanr saved as a meoenito 
of a loved one. pcssSbly brought 
to an undmely death, ^'ridng In 
amcoer coQtexn. ^fary Sto'-an 
saiit '■‘Tbe mo:st pcignanit o.f all 
sc;)riows. ±e regiec fer •s.'hac might 
feor^e teen and was- gone for 
ever.”
Tbe faa thai: diphthena, small­
pox and other diseases are no 
lortger iiie-threacening may ■ ac-
Uu SN?'Ui<
^Qclurv
'W'5 •w»!i:cr-*» ere ,=rc a'T to ci.i; 
•C':!' ssissen, .-c sei'.'nc 
:i.i-cres. =i'c: sftsi—cci-. 'ssisis.. 
Ci=E:'i n.es;.-auri., OOC - S.CC'E'U
479-7787
CCD ‘i#’E3T KiAS
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ALL RUBBER-BACKS AT OUR 
LANDED COST, CASH & CARRY ONLY
TOO MANY IN STORE SPECIALS
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OOA-n Ai
cO'Om for the dis'-use of the mourn­
ing pin..
WHEN THE .ANGELUS 
IS RINGING™
.A piano brought around 
Horn in 1S95 is evide.ni:e 
m.usi: playeid a pan Ln uhe ’lives on 





helped m stock 
mined
iii nere is more.
■;calking machine” Circa 190'" - 
the old 'S'ind-up record-player 
‘•Vi tin ! ts no.cn pTccuces s'urpr:.sun g - 
ly c,leaj sound.
Try hscening to one of tbe 
records available for demcn.s;ma- 
doQ., called, 'V.lten tbe Angeius is 
Ringing.
FERTILE SOIL
A sleeping-mat made of rushes 
and held together -s-ith hand-m.3de 
rope, baske.ts tcdn oval and rec- 
tan-Euiar - -.anv -"ith lids - a
c.neese ano craccers and the 
crockery centa-iners are for beans 
a-H'-d cuner ru-lic icods.
Tne S.aa.nich carmery, once lo­
cated at thie fcO't of Sidney's 
Beacon .Ave."U; 
the Critc’riey shelves with
i:en.i.nsui.a. and ’-iit fish talten off 
■ cre-s.
THE MASTODON 
One of the '-cria's largest elk
No-m*’ '.iTv r.O'ruw to
per
.-..ree •hc"-<--to up
Tbe e^iri;. sealers r“o.st have eo- 
cccG .-.'urmer
igging stick are amcog
ardiiacts of me S-altsh Indtans cc
dtsplay.
i ..jta m O'.
spear points used by tbe Sali.sh to 
catch nsh.
The poincs v-ary in destgn 
depe.ndino on the fish to be 
caught and oa tbe cendibens un­
der '^tbc-h me spears. -F-ere used.
Tbe metai pcin,ts and the sickice 
shaped blade of me ctgging stick 
are set in a groo’.o in the sbadts 
and rirmty bcend -F-im me hand­
made cord. Tbe Salish, exclusive 
cccuptsants of mis area before tbe 
coming of tbe 
me name to me 
”Saanxb” meaning, good or fer­
tile sod.
THE, BE..AN' SP'ROLT BOWL
Tbe. Cbine:5e. attracted to Bott- 
ish Cciuimbia during me ISoOs by 
rumers of me gold melds., naoFe 
mtdie 'heir cre;sence fel't in this 
area. Their baind-'F-oven baskets., 
their tea-pccs.. ginger' Jars and 
even a Chinese drum are- in me 
meseem's. exhibit.
There is: a bowl three feet in, 
diaimeter. , mao .was used for 
. .sproQttng beans„ 'Tbist filed daily 
wrh mesh wusr and set in a -dark, 




... Tbere's a ini
le spec:
.... ..
for '-'e d'O b.a'-e E'-k L.ai':e. .An 
ed<: s antje.ns ao..t'm. 'mc' a... c: a 
pc-rtton o: a log oabtn e.x,hib;:ec in 
tbe ~u.seo.-n.
1 .C
urn ;.s a pet: 
great homed ow i.
i : ,e ."n..l.?’.-;,U'.,’. - . i - .C
” beat'SL'IO Feans age
The t'-F'o tee.th me onu,seu,m has
Vukee Rover. Cndy by befdng 
one of mese teeth tan a oeoscc
..r..CL: 
... ,
ec o v tne:se onasneos
nasses,
THE BITTER CHHRN
.ecano siome ■•e.o.ic.es m 'to 
me tmm of tbe century. There's a 
beggy on lean to. the nn.usecm 
from Herbiem W. Rrodley.
Toere are bcrseshces. and odter
berses. tnebadmg a rasp to file 
bO'W- a btrse's t.:>:ct ^gro'Fm too. 
long and sharp; for comfon. There
ersion , u
of Cntchliey's saore,. me rea£ ‘iOne 
has been cm of use 'simte l‘~5Qch 
dispiiays the boxes mat mce bild..
cancct
In addiden mere, are s:amples of 
me esisendaist so me e;ariy 
puooierst mere aoe^ median .dmlis:., 
.grinding wbrels, p.canes; u:sed for 
mng'te-and-grocve ' , as.
octer shapes^, me; bread axe to;
; is^naare- cm ■dm.bers. 'for bmJding, 
;and me shAtemaater'S' bast -- the 
nante. ;demFed , froex; tve O'ld 
ebsh , m«eanmg ■ ftitc-sueo. on 
mack..
""D'Oost nf mese toiois are: hom
me O': me c-incun. oct isocte;
HAIRPORT

















MON., TUES., WED. & SAT, 9:00..5:30 
THURSDAYS & FRIDAYS 9:00-9:00 
CLOSED SUNDAYS
F4-2'310 BEACON iHcxt te STfUVs- 656-6113
could be much older,” comments 
Kathleen Traynor, the museum’s 
director. “Some of them could be 
200 years old. A good tool can , 
last a long time, it is just neces- . 
sary to add a new blade when the : 
old one wears out.”
There are butter chums made of : 
wood, metal and a small one 
made of glass.
“It is a faN'orite of school chii- • 
dien,” said Tramor.
“'W-'hen they come en masse, if - 
the weather is nice, we take them 
outside and use the glass chum. 
They can see the milk turning to 
buuer.”
THE BED PIG
One of the exhibits is a turn of 
Ue centur;.' lady’s bedroom with ■ 
its bed, bureau and bathing ac- 
couLT'emenLi. Here stands the 
pLa.no dO'nated to the museum b>' 
'.ViLiia.m Brice. In the middle of 
me rco-m Ls a large -F.-ic’Ker crib: it 
i.s complete with a doll dressed in 
a :.'rLtiste.n.ing gown.
.A bed in an unheated room be­
comes un’celievably cold. Fomier • 
generations used various means , 
10 aiieviate unis problem, one of 
mc.m was tbie bed-pig. .A precur­
sor of the hex-water bottle and 
placed in the bed to make it a 
•F-e’ceme haven.
Tr.e room is by necessity siri,a]J. 
•'.All woman's bedroom would 
he-<e 'ceen biggeT,” c,omme.nted 
Trarocr, '•if the ladies didn’t en­
tertain in the living-room, they 
en.:enai.r.ed in the kitchen or, i.f 
±ey could afford kitchen staff, 
Ley would eneriain in their 
'redroems which were large a.nd 
diocibkd as si-Uing-room or they 
had a sitting-room attached.
••'That is why the ladies’ 
bedrooms in the older houses are 
•SO large.” 5.be added.
THE JOHN F.A.MILY
One of the exhibits., possibly the 
mese significant, consiss of six 
pcccograpd aibums.
One of mese depicts the eco- 
Dcmic acd'dry In A,e area since 
ie.fO., in'claded .is: farming: , the 
' raising, of canie; askeysc and. for 
: airoese se:v'en;ty years me grow-ing 
. of.heps.' ,
During me IS'FIS logging and 
:saw:-sili.s. flccrisdei. . -
..Aker me mm of the cenrory 
mere w'lii; a cannery.
Sidney: w-^:? lit igrp the 
ermines of me Vicscria and Sid­
ney Railway Ferry Ser-'ice to 
:Anaccnes.
In l:S:S.5, a church 'f-'cs built in 
'F-bai: 'reemme Sidney (me town 
was .rogiscered in ISFl), Tne 
hcrseless-carriage arri%ed in 
IAI ft S line y ’,s east - west
•f-jcrcug'h-fane -A-as paved in 1922.
Fr.e cf me photo albums are 
da'-ored to long es'tablished 
farn.u:es co the Peninsula. Promi- 
.ne-n.t .ar.ccg mem i:> the John fam-
Riichard John arnved on Van- 
ccevir liland in 1S5S. Ho ac- 
■:-.'red a bit) acre farm in North 
S.aan:ch.
Ciun of •h.i.s fami i.-t today’s 
S.a,M: v-n Roaomrack.
It the John family that the 
ccc.nvcnitY owes its thanks for 
:r.ng;:-g me mu.seum inio Iving 
m'.d for nutkmg (ho past live 
agmn.
T:ve muscutn’s oiiy.iual oolUv- 
Ison of mote than JtXX' tiotns 
y was conirilnitod hv (ho Jithn fatn- 
liv.
<£0*40 KEATiNG X RGAD5
T’-e.-nab-a'^tere-*': .abc r,a'".,:UsCA'”';-h. U' 3.as;“.;c.''
'i..t ■( ■; »t«t 'a*'*x.;«.t(a i< '...il,c.ae.i'sS "’d' PC'Si.'tCi*'’. 'frVPC
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POSTPONE
Continued from Page A1
Jackson has opted to be tried 
by judge alone. He will be 
represented Victoria lawyer 
Adrian Brooks when he appears 
in Sidney Provincial Court for a 
preliminary hearing on June 30. 
That day he faces a charge of 
stealing money and credit card 
receipts from Gurton’s Garage.
There will be a preliminary 
hearing July 27 in Sidney Pro­
vincial Court into charges of 
possession of stolen property. 
The next day, there will be a 
preliminary hearing on charges 
of break, enter and theft.
Gregory Stokes, 19, also 
charged at the same time, has 
pleaded guilty to possession of 
stolen property. He will be 
sentenced by Judge Lawrence 
Brahan in Victoria Provincial
Court on May 25.
A preliminary hearing has 
been set for June 8 into charges 
of break, enter and theft and 
possession of stolen property 
against John Nye, 18. He was 
charged at the same time as 
Stokes, Jackson and Ed 
Coombs, who was sentenced 
last month.
One youth accused of being 
part of the gang has also plead 
guilty to some charges of break, 
enter and theft. He stands ac­
cused of entering many of the 
same homes as the youth 
already sentenced.
This 17-year-old will be 
sentenced in Victoria Youth 
Court on May 17. Like the 
others who are under 18, he 
cannot be identified under the 
Young Offenders Act.
Welcome signs
Signs that welcome visitors to 
Central Saanich will be posted 
at the municipal boundaries on 
the Pat Bay Highway and West 
Saanich Road, pending ap­
proval of the Department of 
Highways.
The recommendation by the 
Central Saanich economic 
development committee was en­
dorsed by council May 2.
“This is a recommendation 
that was included in the com­
mittee’s economic development 
strategy and profile received by 
council,” said committee chair­
man Aid. Wayne Watkins.
“They will be posted at the 
main points of tourist traffic in
the municipality,” he said.
The signs wil be made in a 
crest design with an off-whie 
background. Bright green letter-' 
ing will say, “Welcome to Cen­
tral Saanich.”
Council approved a max­
imum expenditure of $1,200 
from the 1988 budget to pay for 
the manufacture and installa­
tion of four signs. Each will be 
made from plywood and one 
four-by-eight foot sheet would 
, be sufficient to make two signs, 
Watkins said.
Entrances to the municipality 
from the north and south by the 
Pat Bay Highway and West 
Saanich Road will receive signs.
DIVING INTO THE GARBAGE is nothing but a pair of 
legs with rubber boots stuck on them outside a home 
on Aboyne Avenue in North Saanich last Wednesday. 
Callers said there is a problem in the area with people 
rooting through garbage left for pickup by often tardy 
garbagemen. This, apparently, was a clever ploy to fool 
scavengers into believing someone had beaten them 
to the goods.
Victim service program storts
Help for victims of crime has 
arrived in Sidney.
Sidney RCMP Staff Sgt. 
John Penz has announced the 
opening of a police-based Vic­
tim Service in Sidney, which 
began May 1.
Six Sidney-area residents 
were recruited and trained by 
Greater Victoria Victim Services 
during a recent five-week 
period.
The volunteers will be given 
referrals from the RCMP patrol 
members and will be making 
personaLcontact with victims of 
all types of crime, including 
break and enter, assaults, rob­
bery and harassment.
Rings stolen
^ A Sidney resident was playing 
^ ball in the park at Eighth Street 
and Ocean Avenue at about 4 
p.m. April 29 when she took off 
her sweater and left two rings in 
the pocket.
When she returned a short 
time later she discovered so­
meone had stolen the rings, 
valued at about $1,000. Police 
are investigating.
Window smoshed
Someone threw or pushed a 
shopping buggy through a plalc 
glass window on the west side of 
Beacon Plaza overnight April 
.10-May 1. Police are in-
^ vestigating.
Services offered include emo­
tional support, home security 
information, referral to com­
munity services, criminal in­
juries compensation informa­
tion, case progress on court pro­
ceedings and witness prepara­
tion.
This use of community 
volunteers to help distraught 
people can speed up recovery 
from the trauma of crime.
Even victims of break and 
enter can often experience fear 
and paranoia knowing a 
stranger has been in their home, 
said Penz. Their sense of the 
personal safety of their home 
has been violated and the quali­
ty of their life has changed.
The object of victim services 
is to help people get what they 
need to recover from the impact
of crime.
Local municipalities and the 
provincial government have 
contributed funds on a cost 
share basis to provide services 
to the victims of crime under the 
Attorney General’s Victim 
Assistance program.
Sidney and North Saanich 
municipalities are co-operating 
with the Greater Victoria Victim 
Services, which has been in 
operation since 1984 and has 




RATE AS OF MAY 9, 1988 
$1.2130
$1. = $ 1.21 $13. = $15.77' 
$ 2. = $ 2.43 $14. = $16.98
$ 3. = $ 3.64 $15. = $18.20
$ 4. = $ 4.85 $16. = $19.41
$ 5. = $ 6.07 $17. = $20.62
$ 6. '= $ 7.28 $18. = $21.83
$ 7. = $ 8.49 $19. = $23.05
$ 8. = $ 9.70 $20. = $24.26
$ 9. = $10.92 $25. = $30.33 
$10. = $12.13 $30. = $36.39 
$11. = $13.34 $40. = $48.52 
$12. == $14.56 $50. = $60.65 
I Retailers please place this table 
j . . on your cash register . ^
APPEARING IN THE PUB 
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Society presents arts scholarships Young
Two Peninsula artists will 
further their studies with the 
help of the Saanich Peninsula 
Arts and Crafts Society.
Joe Wilson, a Stelly’s stu­
dent, will be given $500 toward 
tuition at the art school of his 
choice. Wilson uses tradition 
native techniques in his carving 
and prints.
He was chosen among 
graduating students in District 
63 for the annual SPAC 
scholarship.
Fibre artist Norma Nairn has 
been awarded the member’s 
; scholarship. The Deep Cove 
; sheep farmer plans to attend the 
; Okanagan Summer School of 
: the Arts for a week in July.
: “I’m really excited about this
: course,’’ said the weaver. “I’ve 
• had no formal training in fabric 
; design before.’’
;• Nairn has been a weaver and 
;• spinner for eight years. She’s a 
:• member of the Deep Cove 
•: Weavers and Spinners as well as 
j SPAC.
:• Last year’s member scholar- 
ship winner was at the weekend 
ij arts and crafts show in Sanscha 
i'l Hall to show what he learned on 
his course. Gil Montgomery 
demonstrated bronze casting 
ii: methods.
•j: “We thought it was the best
show we’ve ever had,’’ said 
iji SPAC president Wendy Askew. 
Crowds filled Sanscha Hall




A Clayton Road brother and sister want to operate a 
mobile Popsicle stand in Wain Road Pttrk this summer.
“We’ll probably just sell popsicles and stutt during 
baseball games,’’ said 12-year-old Leslie Swanson. She hopes 
to work out a schedule with her 13-year-old brother.
“If there are two games in a d;iy, we’ll each take one, ’ .said 
Mike, adding “otherwise we’ll each work esery other day.
The young entrepreneurs were inspired !■>>' triends in .Sidney 
who set up a similar venture. “We thought my dad could 
build us a cooler which could go on our bikes,’’ said Leslie.
“1 phoned up Island harms Dan\' Kr tisk about buying 
dairy cups, revels and Popsicles. 1 hey said they d get a 
salesperson to call me, but 1 htiven’i hctird trom anyone yet, 
she said.
Meanwhile, the pair has applied for tnunicipa! permission. 
“My brother and 1 will make sure that the ice cream wrappers 
are cleaned up to the best of our ability,’’ said Leslie in a let­
ter to council.
“I support such an endeavor from young people,’’ said 
Aid. Don Caverley at the May 2 council meeting.
“While it appears not to be a problem, 1 suggest a rcferal to 
the Inspector of Services,’’ said .Mayor Linda Michaluk. 
“They may also need approval from the health department. ’
“All you have to do is fill out an application form and sub­
mit a proposal with a drawing of the cooler and bicycle,’’ said 
a spokesman for the public health inspector’s department. “It 
usually doesn’t take very long to approve it,’’ she added.
There is no fee for this sort of food service licence, she said.
Some Sidney youngsters have sold ice cream bars at Sidney 
games for several years. They operate with a business licence 
issued by the Town of Sidney', said Bill Swanson, Mike and 
Leslie’s father. “We got the idea from them,’’ he added.
SPINNER Cynthia Brock pulls wool into fine strands as she demonstrates technique 





SOAPSTONE FISH carved by George Harvey attracted 
attention near entrance to SPAC spring show Inst 
weekend.
HAND MOVEMENTS must be steady, potter Mavis 
Mooney demonstrates at SPAC spring show at 
Sanscha Hall hast weekend.
FITTING COOLER on bike for summer Popsicle sales 
all part of doing business, as young entrepreneurs 
Mike (left) and Leslie Swanson discover.
Reform Party will
Members of the Reform Par­
ty of Caiiadii will present a con- 
stitutioiiiil ariiendmcnt to the 
four western premier.s at the 
premiers' conference in 
Parksville, May IH,
I'inal iniHit for tlic presenta­
tion can lie niiide at a workshop 
called Reforming the Senate of 
Canada, May 17 in Victoria, 
said Safmich/Giilf Islands con­
stituency vice-president ,lim 
Partridge,
“We’re going to say v-edon’i 
like the Mcech Lake .Accord ihc 
w'iiy it is," Partridge saiil. “We 
hope to slow it dow n.”
“'fo my knowletigc, no one 
has made a prcseniaiiun of 
amendment 10 the Mceeli I akc 
Accord in legal form and con 
te,St," Partridge saul, 
Workshops which gaiheied 
input into the proposal \seic 
held by the Reform Party .icnwv 
Western C'anada.
“We think by the time it gets 
to us, inosi id' I lie \oirk will be 
done.’’ Pill iriilge said,
I he Greiiter A'ictoriii 
workshop will be held in the 
While I'agjc Hall, at dd Dock 
St,, next Ijiesd.iy from 10:30 
ii.m, to 3 p,in,. Pantidge sail!. 
Other woi'kslU'ps hiive been 
held in Nk’iimipeg, Saskatoon, 
Ldmornon, (:';ilgary iiiul V;m 
con vet .
“ I'lu'i e are a lot of people 0|i-
luised to it iliiii don’t have :t 
platform to spettk to it, :md 
we’re providing one,” Partridge 
said.
There is a ehaige of $35 per 
persim foi the wcirksliop, “to 
encomage |ieople who do show 
lip to have serimis ihoiighis on 
tlie mailer," PiUiridge said. 
I.nnch will be pidvideil.
The Reform I'iiriy is pnsliing 
for !i Tripled' senate -- one 
that’s elected, with ccpial 
rcpresemitiion,
Color prints
(.'olor reprints of it phoo' 
iluii sliowed iT sampling of 
Peninsula people in ilieii 
on-tlie-joT' iiiiire iiie tuns 
available for purchase.
'The g.ioup |ihoto aii- 
petired on I’age Cl (if itu,' 
April 27 speeial eiiition of 
The lies lew,
'Tlie color jM'ims will be 
available in the fis'cdiy
sesen inch si/e only, ,AII 
iMcleis imiM be inediaid ;il 
1 he Re\ie\s office, ‘)7,S|- 
2n(.l,Si ,, Sidney.
i he dea(.lline f('r oiderin)’ 
prints is nest W'ediiesday, 
May bS. The eosi foi eaeli 
print is $6. Ordered prints 
uill he ,i\iiilable for i:iicku|i 
iioin the I'ffiee (diet 12 
noon, Mas 2.3,
TROUBLE GETTING AROUND?
WE OFFER YOU TOTAL 
INDEPENDENCE 
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The Review provides this com­
munity calendar free of charge, 
space permitting. Preference will be 
given to local nonprofit clubs and 
organizations. Deadline for adver­
tising upcoming events is noon Fri­
day.
GARAGE SALE
10th Tsartlip Beavers, cubs & 
scouts garage sale in Brentwood 
Hall, corner W Saanich & Wallace, 
9:30 am-2:30 pm May 14 
OVEREATERS
Regular meetings of self-help group 
Overeaters Anonymous 7:30 pm 
Mondays at Sidney Silver Threads 
SIDNEY MUSEUM 
Opening for 17th season on .May 
14. Volunteers needed for opera­
tions and research. 656-1322 
BAKE SALE
Pies, loaves, buns, craft table at 
Peace Lutheran Church 2295 
Weiler Ave. 1-4 pm May 14 
PROGRESSIVE AUCTION 
Home baking and knick-knacks. 
Elk Lake Baptist Church. May 14 
QUAKERS
Society of f'riends meets each 
month on the Peninsula for wor­
ship and discussion. Visitors 
welcome. 655-3436
NATIVE GOSPEL 
Key-Way-Tin Albertan Native 
gospel team present ministry in 
song and word at Friendship Bap­
tist Church, 7 pm May 15 
GARDEN CLUB
Quarantine Station director Bill 
Lanterman speaks to Sidney and 
Saanich Peninsula Garden Club 
meeting at Margaret Vaughn-Birch 
Hall, 4th St, 7:30 pm May 16 
REGATTA
High school rowing at Elk Lake, 3- 
7 pm May 13 & 9 am-5 pm May 14 
STEAM TRAIN
Vancouver Island .Model Engineers 
spring meet May 14 & 15 at Ar­
tifacts Society grounds. Island 
View.
GARAGE SALE
Sidney Little League selling un­
wanted treasures at giant garage 
sale, Sanscha Hall, 10 am-1 pm 
May 28. Drop off night before 6-9 
pm
FRENCH IMMERSION 
Registration for Grade 1 French im­
mersion until end of the school year 
during regular hours at Keating & 
Deep Cove Schools.
- SIDNEY PRESCHOOL 
There are still two openings in the 
4s class for Sept 88. 656-0857, 655- 
1516
DIABETES AUXILIARY 
Dr. Elinor Powell, Royal Jubilee 
Hospital clinical director, speaks to 
Peninsula Auxiliary of the Diabetes 
Association, SPH, 7 pm May 11 
PENINSULA SINGERS 
Sacred and Secular music at St. 
John’s United Church, 10990 W 
Saanich Rd. 7:30 pm May 24 
SEE HOW THEY RUN 
Peninsula Players perform at Cen­
tral Saanich Lions Hall, May 20 & 
21
GRAND PIANO
UVic Music School hopes to raise 
$70,000 to replace concert grand 
piano. 721-7902
MARINE LIFE
Local marine life subject of slide 
show by Friday Harbour whale 
researcher Pam Stacey, Newcombe, 
7:30 pm Mav 11
I’LL GET MY MAN 
Philip King play performed 
Luke’s Players, Mav 11-14, 
477-3080
HUMAN RIGHTS 
Human Rights Institute of Canada 
founder Marguerite Ritchie speaks 
to Women’s Canadian Club AGM, 
Newcombe, 2 pm May 11.
MEDIEVAL PLAYS 
Three plays from Chester Cycle 
with period music at Christ Church 




Last meetings of support group 
before September at Cridge Centre, 
7:30 pm May 11 & 26. 384-8058 
GARDEN COLOR 
Penelope Hobhouse gives slide lec­
ture on gardening. Newcombe, 8 
pm May 12
TEA & BAKE SALE 
Salvation Army Ladies Auxiliary, 
525 Johnson St. 1:30-3:30 pm May 
13
JORVIK
Dr. Peter Addyman speaks on lost 
Viking capital at the Newcombe 
7:30 pm Mav 15
GERANIUM & FUCHSIA 
Greater Victoria Geranium & 
Fuchsia Society annual pUuit sale. 
Hillside Centre, Mav 14 & 15 
AUCKLAND ORCHESTRA 
Auckland Youth Orchestra per­
forms University Centre 
Auditorium, UVic, 8 pm Mav 16 
PAT BOVEY
.'\GGV director Pat Bovey speaks 
to University Women’s Club, 
Laurel Point Inn, 6:30 pm May 18. 
385-4302
COMPUTERS
Special education teacher Connie 
McAvoy speaks on using computers 
with learning disabled students. 
Room 200 Richmond School, 8 pm 
May 17. 595-5611
BIRD HOMES
Beginners tour of bird nesting and 
feeding sites at Witty’s Lagoon, 1 
pm May 15
VISIT VIENNA
Victoria Conservatory Music String 
Quartet plays benefit at Holy Trini­
ty Anglican Church for organ fund. 
2:30 pm May 15
656-0134.
“THE MEN’SSHOP”
“in the Marina Court” on 2ND ST. '
Tues.-Sat. 8:30-5:30 656-4443
DUE TO THE GREAT RESPONSE OF OUR
Peninsula Community Association: 
phone 656-0134.
GRIEF SUPPORT 
One to one counselling, grief sup­
port walk and breakfast club. Con­
fidential. Laurie at PCA
TIME TO DRIVE? 
Volunteer drivers needed to take 
elderly to medical appointments, 
etc. One drive a week usual; milage 
paid. Marjorie at PC,\
SAFE HOME PARENTS 
Urgently needed. Compensation 
available. Judv 656-0134.
CRAFT FAIR
PCA spring craft fair. Sanscha 
Hall. May 29
SENIOR’S 
WE’VE EXPANDED OUR MENU
WE NOW OFFER A . . .
6 02. STEAK or PORK CUTLET DINNER
All Dinners include: Fresh Veget,ible




Is Qyallty, Taste and Price Important 
Here are Two Reasons Why You Shoyld
Page AID THE REVIEW 9781-2nd St., Sidney B.C. Wediiesdnv. .Nf.-n 1 1. / ‘W
4^
Presented by Island Furniture Mart
Byiiisli @11 beef
Imporlanl new Health and 
Welfare Canada data on cho­
lesterol and fat has been 
released in a pamphlet enti­
tled, “No Bull About Beef.”
A well balanced diet pro­
motes good nutrition. It i.s 
important to a good diet that 
none of the four basic food 
groups be eliminated comple­
tely. Of course, some people 
do practise vegetarianism 
today, 'r h e y must be 
extremely knowledgeable on 
how to combine the proper 
foods to obtain the right mix 
of amino acids. Strict vege­
tarians must also be sure to 
include vitamin B12 which is 
found only in animal prod­
ucts. It is wise for them to 
consult a professional dieti­
tian for guidance.
Nothing stays the same and 
so too our Canadian beef has 
changed.
Fact fri; Beef’s cholesterol 
levels are 21% lower than 
.1979 nutrition ■ tables stated. 
Important new research con­
ducted by Agriculture Canada 
show that^ on average, a 
serving of lean beef has 13% 
less cholesterol than chicken 
and 10% less than cod!
Fact //2: Today’s beef is. up 
to 30% leaner than 1979 nutri­
tion tables indicated. Lean 
inside round steak has just 
over half the fat that you get 
in roast chicken, even without 
the skin.
Fact //3: Beef now has 
fewer caloriiis than you prob­
ably think, Even cooked and 
trimmed sirloin steak com 
pares favorably with roast 
chicken in terms of fa I and 
calories. To gel the bust' 
nutrition from beef, with the 
fewest calories: serve 90-r20g. 
(3-loz) portions - remove all 
visible fat - broil, barbecue or 
roast on a rack - s('rve roasts 
witli defatted drijipings 
instead of gravy - choose 
marinades wilhout oil,
Fact //‘I: Beef brings vital 
nutrients to our diet. Not only
that —they’re nutrients that 
are readily digested by the 
body.
Fact fr5: Lean beef fits the 
bill perfectly. Today’s active 
lifestyles call for nutrient- 
dense foods; foods which are 
readily digested, low in 
calories and packed with vita­
mins and minerals. Beef is a 
perfect choice.
Do you have a beef about 
beef in the microwave? It’s 
easy, and the browning is 




1 (lOoz) pkg. frozen car-
rnimowAmmmimmmm
WEDNESDAY. MAY 20 (it 6:30 pm 
$10,00 per periion
UMITt-D SKATING - WKSERVE IN FERSON
Three local Pyfhians hold fop chairs
Sidney’s Knights of Pythias 
lodge is an a unique position, at 
the beginning today of the 
grand lodge’s 87th annual con­
vention.
Three local members hold top 
chairs in the grand lodge — a 
first for any lodge in the pro­
vince.
Retiring grand chancellor of 
B.C. i.s Robert Smith of Victory 
Lodge No. 63, who makes way 
for incoming grand chancellor 
Wilfred W. Hetman of the same 
branch.
And Joe Fenton, supreme 
deputy for B.C., i.s also from 
the local lodge.
Lodge 63 is hosting the B.C. 
convention today until Friday. 
About 3(X) people arc expected, 
including those attending the 
73rd annual convention of the 
Grand Temple Pythian Sisters, 
which runs simultaneously.
The in c o ming grand 
chancellor joined the Sidney 
lodge in 1945, then worked his 
way through all chairs of office.
Hetman has served as 
chancellor commander of the 
Sidney lodge and vice grand 
chancellor of all B.C. lodges.
Hetman has also been award­
ed the Golden Spur. The highest
honor of the order, it’s given 
“only to a very deserving 
Knight who has gone beyond 
the call of duty in the lodge as 
well as the community at 
large,’’ lodge public relations 
chairman Stan Watling said.
Also in conjunction with the 
convention i.s a poster contest 
on driving under the influence 
of alcohol. T'he work ol a 
Peninsula winner, .hini .lensen 
of Mt. Newton Middle .School, 
goes up against enirics Irom 
across B.C. tomorrow.
The Grade 6 student iilaced 
ahead of second-place local 
winner Wendy MacDonald, a 
Grade 9 student at I’arkland 
Secondary. And third phice 
went to Mari Jensen, Grade 8, 
of Mt. Newton.
In all. 16 enirics were judged 
at the local level. ROBERT SMITH WILFRED HETMAN
@ 1 (lOoz) pkg. frozen green 
beans
® 2 Tbsp. salad oil 
® 1 Tbsp. flour 
0 2 cups cooked, cubed lamb 
or other tender cut of meat 
® j GOoz) can rhushroom 
soup
@ 8 fresh sliced mushrooms 
® Vi cup chopped onion 
® salt & pepper toTasle 
® ]'/2 c. hot mashed potatoes 
® '/i c. melted butter 
® Parsley, chives, paprika ' 
Precook frozen vegetables. 
Heal salad oil in hot brow'iiing 
dish or conventional range. 
Dredge lamb in flour; sear in 
hot dish. In 2 qt. casserole, 
combine lamb, soup, mush­
rooms, onions, carrots and 
green beans. Salt and pepper 
fo taste. Blend evenly. Mound 
mashed potatoes in a ring 
around edge of dish. 
Microwave (high) covered, 4-3 
minutes. Pour butler over 
potatoes. Top with parsley or 
c h i v e s a n d p a p r i k <i . 
Microwiive (high) 4-0 min­
utes, uncovered, rotating dish 
if needed for even cooking.
Rest, covered, !) minutes.
Serves 4-G, A gre.'it planned- 
over litmb dish. Vetry veget.i- 
l)les to suit family ttistc. Also 
a good use of leftover ivu.shed 
pofiitocs.






North Saanich back on Track
North Saanich council has 
changed its mind for the third 
time on its 1988 grtinl for Track 
86.
At the May 2 council 
meeting, it decided to give 
$4,000 to the non-profit society
Ot-AUTY — QUALITY -- VALUE WImo o/so but... W
ISLAND FURNITURE
I1414COII Aw«o»u«r, Siitni'V. 6f>fi-:i724 MOM, SAT. 0 AM to 0 PM





ImON,- SAT, 11:30 to B:00 pm 
SUNDAY 4:00 pin to 8.00 pm
Yoyr Stars This Week
BY STELLA WILDER
' O'
'LMJKU.S (April 20-May 5) A change in the weather early in 
the week may cause you to change your plans. Adaptability is 
the key. (May O-.May 20) You must not allow high-tension 
situations to get tlie better of you this week. Know wlien to let 
up and relax.
GFMINl (May 2l-.Iiinc (i) Portions of your week must be spent 
aiding a family member who has come to you for help. This 
proves rewarding. (June 7-.Jimc 20) A decision made early in 
the week may see you repeating a pattern of behavior you 
were trying to avoid.
CANCER (June 2I-July 7) You may be emotionally raw 
throughout the week. Your temper may flare, but you are still 
able to get work done. (July 8-July 22) Insist that others 
respect your motives as well as your timetable this week. You 
cannot work miracles!
I.EO (July 2:{-.Aug. 7) You must remember to devote some time 
this week to family members. Don’t let work intrude on your 
privacy. (Aug. 8-Aug. 22) Health concerns may result from 
apparent symptoms early in the vveek but they prove to be 
false alarms.
VIRGO (Aug. 2;!-Sept. 7) You may wish to alter your work 
routine ever so slightly this week. You'll be surprised at the 
difference it makes! (.Sept. 8-Sept. 22) Don’t make things more 
difficult than they already are this week. J’end to details one at 
a, time. -
LIRR.A (Sept. 2;!-Oct. 7) You will no doubt have more on your 
hands thisweek than you expected. A stroke of genius enables 
you to manage it all. (Oct. S-Ocl. 22) Your progress may be 
slowed this week by partners or co-workers who are not as 
efficient as you are.
SCORPIO (Oct. 2;lNov. 7) Ypu are able to use information this 
'• vveek virtually as fast as you receive it. Don’t miss an impor­
tant detail! (Nov. 8-N()v. 21} You may not be willing to make 
'‘ the one sacrifice thatwould make your week much easier and 
less hectic.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-I)cc.7) Your interest in the bizarre and 
the unexplained is fostered this week, because much around 
you fits those categories. (I)cc. 8-I)cc. 21) It’s a busy week, but 
you are fortunate. Your workload should not be considerably 
heavier than usual.
C.Al’RICORN (Dee. 22-.lan. (!) How you respond to develop­
ments early in the week will likely make all the difference by 
week’s end. (.Ian. 7-.lan. 19); You derive much enjoyment this 
week from a romantic chase. Intentions are obvious, now just 
play the game!
A()U,\RH/’S (.Fan. 2()-l''el). ;t) Fact-finding and memori'zation 
will no doubt be a big part of your week - though you can gel 
creative toward week’s end, (Fel). l-I-'cl). 18) Doii't'try to buck 
(he system this week; your resources are not great enough to 
challenge the status quo,
Pl.SCK.S (Feb. 19-Marcli .M Though you may enjoy the heat of 
battle at the work place (his week, promote harmony on the 
home front. (March (l-.MarcIi 20) It is especi.ally important at 
this time tliat you do not bring your work home with you, 
Resp(,!ct another’s wishes,
ARIE,S (Marclr21-April I) What you sec probably won’t be 
wh<'it you get this week! Beware of frauds, fakes and others 
who would d(>ceiv(( yon, (April 5-April iti) Events may not bo 
its iiliirming its you think this wtu'k; you ;ire proltalily over­
reacting.
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
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building the running track on 
Memorial Park Society lands 
adjacent to Parkland School.
Council initially set aside 
,$4,0{X) in its budget for Track 
86. Rather than .send a cheque, 
it said it would give time and 
services of public works crew 
and machines.
However, the item was erased 
from the budget at a special 
council meeting on April 25. It 
was reintroduced at the May 2 
meeting after Aid. Rebecca
Vermeer asked the rest of coun­
cil to reconsider the expen­
diture.
“We have a growing popula­
tion of young people in our 
community. Track 86 would 
give them another place to go.’’ 
Vermeer said. “The gram 
would also recognize the 
tremendous effort of Track 86 
in the community.’’
The vote to restore the grant 
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Vermeer resigns from committee
Excuse my bias SIDNEY
Dinner Friday night was 
fabulous. We started with 
steamed swimming scallops. A 
bowl of melted garlic butter was 
alongside, for dipping.
The prawns that came ne.xt 
were succulent. They were 
plump and juicy with a delicate 
black bean sauce complemen­
ting the distinct flavor of Cen­
tral Coast prawns.
Most prawns in stores and 
restaurants arc reared in 
southern waters. They grow 
quickly in the Gulf of Mexico, 
but I find these prawns are 
bland and sometimes rubbery.
Near Bella Bella or Bella 
Coola, the prawns grow slower. 
They feed in' unpolluted waters, 
absorbing nutrients, developing 
incomparable flavor.
After the prawns, we sat at 
the table for a feast of steamed 
black cod with Hoi Sin sauce, 
curried oysters and baked spr­
ing salmon.
It was troll caught, frozen at 
sea an hour after being caught. 
There was no need to embellish 
the salmon with sauces, butter 
or lemon juice. Each delectable 
morsel just melted in my 
.mouth.
: I often have complained that 
:large salmon lose that light 
;touch. Many sports-caught fish 
• over 30 pounds which I’ve eaten 
are dry and heavy.
Oh, I know each salmon is as 
individual as each person and 
:the flavor will vary according to 
::how old it is when caught. A 
. ;two-year-old may still have 
• ;traces of its fresh-water days.
'. A four-year-old hooked off 
Ithe West Coast in July will have 
-overtones of krill, plankton and 
The small fish it has been feeding 
-on.
" A mature adult caught at the 
:mouth of its spawning river will 
:have yet another taste. It will 
:already have stopped eating and 
'.undergone a hormonal change. 
JThe flesh feels thicker on.,my. 
■ tongue. It’s not exactly pasty; 
Tt’s certainly blander.
Always hesitant to utter 
:ethnic slurs, I am reluctant to 
■use the only appropriate 
^description. These terminal 
.salmon (so named because they 
^ are caught at the terminus of 
• their journey — the rivermouth)
taste American.
I should include more than a 
passing reference to the black 
cod and oysters. Black cod is 
almost unknown to local 
palates. In stores, it’s usually 
smoked. This process makes it 
too salty for my tastes.
I prefer it barbequed, poach­
ed or steamed with a piquant 
sauce. The white flakes are large 
and moist. Despite its name, it’s 
a member of the family 
Anoplopomatidae, rather than 
cod.
All of the fish for this 
marvellous feast was purchased 
at Greater Victoria fish stores. 
However, if Environment 
Minister Bruce Strachan had his 
way, 1 would not be allowed to 
indulge in such a feast.
A few weeks ago, he told a 
Cariboo audience he doesn’t 
think there should be a commer­
cial fishing industry. It’s not 
cost efficient, he said.
British Columbia would 
make a lot more money if sports 
fishermen caught all the fish, 
Strachan said.
I disagree. A report prepared 
by management consultants 
Price Waterhouse shows about 
14,(XK) commercial fishermen 
were actively working in B.C. in 
1986. At the peak of the season, 
another 7,500 people worked on 
the shore.
The value of the catch in 1986 
has been estimated at $390 
million. Shoreworkers were 
paid $129 million. You can bet 
this money circulated in the 
economy. Some may have even 
found its way into sportsfishing 
revenues.
The sportsfishing industry in 
B.C. generates about 2,500 jobs 
annually, according to the Price 
Waterhouse report. A federal 
study estimates sports 
fishermen spent more than $540 
million in 1985 to have fun 
fishing.
Both sectors are . valuable. 
Both have a place in B.C. And 
both sides need to spend some 
time recognizing the contribu­
tion of the other.
However, that won’t happen 
if provincial cabinet ministers 
continue to fuel fires of discon- 




A Victoria resident has been 
charged with failing to yield 
after a three-vehicle accident at 
the intersection of Bevan 
.A.venue and Fifth .Street, at 
about 3:30 p.m. May 6.
The Victoria resident was 
eastbound on Bevan A\venue 
when he apparently failed to 
yield to a vehicle driven by a 
Sidney resident southboinid on 
Fifth Street.
In the collision a spare tire 
from a 1977 Volkswtigen came 
loose and struck a westbound 
vehicle driven by a Sidney resi­
dent. About $5,500 total 
damage was done to the three 
vehicles.
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Aid. Rebecca Vermeer has 
resigned from the airport steer­
ing committee, saying she does 
not wish to sit on the same com­
munity committees as Mayor 
Linda Michaluk.
“You have witnessed on 
many occasions the rude, 
abrasive, abusive and disparag­
ing manner in which the mayor, 
Linda Michaluk, has conducted 
herself towards certain 
members of the public and 
council,’’ Vermeer said in a let­
ter to council.
“That is the same manner in 
which the mayor conducts 
herself at the airport steering 
committee . . . behavior is 
negative and counterproduc­
tive,’’ the letter continues.
“It is with deep regret that I 
made this decision for there are 
brilliant minds and a wealth of 
experience that a council 
representative will be working 
with."
Council received the three- 
paragraph letter without discus­
sion from other aldermen.
Horst Schauch, a community 
appointee, has also resigned. 
“The reasons for this move 
were discussed with your 
secretary Ms. Cream on April 
11, 1988,’’ his three-line letter 
of resignation said. Minutes 
show he did not attend the com­
mittee’s March 21 meeting.
Another member of the air­
port steering committee says it 
“is going ahead in a reasonable 
manner.’’ Frank Walden add­
ed, “It’s all a point of view, 1 
guess.”
Walden was initially ap­
pointed to the airport steering 
committee by former mayor 
Lloyd Harrop. “It seems the ac­
tivity has increased a bit (under 
Michaluk). It’s generally mov­
ing ahead."
John Bruk, another com­
munity member, also said, “1 
have no such complaints." He’s 
attended only the March 21 
meeting since Michaluk was 
sworn in as mayor.
“I’m sorry to hear of 
(Vermeer’s resignation),” he 
said.
BREADNER VETERINARY SERVICES
DR. SHELLEY BREADNER D.V.M.
We care for small animals and birds and provide’ 
a mobile service for horses.
2144A Keating X Rd. 652-9700 Saanichton
If it’s News Call the Review
656-1151
RAN OFF ROAD 
A Sidney resident has been 
charged with making an unsafe 
lane change after moving into 
the path of another vehicle on 
the Pat Bay Highway near 
McTavish Road, at about 5 
p.m. May 7.
The second vehicle was forc­
ed off the road and into the 




FEDERATION OF CANADIAN ARTISTS
ISLAND SPRING SHOW
Juried paintings by Vancouver Island Active 
fyiembers of the F.C.A.
You are cordially invited to the 
OPENING: SUNDAY, MAY 15 -1:30-4:00 
Refreshments — Artists In attendance 
Show continues through May 28
47 BASTION SQUARE, PHONE 384-1311
FACTORYSOUND
TO ITS FAMILY OF AUTHORIZED DEALERS
10-iacH Monitor Panel
For diroct hookup of two 
external aurJio/vIcloo 
compononis. Gives you 
fixed TV aloroo audio 





• Both sets feature a full 10 jack 
connect panel
• Unified remote controls
• MTS stereo decoders
• 110“ Coty picture tubes
• Cable ready tuners
V G R 399^® CONVERTER (BUILT IN)
28”COLORTRAK 2000
• pigilal command remolo
• New flat super vista lube 
"> Four bull! In spoakoi'G




» 20“ Square corner picture
• Full Function remote 
control







“WHERE THE BEST IS AFFORDABLE”
656-5341
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Wicker or Rattan . . . Sunroom Furniture
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EXHIBIT. WE NOW PRESENT THE 
PALLISER SPRING 1988 
COLLECTION.
THIS IS YOUR 
CHANCE TO BUY THE 
VERY LATEST AT SPECIAL, 
LOW PRICES!
PALLISER
“Pompano” by Sun Belt
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Curtis Says.
BMX BIKES
5 STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM..
Miss Sidney pageant approaches, eight contestants enter
Eight young women are vying 
for the honor of representing 
the Saanich Peninsula as Miss 
Sidney.
The girls will meet the judges 
and sponsors for the first time 
Sunday, during a special gather­
ing at The Latch.
Then on Monday, it’s speech 
night at Parkland School for the 
girls, starting at 7:30 p.m. 
They’ll explain why they want 
to win the title and represent the 
Saanich Peninsula. The 
speeches will be interspersed 
with entertainment.
And on Friday, May 20, the 
pageant itself takes place at 
Sanscha Hall, starting at 7:30 
p.m.
The contest is a lead in to the 
annual jazz festival and Sidney 
Days, held the Canada Day 
weekend in July.
In addition to representing 
the Peninsula, Miss Sidney will 
win $300. The first princess 
takes home $150, and second 
princess $100. Miss Congeniali­
ty, who the girls will select 
themselves, wins $50.
Marie Rosko, who co­
ordinates the event with Linda 
Pendray, stresses that there’s 
“no bathing suit contest’’ in the 
Miss Sidney pageant.
The girls will be rated on the 
general impressions of judges, 
poise, self-confidence, 
knowledge of the Peninsula and
other qualities.
Rosko believes eight con­
testants will make a good 
pageant. But the one disap­
pointment is that no potential 
Mr. Sidneys came forward to 
take over Jamie Bam ford’s
reign.
Stephanie Christensen, 
18, is a student who plans 
to take professional cook 
training at at BCIT. After 
that, she wants to 
“upgrade my training and 
maybe take a nanny 
course in Europe.”
Her likes include jazz 
dance, figure skating and * 
horses, and she dislikes 
pushy people.
“1 want to be Miss 
Sidney because I feel it 
will be a lot of fun and 
good experience,” she 
says.
The Peninsula is en­
joyable because of its 
small-community at­
mosphere and friendly 
people. Stephanie, spon­
sored by Hotel Sidney, 
will be in the opening 
ceremonies of the B.C. 
Summer Games.
Jacquie Crummey is an 
18-year-old student at 
Camosun College. She’s a 
gas dock attendant for her 
sponsor. Van Isle Marina, 
and also a part-time 
cashier at Thrifty Foods 
and a model.
She enjoys working 
with children, modelling, 
hiking, windsurfing and 
studying psychology.
Dislikes include “any 
form of math beyond 
fractions and decimals.”
Jacquie, a member of 
the college ski club and 
the Van Isle baseball 
team, thinks being Miss 
Sidney would be “a great 
experience.” She finds the 
climate, ambience and 
people of the Peninsula 
“wonderful.”
Helen Delacretaz, a 17- 
year-old Grade 12 student 
at Parkland School, 
works at the Saanichton 
Physiotherapy and Sports 
Clinic, and, during the 
summer, at Sandown 
Racetrack.
Hobbies include playing 
tennis and guitar, being 
with friends, and swimm­
ing. Helen wants to be a 
physiotherapist specializ­
ing in the treatment of 
' disabled children. A knee 
injury forced her to leave 
behind classical ballet.
She likes the movies, 
pizza, any form of dance, 
cooking and animals, and 
doesn’t like rain, cruelty 
to animals.
The Grad ’88 commit­
tee member, sponsored by 
Tanners Books and Gifts, 
says being Miss Sidney 
would be fun and exciting.
Shannon Pearson, a 17- 
year-old waitress at 
Mary’s Coffee Bar, plans 
to attend University of 
Victoria for one year of 
theatre, then to audition 
for a musical theatre 
group in the U.S.
The member of 
Grassroots Theatre Com­
pany and Parkland Dance 
Company likes dancing, 
singing and drawing. She 
dislikes being too serious, 
making mistakes, being in 
unhappy situations and 
“seeing people who need 
financial or mental care.
Sponsored by Gord 
-Martman Excavating, 
Shannon thinks she can 
offer a lot as Miss Sidney. 
“I have a long family 
history in Sidney, and 1 
would love more than 
anything to represent this 
town.”
Jennifer Pendray, a 17- 
year-old Parkland stu­
dent, enjoys playing piano 
and sports, travelling, ski­
ing and meeting people.
Jennifer, who plans to 
become a psychiartrist, is 
a tennis cliib member and 
a Victoria Conservatory 
member.
“I would like the honor 
of representing my town, 
and it is an additional 
/ challenge to myself,” says 
Jennifer, sponsored by 
Alan Jones Construction.
She likes the Peninsula 
because “the weather is 
very favorable for out­
door activities year- 
round, such as biking, 
running and tennis.”
Christine Robert. 19, is 
a sales clerk for Capital 
Iron in Sidney. Her hob­
bies include aerobics, bik­
ing, reading and dancing.
An English major, 
Christine wants to go into 
crminology. She likes 
“being with people, 
especially to be in the 
public eye. I strongly 
dislike people who don’t 
have patience for the 
elderly.”
Christine, sponsored by 
Diet Centre, says she is 
“proud to live and work 
in Sidney. I want to be 
more involved in upcom­
ing community events. ’’
Christa Southern, 18, is 
a retial sales clerk for her 
sponsor. Monk Office 
Supply. Her hobbies in­
clude skiing and reading.
Christa wants to 
become a flight attendant 
and her likes include 
clothing, fashion and peo­
ple.
Norma Tyler, 19, is a 
waitress at Sinitty’s and a 
counter clerk at Robin’s 
Donuts.
Her hobbies include 
softball, camping, any 
kind of sport, and she 
wants to become a nurse’s 
aide for the elderlv.
She wants to become 
Miss Sidney because “I’d 
like to represent a com­
munity that I’ve seen grow 
and expand, and I really 
believe in it and the people 
who live here.”
She likes people and 
animals, new challenges, 
and meeting new people.
The Peninsula is a rich 
area “with so much 
potential,” she says.
“1 like living on the 
Peninsula because it’s a 
close, friendly communi­
ty.”
Sponsored by the 
Review, Norma says, “I 
would like to become Miss 
Sidney because 1 was born 
here and my adopted 
parent cared enough to 
take me as her own at 11 
days old.” She enjoys the 
friendly and open-minded 
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ITCHING FOR SOME HOME MADE SOUP? 
WE MAKE OURS FROM SCRATCH.
* ®
Peninsula athletes 
capture first ploce 
ot Victoria track meet
Jeannette Van Den Bulk, 
Adam Street and Lyanne Westie 
each captured first place 
finishes in a track meet last Sun­
day at the University of Vic­
toria.
Van Den Bulk, 11, finished 
first in the 1,500-metre run, the 
100-m run and the long jump. 
She also won second place in the 
400-metre run and the shot put 
events.
Street, 12, finished first in 
both the 100-m and 400-m track 
events.
Westie, 11, finished first in 
the shot put event, placed se­
cond in the 100-m and third in 
the 400-m.
Megan Cross, 13, finished se­
cond in the 100-m track event 
and third in the javelin throw.
In an earlier meet April 24 in 
Nanaimo, Van Den Bulk finish­
ed first in the 200-ni, the 800-m 
and the 80-m hurdles. She also 
finished in second place in the 
triple jump.
Street finished first in the 
200-m and the long jump in 
Nanaimo. Westie finished se­
cond in the 200-m and third in 
the 80-m hurdles, the high jump 
and the triple jump.
Cross finished in third place 
in the 200-m at Nanaimo and 
Dana Keller, 13, placed second 
in the 80-m hurdles and fourth 
in the 200-m.
Next meet for the Peninsula 
althletes in the Victoria Track 
and Field Club is on the 





® The Security Plus Alarm will detect glass breaking, 
wood splintering, and metal fracturing - the three most 
common methods of intrusion.
® The S.P.A. system also features the added capacity 
for medical alert and fire detection.
® The system is designed to turn on designated lights 
inside and outside your home. You will never again 
have to enter a dark home.





DIVISION S.P.A. ALARMS INTEPNAVONAL LTD.
Tel. 386-5777 
464 Burnside Rd.E.
Two dart ployors 
make all-star team
Two Sidney dart players have 
been selected to the Lower Van­
couver Island all-star dart team.
Lisa Clark, a member of the 
Chuckers dart team which plays 
out of the Army, Navy, Air 
Force Veterans Club on Third 
Street in Sidney, finished first 
place in overall standings of the 
B division in the Lower Island 
league.
Laurie Cels, also a Chuckers 
team member, finished in third 
place in the overall league B 
division and was selected to the 
all-star team as well.
Hotel
fostbalfers
PIPING a sign of respect aboard IVlind-Easer for Commodore’s boat Taglu in Sidney- 
North Saanich Yacht Club sailpast Saturday. About 45 boats from the local yacht club 
filed past the foot of Beacon Avenue to start the yachting season.
Firsf-place overall 
for junior track team
Parkland School junior track 
and field athletes finished the 
University of Victoria Taco 
track series, last weekend, with 
first-place overall finishes in 
senior sprints, bantam distance 
runs and bantam boys jumps.
In overall standings after the 
series Rob McNee came out on 
top with a first place finish in 
the senior sprints. Stefan 
Jakobsen placed first in bantam 
distance runs and Cjaig Combs 
took top honors in the bantam 
boys jurnps.
Mike Morgan finished in se­
cond place overall in the ban­
tam boys jumps. Natasha Kipot 
finished in second overall in 
bantam girls jumps and Willow 
Cassidy finished second in ban­
tam girls throws.
George McGeachie placed 
third overall in .senior jumps 







Clarke finished just in front 
of Combs in bantam distance 
runs as well, for overall placings 
of fourth and fifth respectively.
In junior girls throws Mariam 
Nelson finished fourth overall 
while Rick Hauser finished fifth 
overall in the junior boys 
jumps.
In individual results for the 
fifth and final event of the series 
held last weekend. Parkland 
junior track athletes captured 
first place in the 800 metre, 
1,500-metre and 3,000-metre 
events.
Clarke ran to a first-place 
finish in the bantam divsion 
800-m event and Jakobsen 
finished first in both the 1,500 
and 3,000-m track events.
Cassidy placed fifth in the 
bantam girls 100-m final and
Werner Simbeck placed fifth in 
the junior boys lOO-m final.
In the bantam girls 400 m 
final, Kipot placed fourth and 
in the bantam boys 400 m event 
Combs finished second and 
Jakobsen finished fourth.
In the 800 m bantam event, 
Kipot finished third for the girls 
and Combs finished third for 
the boys, behind Clarke’s first- 
place finish.
Mike Wilson followed 
Jakobsen across the finish line 
for a second place finish in the 
3,000-m bantam event and 





® Maintenance free, modular 
fiberglass construction.
• Size 8’X 11’X 8’high, 
expandable with 5’ 
sections.
• Windproof - shatterproof 
needs no foundation.
For viewing and/or information 
2412 Millstream Rd. 
Victoria, B.C. 478-4552
ALL SCHOOLS RELAY
Rob McNee, one of only two 
senior competitors for Parkland 
in the Senior All Schools Relay 
last Wednesday and Thursday, 
finished first in the 400-m final 
with a time of 53.2 seconds.
In the only other event he 
entered, McNee finished se­
cond. He clocked a time of 11 .’5 
seconds in the lOO-m track 
event, only two-tenths of a se­
cond off the winning time of 
11.3 seconds.
George McGeachie finished 
in fifth place in the senior 800-m 
event.
The next event for the .seniors 
athletes is today and tomorrow, 
when they are .scheduled to 
compete in the Greater Victoria 
Track Meet at UVic. The 
juniors and bantams were 
.scheduled to compete yesterday 
and tomorrow in the Junior All 
Schools Relay, also at UVic.
f MAY SALE ^
15% OFF AIL ITEMS ZENITH-HJTAqHI-tOSHmA
AUDIO
GONVEBTERS
wV/"Ti ITi B liHii 8^ i i
IN HOME SERVICE ON
WHILE OUANTITIES LAST ^
656n435t
#3 - 9843 ■ 2nd STREET,SIDNEY, B.C,
BWIimlMWllBI
• COMPLETE EXHAUST SYSTEMS FOR 
DOMESTIC & IMPORT CARS ‘TRUCKS
V ’S
• CUSTOM PIPE BENDING
• COMPLETE BRAKE SERVICE
vrsA’ 9824-5th STREET
noBM IM UlOTOHri ATf RJ! JOHN .ST. .1RJ.RJ7R
JOIN UAHIIAL IKUN in
SIDNEY’S NEWEST RETAIL CENTRE
RETAIL COMMERCIAL SPACE 800-5000 sq.ft. AVAILABLE 
QUALITY BUILDING, EXCELLENT LOCATION
Win
another
The Sidney Hotel mixed 
fastball team improved its 
record to 5-0 in the Lower 
Island Mixed Fastball league 
with a win over the Co-op team 
at Heywood Park, Sunday.
Mike Merrett was the winning 
pitcher, allowing seven hits and 
striking out six batters to help 
his team to a 13-5 victory.
The top batter was Penny 
South, who hit four for four 
with three singles and a triple. 
Dean Christante batted three 
for four with one single, one 
double and a home run.
In last Wednesday’s game at 
Sanscha Park, Hotel squeaked 
past the Blues with a 5-4 vic­
tory, after bringing in the tying 
run and the winning run in the 
bottom of the final inning.
Christante was the top hitter, 
with three singles after going to 
bat four times. Shane Griffey 
batted two for three with one 
single and one double.
The hotel team was down 3-4 
in the seventh inning when Grif­
fey scored the tying run from se­
cond on a sacrifice bunt by 
South. Then Joe Benning 
scored the winning run from se­
cond base on a double by Terry 
Ross.
This evening, Wednesday, 
Sidney Hotel will meet Oak Bay 
at Sanscha Park. Game time is 
6:30 p.m. Sunday’s game will be 
played again.st the Tallyhoe 
team at Heywood Park. Game 






Tho.sc itching to get out 
to the race track, make 
some bets and watch the 
horses run don’t have much 
longer to wail, rhe lianicss 
racing season begins at San­
down Harness Raceway on 
the Victoria Day holiday 
weekend.
The track officially opens 
May 21, with the first 10 
.standardbrod harness race.s 
of the season,
Post time for the first 
one-mile race isT :30 p.m.
Events will continue Sun­
day and Monday on the 
holiday weekend with a 
1:30 p.m, post lime on both 
days. During the regular 
.season there will be harness 
racing each Saturday, Sun­
day and Wednesday on tlic 
f i \' c - e i g h 111 s • o f - a - m i I c 
track.
Organi/.ers plan to have 
at least 10 racc.s each day of 
competition, with a niax- 
inuim of eight entries in 
each.
PHONE TUDOR ESTATES LTD. at 382-9111 or 388-.S4B4 paoer im
i














(OUR CLIENTS RANGE IN AGE FROM TEENS TO SEVENTIES)
GIVE US AN HOUR OF YOUR TIME 
AT OUR EXPENSE AND WE WILL 
SHOW YOU HOWTO:
HAVE BETTER CIRCULATION 
• HAVE A BETTER RANGE OF MOTION 
« TONE & FIRM RESULTING IN 
INCH LOSS
\sLAND^’y^odY^Tonmg Studio
»11-9S43-2nd SI.. Sidney 
(MARINA COURT) 655-4434
mBasmmasfssm
DIVING IN to Panorama Pool recently to help raise 
money for the Hospice Society. Members of the 
Sidney Second Wave swim club participated, along 
with recreational swimmers at Panorama. Pledge 
sheets were filled in with money pledged per length 
the swimmer swam. Some people had to pay more than
they bargained for because some masters swim club 
members swam more than 20 lengths, increasing the 
amount of money raised. Swimmers from nine to 90 
years old in the Greater Victoria area raised money for 
the society through pledges. Eight swimming pools in 
the Capital Regional District participated.
WEEKLY
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Sondoy start for westem
(20 PC. BUNDLE)
656-888B'
Western equestrian riders 
who want to compete in the 
1988 B.C. Summer Games in 
Oak Bay/Greater Victoria from 
July 28 to 31 will have to qualify 
in a three-part zone playoff, 
which begins Sunday in Sidney.
The zone playoff for Zone 6 
(which includes Vancouver 




Chris Cochrane was the top 
Parkland cyclist with an eighth- 
place finish in the 22-kilometre 
Tour Du Lac for high school 
athletes last Friday at 
Shawnigan Lake.
“It was an e.xcellenl feat con­
sidering that the majority of the 
top 15 racers were club 
athletes,” said coach Jack 
Magi.
Parkland’s A team finished in 
sixth place and the B team 
finished 11th out of 18 teams,
■ A total of 175 riders took part
■ in the race. Following are 
' results of all Parkland cyclists
who took part in the race.
Jeff Pratt. 55th; Mike 
Wilson, 57th; Flic Mas, 63rd:
; Rod Nunn, 75tli (riding the first
■ mountain bike across the finish 
' line); Jason Grey, 77th; Jed
■ Grieve, 86th; Wade Arsenault, 
91st; Cory Baker, 111 th,
A flat tire kept Chad Sehaff 
from finishing the race.
Windles Farm and Stable 
equestrian centre on Wilson 
Road, behind Sandown Harness 
Raceway in North Saanich, 
starting at 8:30 a.m. ne.xt Sun­
day.
There’s a $3 entry fee to the 
first of the three qualifying 
events. Entries will be received 
until Saturday at Withy Windles 
or by contacting zone chairman
Jim Cunningham at 652-0154.
The western equestrian event 
has two separate divisions, with 
four disciplines in each, said 
Cunningham.
Riders and horses can enter 
either the working or the games 
divisions, or both.
Riders in the working division 
must compete in the western 
pleasure, trail horse, western
wra up
Russell Tripp had an outstan­
ding combination of a 327, 276 
and 259 singles for an 862 triple 
in Monday Night Fun League 
five-pin bowling action at 
Miracle Lanes in Sidney last 
week.
The Four Walls team took 
first place in team play with 
6,611 total pins. In second place 
was the Three J.R.’s with 6,598 
total pins.
In the first week of playofls, 
the Mermaids saw Barb Wood­
ward do it again with a 303 
single and a 689 triple to be top 
bowler of the day.
Claire Duncan had a 608 tri­
ple and Marg Berquist rolled a 
254 single. Berquist also rolled 
107 above her average.
In Friday Nighiers league 
bowling, Ralph Scott and Fail 
Taylor both scored a 257 high 
single last week, while Vulien 
Valcouri tripled with a 625.
There is one night of roll-offs
to go before the season ends for 
the Friday Nighters. The Drop- 
Ins are in first place with 421 
points.
The league champion Pin 
Poppers were awarded at a win­
dup banquet for the Monday 
Goldies last week. Team 
members are Jean Callow, 
Walter Biggelaar and Al and 
Kay Vickers.
The roll-off champs were the 
Hopefuls with team members 
Frances Dewers, Peggy Luff, 
Tom Webb and Cliff Carey.
The league champion Head- 
pins were honored at a windup 
banquet for the Wednesday 
Goldies league last week. Team 
members arc Thcrma and Gor­
don Meeks, Betty Hahn and 
Joan and Roger Bonoyer.
The roll-off champs were the 
11 o o t e n a n n y s witli t c a m 
members John Field, May Len­
non, Lotia Clay, Edna Mammill 
and Bill Thomas,
riding and western horseman­
ship disciplines.
In the pleasure discipline 
riders must walk, jog and lope 
their horses both ways around 
the ring. Obstacles are set up for 
the trail horse discipline and 
riders must demonstrate the 
obedience of their horse in the 
western riding discipline. In the 
horsemanship discipline riders 
must demonstrate their ability 
to handle the horse.
In the games division of 
western equstrian, riders par- ^ 
ticipate in a barrel race, a stake 
race, a pole bending race and a 
keyhole race.
Two people from each divi­
sion will be selected to represent 
Zone 6. The same horse must be 
used in all events in each divi­
sion but one horse may be used 
in the working division and 
another in the games division, 
Cunningham said.
The two horses with the 
highest points after three quali­
fying events will rcprc.sent Zone 
6 in the B.C. Summer Games.
The second event in the zone 
playoff will be held at the Fuller 
Lake grounds on May 29. The 
third and final segment of the 
zone playoff will be at the Port 
Alberni Horsemen’s Park June 
12.
Entrants must be 13 years old 
asof July28, 1988.
YOUR NEW SIDNEY GRAVELMART
2072 HENRY AVE., SIDNEY
(FBraM
WE WELCOME OUR 
NEW NEIGHBOURS
TO OUR BUSINESS I 
^ COMMUNITY
9820-5th STREET
WE WISH YOU THE BEST FOR THE FUTURE 
‘PEOPLE YOU CAN TRUSrr
BEACON AUTO PARTSltd.
9802 Sth St. at Beacon Ave.
656-0123 ‘*A UAP ASSOCIATE”









oun mmm’ all season, year-round 
STEEL BELTED RADIAL PERFORMER - 
INCUUDINO FRONT WHEEL DRIVE
• Nov/ Ctoo! Hnll nyninm
• Dlmonalonally stabllizod radial polyostor 
cord body
• Traction ouporlorlly on glaro ico, snowy 
(oada, wot pnvomont
• Now contourod bead area
• Now whilo/whito plateau sidewall beauty
• Branded for fuel oconomy: RBR'-'-Boducod 
Rollina Rosislanco
More
Convenience. Service. Supplies. Aincnties
Canoe Cove Marina offers you the most 
complete package of moorage and .shore 
side facilities you can find.
I'or your boat, we provide 400 open and 
covered berths to 45 feel and complete fa­
cilities for professional repairs and 
services.
Especially for you are the coffee shop, gas 
dock and a plione in customs service. 
Overlooking the marina is an English- 
Slyle Pnh for onsliore refreshment and 
remxation. Brokerage and Clmrter ser­
vices are also on hand,
And even more
lb make Canoe Cove Marina a heller 
itackage lhan ever, we've acquired a 30 
ion marine travel lilt and expanded our 
dry storage (acilities.
Moor with us.
Join otlier discerning boaters from Victo­
ria, Vancouver and Alberta who have dis­
covered they gel more at Canoe Cove
Manna. Call us luduy id 6.36
AVAILABLE IN ALL POPULAR SIZES
CHECK FOR OUR EVERYDAY 
LOW LOW PRICES
Canoi; CjOvi;
2300 Canoe Cove Road, Sidney Next to Swartz Bay
/.. . ■
■* "f"’ ....
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MLA says Games bid chances good





Saanich and the Islands MLA 
Terry Huberts is optimistic 
about Greater Victoria’s 
chances to win the 1994 Com­
monwealth Games bid, over 







By GLENN WERKMAN 
Review Staff Writer
“I think we can win it. I think 
we will win it. But we can’t take 
it for granted,” he said.
All of Greater Victoria will 
benefit if the games are held 
here, Huberts said last Wednes­
day.
“I feel about $300 million 
will be brought into the area,” 
he said.
2432 BEACON AVENUE 
(OPPOSITE POST OFFICE)
656-7141
THE PENINSULA PLAYERS PRESENT
SEE HOW THEY RUN
By Philip King. A very funny comedy about the
clergy, a spy and mistaken identities.
April 29,30 - May 5,6 - May 20,21
CENTRAL SAANICH LIONS HALL,
6994 EAST SAANICH ROAD.
Adults $5.00 Seniors and Students $4.00
ALL PERFORMANCES AT 8PM.
Tickets at Tanners
The Thought Shop Mt. Newton Pharmacy.
Holland
Ameriai Line
“Obviously our hotels will all 
benefit, and when people see 
our area they will tell their 
friends,” Huberts said.
None of the three Peninsula 
municpalities have committed 
money to the bid. However, 
Central Saanich would recon­
sider if the bid is successful.
A Sept. 15 vote by represen­
tatives from all Commonwealth 
countries in Seoul, South 
Korea, will decide the host city.
Following a succesful motion 
from Cardiff to impose a March 
15 deadline on lobbying, groups 
of Canadian representatives 
toured the world to influence 
Games delegates to vote for the 
Canadian bid.
Canadian representatives 
traveled to Commonwealth 
countries from mid-February 
until the deadline to secure 
votes from international 
delegates.
Huberts went on a three-week 
promotional visit to seven coun­
tries in the South Pacific. He 
returned home March 17 with 
assurances that seven countries 
would support the Victoria bid.
“I’m pretty sure we will get 
all the votes from them,” 
Huberts said.
He visited Papua New 
Guinea, Vanuatu, the Solomon 
Islands, Fiji, the Cook Islands, 
Tonga and Western Samoa 
after leaving the Pat Bay airport 
Feb.23.
“It was a nice area to go to.
but it was a working holiday,” 
Huberts said. The island na­
tions are quite far apart from 
each other and air travel created 
a problem.
A four-hour plane flight from 
Fiji to Vanuatu was cancelled 
due to a cyclone. The next direct 
flight would have been a week 
later, but, at Huberts’ in­
sistence, new arrangements 
were made — a Friday flight to 
Brisbane, Australia, then a Sun­
day morning flight to Vanuatu.
Huberts toured the Brisbane 
Expo site, then it was back to a 
schedule of appointments with 
delegates from the other South 
Pacific nations.
Three or four days were spent 
on each island nation, meeting 
with sports officials and govern­
ment dignitaries.
A meeting with the voting 
delegate in each country was 
vital, said Huberts. All the 
countries Huberts went to gave 
him positive receptions, he said.
“I’ve made some very good 
friends and the feeling 1 got was 
that they will vote for us,” 
Huberts said.
He has been following up 
friendships made on the trip 
with information letters. “Cost 
is the major factor to the South 
Pacific countries,” he said.
The Games society is trying to 
set up a charter flight for 
athletes from all the island na­
tions to travel to Canada 
together, he said. Three m-
PRESEMTS
‘ALASKA”
with renowned author Mr. .JBITISS Micil©ri©r 
Thisspecial 7-day cruise departs from Vancouver on June 28,1988. 
Experience a wonderful week of cruising aboard Holland America Line’s 
luxurious MS A/OOflDAM Throughout this Cruise Mr. Michener describes 
his experiences and offers a complimentary autographed copy of his book 
''ALASKA '/to each passenger.
.Si! ^
CALL US TODAY — 656-5561
INTRA ALADDINTRAVEL SERVICES
Driftwood Centre, 5th & Beacon, Sidney, B.C. Open 8:30-5:00 IVIon.,-Fri., 10-2 Sat.
“PERSONAL CARE WORLDWIDE”
formation letters may be sent to 
international delegates after the 
March 15 lobbying deadline.
Victoria’s bid has many ad­
vantages over the other two bids 
in the eyes of the South Pacific 
delegates. They are worried 
about New Delhi’s political 
climate and food supply for 
athletes, Huberts said.
Some delegates also think In­
dia would better spend money 
on dealing with poverty than on 
hosting the Games.
The Cardiff bid may lose 
votes because the 1986 Com­
monwealth Games were held in 
another United Kingdom city — 
Edinburgh, Scotland.
About 60 per cent of Vic­
toria’s venues are close enough 
to athletes’ villages for athletes 
to walk to events, he said. 
Athletes will have to travel to 
the Heal’s Rifle Range and to 
the Saanich velodrome.
If the bid is successful, parts 
of Central Saanich will be used 
for cycling events, Huberts said.
Inner Harbour will be used 
for opening and closing 
ceremonies in a 30,000-seat tem­
porary stadium, with two-thirds 
of the seating built on floating 
barges.
The provincial government 
has offered to contribute $36 
million to the Games, and the 
federal government has promis­
ed $50 million..
Most of the athletes and 
visitors will be landing at the 
Pat Bay Airport.
“This is the area they will see 
first,” Huberts said. “The 
benefits will far exceed the 
money we put into it.”
The air fare for Huberts’ 
South Pacific trip was about 
$4,5O0 and hotel rooms cost an 
average of about $75 a night, he 
said. His expenses were covered 












2531 BEACON AVE. 
“Sidney By the Sea”
NO IF, NO BUT. NO OR 
WE’RE JUST iy
irTHE HONEST LESS PRICES STORE*
SERVING THE PENINSULA, GULF ISLAND 



















BRISKET RIBS Mng 995.
SCHNEIDER’S
• QUICHE LORRAINE....4009 1”
• SHEPHERD’S PIE I75g99« 
‘Mo'." WIENERS...4500
GET ONE PKG, OF « HOT DOG BUNS 
FREE WITH 1 PKG. WIENER PURCHASE 
Limit 3, PaukB While Slock LaRin.




GOV'T. INSP. FRESH IMPORTED
LEG OF LAMB........6.33kg2ii!




WE ALWAYS PRODUCE MORE FOR YOUR 
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PORK CHOPS. .3.9Zkg B lb,
FRESH CENTRE CUT Bonoloss
PORKLOINCHOPS..8,80kgO m.
FRESH PORKLOIN RIfJ END J OO^T°Y‘irSPARERIBS....4.i5kg1 I?,
FRESH JjOQ






BAlON ...3.28 kg 1
1^'!*j
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42‘ kg 1 '^ib.










73' kg w wib.
The great outdoors 
moves indoors for a show 
and sale at Sanscha Hall, 
Victoria Day.
Equipment and supplies 
for fishing, camping, 
boating, sailing, cycling, 
golfing and hunting will be 
on display at Sanscha Hall, 
May 23 during a sportsman 
show and sale.
Doors open at 10 a.m. 
and close at 6 p.m., and 
there’s a $2 admission 
charge.
This the first time the 
Sidney and North Saanich 
Community Hall Associa­
tion has sponsored a sport­
sman show, said organizer 
RegTeeney.
Various local businesses 
will be displaying and .sell­
ing a wide selection of 
goods and services they pro­
vide in the community.
The Goldspinner, a 
mechanical wet concen­
trator and clean-up 
machine, will also be on 
display during the one-day 
event. It is called “the most 
fantastic recovery machine 
ever designed for miners, 
goId-drcdgcr.s and prospec­
tors.”
Limited space is still 
available and tho.sc in­
terested in renting may call 
655-1808.
A corice.s.sion, .snack bar 
and Irish pub will be open 
ihrougitoul tlic day.
Space for owner,s of 
boats, campers and recrea­
tional vehicles interested in 
selling is being made 
available in the hall parking 






. LE MENU il
DINNER..................... min, 29(lo 3^^*
• PEPPBRIDGE-
LAYER CAKES AwtU............... 3B9g
MEAT PIE ..227g
♦ TOMATO SOUP ...........10 02. iln48<*























1 99 RAGU'GSPAGHETTI SAUCE
-SAVE MORE ON FROZEN FOODS-
GFIEEN GIANT iPow a«u)
» PEAS • FRENCH BEANS 
•NIRLETCORN
•MIXED VEGETABLE ......Mir», 30tlq
• FRASER VALK
PISH ’N CHIPS....... ....













RIPE OLIVES ...... 14 02 11,1
CAMP PURE ^ ' irl7
MAPELSYRUP.... ..ji75mL&'^'
Yop *7'7c
DRINKS Adhi'iJ. ... I......... 200 tuL if s
..V















OOb mi. Tnil Tin 
ting, or
WHY PAY MORE






According to Uic 1986 Census 
of Population, just under a mil­
lion iicoplc lived in a different 
province lhan Uicy Itad five years 
earlier. Both the level and tlie 
direction of inlcrprovinicial 
migration lta.9 changed quite sig- 
iiilicanily since 1981,
In feed, the end of the energy 
l)ootn, brought alwul by die 
recession in the e.arly 'HUs, was 
the main cause of the cntl of the 
wcstwnrd .shift of the Canadian 
popiikiion.
WliJi a net gain of almost 
100,0001, people liciweciV 1981 
and 1986, Onutrio ha.s now re­
placed AllKuta m tlic mo-si popu- 
lar dcsUnalion of fxjr.sons moving ^
»)um vLcwUtic tu cauiiiUi.
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Tykes win three In Peninsula lacrosse
Peninsula tykes won all three 
lacrosse games they played last 
week, beating a visiting 
Nanaimo team twice in the pro­
cess.
In two back-to-back games at 
the Panorama Leisure Centre 
Saturday, Blake Munro scored 
a total of six goals in two games 
to help his team to an 8-6 vic­
tory over Nanaimo in an 11 
a.m. game and a 7-4 victory in a 
2 p.m. game.
Marcus Underwood scored 
three goals in the two games and 
Ryan Kennett scored two goals. 
Steve Kajima, John Under­
wood, Tom Kosick and Tyler 
Walker each contributed 
singles.
Bryce McFadden helped out 
with three assists and Cameron 
McCulloch contributed with 
two assists.
The first game was a hard 
fought match with end to end 
action, said coach Doug Mc­
Culloch. There was good check­
ing and only three penalties 
were called in the first match.
Excellent goaltending by 
McFadden contributed to the 
win, he said. In the second 
^ game, Nanaimo managed to 
score a goal while Peninsula was 
serving a bench minor for too 
many men on the floor.
The two wins improved the 
tykes record to four wins and
one tie after five games.
In a game last Wednesday at 
Centennial Park, the tykes blew 
out the Saanich 2 team with a 
score of 11-1. “Peninsula 
outgunned, outchecked and 
outran its opponents,” said Mc­
Culloch. “The game was a 
blowout, and not very enter­
taining.”
MINI-TYKES
In two games played by the 
mini-tyke lacrosse team last 
week one win and one loss was 
recorded.
May 3 they played Vic- 
toria/Esquimalt at Bullen Park 
to a strong 5-3 victory.
Offensively all seven players 
were involved with Spencer 
Cliff scoring three goals.
Singles went to Kyle Johnson 
and Nathan Harry. Aaron Magi 
played well in goal for the first 
two periods to allow the team to 
build a healthy lead.
She made an assist in the 
third period, along with assists 
by Suzanne Sam, Colin Roberts 
and Stephanie Tyler.
Last Thursday the mini-tykes 
lost to an aggressive Juan De 
Fuca team at Centennial Park 
with a score of 5-2.
Cliff scored the goals while 
Johnson and Magi contributed 
with assists.
The mini-tykes are still look­
ing for more players between 
four and five-years-old who
would like to participate in a 
non-contact game stressing cat­
ching, passing, shooting, posi­
tional play and fun. Contact 
coach Jack Magi or the Penin­
sula Lacrosse Association.
NOVICE
In other Peninsula lacrosse 
action, the Peninsula 1 novice 
team played five games last 
week, dragging their sticks onto 
the floor to start the last one 
against Nanaimo Saturday at 
Panorama.
They ended up losing that 
game with a score of 12-5 with 
goals scored by Sean Owens (3), 
Steve Walden and Mark Kosick.
In a game earlier that day, 
also against Nanaimo, the 
novice team lost 9-7 despite 
great goaltending by Lance 
Mayes, who stopped 19 shots. 
Goals were scored by Larry 
Scott, Owens, Kosick with three 
and Walden with two.
The Peninsula 1 team won 
last Friday against Saanicli 1 
with a score of 11-3 at Centen­
nial Park. Kosick scored five 
goals and had one assist while 
Owens scored three, and 
Walden, Scott and Jon 
Zanichelli each rallied with 
singles.
Mayes had a good game in 
the nets, stopping a total of 20 
shots.
“There was excellent passing
and playing in this game,” said 
coach Vicki Walden. “It was 
very exciting to watch as skills 
were evident all through the 
game.”
The previous day, Thursday, 
Peninsula 1 travelled to Juan De 
Fuca for a 6-4 victory in a game 
that was cancelled due to rain in 
the third period.
Kosick scored three goals 
while Owens scored two and 
Robin Hembruff scored a single 
and an assist.
In the first game last week, 
played May 3, Peninsula 1 
defeated Saanich 2 by a score of 
8-3 at the Centennial box. 
Kosick scored six goals while 
Zanichelli and Owens each 
rallied with singles.
Owens made three assists and 
Jason Semen contributed with 
one assist.
PEE WEE
In pee wee lacrosse action last 
week. Peninsula Seaboard lost 
to Saanich 1 at Centennial May 
3.
The final score was 17-7 with 
Peninsula goals scored by 
Clayton Mitchel, with five, 
Bryan Davis w'ith two and 
David Travis w'ith a single.
The midget lacrosse team had 
the week off, but will be making 
it up with five games this week. 
The team meets Nanaimo at 
Centennial Park this weekend.
Golf course fold no well permiffed on road
Glen Meadows Golf and 
Country Club will not be given 
permission to drill a well on a 
municipal right of way. North 
Saanich council made its deci­
sion after hearing strong objec­
tions from local farmers.
“Glen Meadows’ application 
is an attempt to tap the same 
0 aquafer as our farm,” said 
John Pendray of Pendray 
Farms. “We produce two per 
cent of the milk on Vancouver 
Island and can only do this with 
adequate water.”
Pendray Farms has spent 
$250,000 on water systems since 
it moved to West Saanich Road 
eight years ago, he said. “In the 
fall of 1986, we spend $52,000 
on a storage pond rather than
dig another well because we 
didn’t believe there was enough 
water down there.”
Glen Meadows would further 
deplete water supplies to the 
dairy farm if it tapped into the 
same water supply, Pendray 
said.
“This request is partly 
political,” said Frank Edl- 
ington, whose farm borders the 
golf course and Pendray Farms. 
He operated water works for 
the airport before retiring 15 
years ago.
“There are two water lines on 
McTavish Road, less than one- 
half mile from the corner of the 
golf course,” he said. These are 
connected to wells which once 
supplied all the water to Sidney.
“If council wants to save tax­
payers a little money, you 
should get the federal govern­
ment to hook the (Cole Bay) In­
dians into these lines. Glen 
Meadows could also use this 
water,” Edlington said.
The Saanich Peninsula 
Farmers’ Institute also opposed 
the request to drill a well on 
municipal property. “We are 
concerned about the water sup­
ply to Pendray Farms,” said 
spokesman Dave Eburne.
Glen Meadows “is also a 
family operation,” said 
spokesman Perry Criddle. “We 
supply a product to the 
municipality and it’s hard for us
to compete with other golf 
courses when we don’t have 
enough water to keep 
everything green.”
The golf course has installed 
more lhan five miles of drainage 
and has no where to build a 
storage pond. “We see this well 
as our solution,” said Criddle.
“The question seems to be 
whether our priority is 
agricultural or recreational 
use,” said Aid. Dee Bailin. 
“We must give priority ot the 
farming community.”
Council in committee voted 
unanimously to deny permis­
sion to drill a well on municipal 
property.
PANORAMA BALL HOCKEY LEAGUE 1988
Team GP W L T GF GA PM pts:
Bears 3 3 0 0 13 7 101 6
Tillers 3 2 0 1 30 7 52 5
Capitals 3 2 1 0 16 7 48 4
Sports Traders 3 1 0 2 14 8 49 4
Bullets 2 1 0 1 10 9 30 3
RCMP 1 1 0 0 9 2 23 2
76er’s 2 1 1 0 12 3 23 2
Victoria Police Assn. 3 1 2 0 13 20 38 2
Maroons 2 1 1 0 10 11 61 2
R. Sam 4 0 3 1 9 31 24 1
Chargers 3 0 2 1 6 16 57 1
Oilers 3 0 3 0 4 25 42 0
SCORING LEADERS
Name Team GP G A P1.S
G. Twain ley VPA 3 6 3 9
D. Lumlcy Til 3 5 3 8
D. Worral Til 3 4 4 8
G. Sjerven Cap 3 5 2 7
G, Bland Til 3 3 4 7
P. Coaslablc Bears 3 4 2 6
A. Holi Til 3 3 3 6
M. Nordby SFF 3 5 0 5
J. Harry R.Sain 4 4 1 5
G. l.cwis srr 3 3 2 5
P. Jorio BllllCLS 3 3 2 5
Police nab motorists during 
Spring CounterAttack
Police were out in force April 
29 and 30, with combined 
CounierAttack forces of Cen­
tral Saanich police and Greater 
Victoria departments con­
ducting roadside checks at 
various locations.
A total of 35 tickets were 
handed out to area motorists, 
for antying from impaired driv­
ing to unsafe tires.
Police charged one driver 
with impaired, April 29, ;md 
handed out one 24-hour suspen­
sion to another suspected drink­
ing driver.
During roadblocks on the two 
evenings, tickets were given to 
drivers for seat belt, headlight, 
licence plate, drivers licence, 






Mr. Anthony Keble’s Under 16’s soccer team at St. 
Michaels University School, which tied this year for 
the B.C, Independent Schools’ Championship, was 
truly international with representatives from 12 cities 
and towns, 8 countries and 4 continents.
'After living ittnoti.i' 
wit tis (I situieiK.,,
A select group of l-nglish-spcaking 
teenagers from Ihirope, Asia, Australia 
aitd l.aiin America will urrive in Canada 
this August' each one looking forward 
to living witlva Canadian family for a 
high school year.
YO V coitld he ofie of these families!
Discover another culttire without leaving 
home. Share your country in a fun and 
fascinating way. AtuI gain a .special 
friend for life.
/ mar wtdersKmd 
winil it mean >...
Your locaJi l:ducationa! Foundation 
Area Representative is interviewing 
prospective volunteer families now, 
Host families are able to choose the 
student best suited (dr their home.
ii.li
Call today:
Stophon & Suci Good;
or call laU*(r<jo 
1-800-363*3337
K3IF t!(St3tif>TUvhil I'oufvdftUon fo? liitidyA CddAd'fln fUiropHifil Dradni/fUiiror
,, , ,
iPhotn hy Cel Berminghm)
Back row, loft to right: Osonr Rivoro, Madrid, Spnln: Andros 
(^ostalrado, Barcelona, Spain: Adrian Valenzuela, Mexico 
City, Tftor Muryison (Captain), Victoria, Mr. Tony Kchlo 
(Coach): Justine Shiu Fai Yau. Hong Kong: Selkirk Watlor, 
Grand Coymnn Island; Groome Learning. Victoria.
rronf row, left to right; David Guernsey, W. Vancouver: 
Jacobo Payan. San Luis Potosl, Mexico; Craig Farrish, 
Sidney, B.C.; David Chang, Talpoi, Taiwan; Edward Narain, 
Fill and Australio; Soan Ewart, Fernie, B.C.
Mr, Keble, who toachos Spanish at SMUS, and who holds a 




.S f. MIC Ii AFIS UNlVf RSl f V SCHOOL 
3100 Illdtmomi Ru.uf 
VlCTOKl A, ILC.VW irS 
I'hni'H-
One driver could not produce 
insurance and another was driv­
ing while his license was under 
suspension.
CountcrAuack roadblocks 
will continue to be set up 
without notice, police say.
“tine WomderffuS WashhoMse”
n I HAND CARE FOR WOOLENS
Basic Rate _ • «.*
-nff' $6 Per Article Seniors/Disabled $4
Pickup & Delivery Monday 
For Your Thick Woolen Jersey 
Call Collect 0-537-5188 (Saltspring)
CONGRATULATIONS!
Ron & Theresa, Joe (6) & Christopher (2) Schwab
On Your Beautiful 7.7 lb. Baby Girl 
AMY CHRISTINE
Born April 29th at Saanich Peninsula Hospital at 4:00 
p.m. Good Luck with both your family and your 






BOOK NOW & DON’T BE DISAPPOINTED
“YOUR CHANGE FOR GOOD”
Is a project sponsored by the members of 
GREATER VICTORIA WOMEN IN TRAVEL. 
We appreciate and need your support. 
When you return from foreign lands, please 
bring back coins or bills and deposit them 
in our UNICEF Box.
SIDNEY TRAVEL SERVICE>
□
“At the Emerald Isle"
Across from Safeway
(604)656-0905 
'^#2 - 23t0 BEACON AVENUE. 
SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 1X2
a
Announcing
B.C. Home Based Business
Richard C, Purdy’s dream started at home 
A simple business concept, based on his 
family’s recipes. He created chocolates and 
confections in his kitchen. Mr. Purdy sold them 
from a small covered carl he pushed up 
and down Vancouver's main thoroughfare, 
Granville Street.
Today, the Purdy's Chocolate Company has 
grown to 40 stores across B.C., Alberta and 
Washington Stale, A simple home based 
business concept that developed into a major 
industry. In fad, 50 percent of all businessos 
in North America began at home
The Ministry of Economic Development 
has developed a now program to 
assist and encourage the growth 
ol the homo based business 
IhroLighout British Columbia
If you have an existing 
home based business
and want some 
assistance, or if 
you're just 
considering 









in starting a 
Home Based 
Business or would 
like to belter develop 
your existing business 
please write: 
B.C. Enterprise Centre, 
750 Pacifio Blvd. South, 
Vancouver. B.C. V6B 5E7. 
Tolophono in Vancouver 
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North Saanich’s animal con­
trol officer will retire on May 
12. Norm Sadler submitted his 
resignation, saying he was not 
healthy enough to continue.
The SPCA will take over his 
duties, hired on a one-year con­
tract for S22,6(X), commencing 
Mav 16.
“I’m not eager to hire so­
meone quickly,’’ municipal ad­
ministrator Ron O’Genski told 
council May 2. “Sadler will be 
hard to replace.’’
The dogcatcher is authorized 
to carry a firearm in North 
Saanich. O’Genski said he was 
reluctant to authorize a firearm 
for someone hired hastily.
Council accepted Sadler’s 
resignation with regret. “.My 
dogs will miss him,’’ said Aid. 
Dee Bailin.
Counselling & Stress Management
lACK THORNBURGH, m.a.
209 - 2453 BEACON AVE., 
SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 1X7 
656-3837
Individual Couple Family Group
COMMRETHE TOTAL PRICE
Prices Include Frame Lens & Case 




Glass or Plastic Lens. Reg. Monostep or Kryptok Bifocal. Powers to 
A-Plus or -6 to A-2 cyl. Extras exclud^ & Rimless & Faceted Exclud­
ed. Compare our package prices on tri-focals, no line bi-locals & 
specialty lenses.
TRU VALU OPTIGAL
;; Ibrmlnal Park PI sue , 
(next to Work Wearhouse) 
NANAiMO 
753-0123
; BOTH STORES 
OPEN 9;3&-5:30 
Hon.-Sjt. 7
1708 Douglas St; 






niiL Skliiey Museum Owkliixik
i.', a icrnptingcolteaionorf.-Lvouriu; 
f,irriily recipies from l-’cnnimil.i 
people.tloi-s . d'oKuvtc!., Soup;., 
Salads, Breads, Main Di;,li« and 
Dc.<.serl.s chosen with care l,>y ihe 
IViends of the Sidney .Mu.vum., 
You'll enjoy delicinu.s lil.slte.s 
while .supponing a valuriblecorn 
rtniniiy-Lsiiel. Proceeds of ihc SIil- 
iiey Museum t.'AKikl>U()kMJ('pi>.-i 
cut cotriiniiniiy iriuseuiri. 
I0-1pp,,coilbound, SV.!)'?
vLsir rocR muskum
The CordwoodlJmiiecl is a fascinating history with phott« of 





Merry poet s words about May 





There is a ballad that warbles, “May is the merriest month of 
the year.’ ’ All 1 can say is, ‘ ‘That poet wasn’t a gardener! ’ ’
I conic to you this afternoon dirty, hot and slightly frantic, with 
grubby nails, several stab wounds, and even a couple of slivers. 
Now where did they come from? Oh well, they will heal ... the 
important thing now is to get all the gtirdcn tilled, tuid a lot of 
seeds in the ground!
Utst week there was a phone call from Mrs. J. Anderson, in­
quiring what she should do with her amaryllis which had flow­
ered some time ago, and now had a collection of huge leaves 
wafting about in a somewhat aimless fashion. I know this is a 
difficult time for tho.se of us with amaryllis bulbs, but it is impor­
tant to keep them growing strongly until about the middle of Au­
gust. Amaryllis may be put ouLside, toward the end of this month, 
with the rest of your houseplants (leaving African violets inside, 
please) in what is poetically called “dappled shade’’ (which 
means under a tree w'hcre they will get bits of sunlight periodi­
cally).
While plants are outside they will thrive if they get regular 
w'atcring and fertilizing, just as they did inside. Amaryllis, 
toward the end of August, should have their pots lipped over on 
their sides, and allowed to dryout. 'The leaves seem to lake 
forever to die back, but eventually they will. This is a rest period 
for the bulbs, which shouldn’t be watered again until about the 
beginning of November. After a summer outside they should pro­
duce magnificent blooms.
Bill Mayfield allied to suggest I get some sharp sand such as is 
sold in pet stores as “grit” for birds, as a deterrent for our pesky 
snails. His idea makes very good sense, and we will give it a try.
A call from a nice young woman on Wain Road offering a 
clever solution to the unwelcome attentions of birds in omamen- 
tal plum trees ... throw spools of black thread through the tree, 
cutting the threads and repeating the operation until the spools 
arc empty. Evidently birds hate the threads and go elsewhere to 
nip off buds.
Mrs. G. Harness left a note on the door advising tliat a product 
called Rabbit Repell will do exactly that, and that 450 ml costs 
about $7, which is cheap if it saves your garden.
Mr. Nelson, who called last year to ask how to store his turnips, 
reports the complete success of using wax to coat them. He 
melted paraffin in a dou’ole-boiler, brushed the turnips with it 
using a clean paint brush, and says even small turnips stayed firm 
all winter.
I always feel a bit guilty when I go on about birds in this 
column. Cy Hampson is die knowledgeable one in this area, but 
we do love them in the garden, so forgive me please, Gy.
We are the proud host to a family of bush tlLs that have built 
their nest in a very awkward spot just above the driveway. ;
This nest is completely invisible unless you now it is there, and 
we put up a barricade for the milkman so he wouldn’t innocently 
sweep it off ils moorings with the high comer of his truck.
II looks for all the world like a mildewed old w'ork sock, flung, 
in a fit of pique, into the tree, but when you examine il carefully 
it is a baiuiiful work of art, suspended so dial it hangs from the
BUSH TIT nest in Helen Lang’s garden.
V.
drooping end of a limb with what appears to be spider webbing. 
We watched the adults gleaning moss from the lawn (...er ...dis­
regard that - gardeners aren’t supposed to have moss in their 
lawns). The nest, about 14 inches long, seems to be made largely 
of these mosses which blend perfectly with the surroundings. The 
parents (we hope!) approach the nest from a distance, entering 
our little wooded area causally, as though they were just passing 
through, but darling always nearer their nest until, wilhout a 
sound, they enter. Lovely to have the chance to witness such be­
havior!
“Himself” insists I tell you about our stored potatoes ... those 
left from last year’s harvest. At present they are in a large 
cardboard box in the garage, but not for long. They are migrat­
ing. Long skinny arms reach out of the box, seeking a bit of 
earth, and, I swear, if they could grab anything fum they’d lever 
themselves right out of there and plant themselves.
These are the pontiacs, which are always terribly ambitious. 
We will have to remove these enormous sprouts, and let the 
potatoes start afresh, and the sooner the better!
Theory says it is still too early to plant com, but dam it, the soil 
1 is warm, lilacs are blooming (this is a secret sign that il is com- 
planting-iime) and today I weakened and put in four rows of 
kandy com.
I put Reemay cloth over the bed, now we will wait and see. The 
squashes, cucumbers and a few canteloupc seeds arc pre­
sprouting and now ready to be planted in styrofoam cups, and 
peal poLs, but will be kept inside until about the end of May, or 
put outside under Reemay, if they get loo big for their containers.
PCA sets up fund roising committee
After a year of helping an 
estimated 2,500 persons, the 
Peninsula Community Associa­
tion is seeking more money to 
maintain its level of service, 
Decreased governnHaU sup­
port is in “no one area that you 
c;m put you’re finger on,” said 
executive director Barb Siorrier. 
“But there’s been no increase. 
We’ve been using our surplus, 
and we’re running otit of
‘airplus.''
"he I’GA has set up an in- 
dependent fund raising commit­
tee, ehaired by Margaret I'eldie,
The association operates a 
budget of about .SHOO,000 a 
year, with funding from sesertil 
s<nirces.
The llniteLl Way, the 
Wins|icar l-uundation. and the 
federal tuid ptovincial govem- 
menis, arul indiviiials all eon- 
iiihuie,
PG.A won't be forgi'cen uises
by the Town of Sidney ihi.s year, 
because of the new no-grant 
policy. However, North 
Saanich has approved a S2,000 
grant.
The biggest area of need is 
counselling, Storricr stiid, 
because the need is growing 
beyond the commitment of the 
provincial ministry of social ser­
vices and housing, “We just 
keep picking up the shortfall, 
hut we need the funds to do il
Four programs are under tlie
counselling services section ..-
youth services, operation paren­
ting, community counselling 
and grief support, Grief support 
has no fedeial or provincial 
goveriimeni support.
And the need for youth sei- 
vices i'i outstripping its funding 
from the province. Storricr 
said, In addition to social ser­
vices and housing, youth ser­
vices receives money from tlie
department of the attorney 
general.
The program counselled 250 
youths. Ten different sessions 
were offered throughout the 
year, helping youths aged six 
through 19.
Operation parenting, which 
began in October, has helped 18 
families directly, and another 90 
have taken pttrt in parenting 
courses. Three “safe homes’’ 
are available for vouihs in 
crisis.
('onimiinily counselling and 
grief support now “concentrate 
on the faniilv as a whole unit,’’ 
.Storricr said. 1-ach year, iiiore 
lhan 400 people receive helii oi 
irttin !(' become lay coun'jcllors, 
under the section.
.'\ sdliinieer service “coin 
limies to be one of tlic fountla- 
lions <sf our siipiion for the 
eonmiunilv,“ Storricr sav-.
About 500 people a year















• CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
• S&S BONELESS PORK
• D.E. CHICKEN WINGS
• D.F. PRAWNS AND
• TEA OR COFFEE
FAMILY DINNER
• CHICKEN CHOW MEIN
• CHICKEN FRIED RICE
• BEEF CHOP SUEY 
t S&S BONELESS PORK
• D.F, PRAWNS ;




FULLY LICeNSCD - 
Opoi'ii tt:00 «m Ttfoi.-Sim. (EmbopI Holldayf*)
Sales at the PCA thrift shop 
help support four programs. 
The shop and depot also keep 
50 volunteers busy stocking 
shelve,s and picking up, repair­
ing and selling goods. More 
lhan .20,0(K) articles are recycled 
every year by the thrift shop 
crew.
About S450.000 of tlie PGA 
butigel goes to home support 
services. I.asi year, tut average 
of .KK) cklerly arul''or hiiiitlicap- 
ped clients per inoiith 'X'cie 
helped in their homes. 
Homemakers did than .18,000 
hours of house cletining. pei- 
'uiiial care, shopping, cooking 
anti supervising,
Storricr says tlie service has 
“grown and changed’’ over the 
year, allowimi clients to I'cmain 
in their tiwn homes longer,
The I’eninsul!) luniilnytueni 
Project registered 1,105 people 
it) one yciir.More ilinn 700 Job 
Of del s weie placed by 
employers, ,and tlie project fill­
ed 68 per cent of them.
In addition tf' one iMi-one 
eoiinselling, the piojcel offeret! 
mtmthly group 'tessious cover­
ing job search to(iics.
( he .(oh I'iiuling L'Inb, it siip- 
p o r I g r o u p it 1 I o w i n {?: 
uiiemi>loyctl people to supiuiri , 
ctichother in their seitrch, at- 
imeted moie thitn 130 (icoplc. 
Most of (Ih'isc in the gron]' wfio 
were on income assistance when 
iliey started fomul work,
I he i’cninsuli L'ini'loynieni 
offi.'er i\t the Pt'A oftic' help*' 
einpl(\vcrs by marketing Gilnii 
dian ,lob Hiraicgy prograin.s ami 
lefcrrifig clients, Lircb year, 
iiioic limn 50 com I at,Is arc in­
itiated, developed and 
monitored,
I he assttciitiion is also laltmg 
pan in the Peninsuht cim.'tgenc,v 
progrttm; Meue than 80 
voltmiems have leafiied to set 
up reeepiton centtes, julminisier 
first itid and perform oihci 
emergency siieial services 
vlvuivs, ...
I'Tir further infonni,Mion on 
thc.PGA, cal! 656 Oi? 1,'
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Quick acceptance of microfiche surprises staff
The public has adapted 
quickly to a new microfiche 
catalogue system in local 
libraries, said an area librarian.
“We expected quite a lot of 
objection,” said Barbara 
Chouinard, area librarian for 
Sidney, Brentwood Bay and 
Sooke.
But after two months, most 
library users are adapting.
“We’re really surprised at 
how easily people accepted 
them,” said Chouinard.
Staff thought library users 
might reject the system because 
it’s new and different, or 
because they confuse it with a 
compter catalogue system.
Actually, the system isn’t a 
computer at all. Small sheets of 
film and special readers to place 
them in replace the old drawers 
of cards.
Books are still categorized by 
subject, author and title. The 
readers project and magnify the 
information on a screen, and 
the user writes down what he 
needs to find or request the 
book.
Five public readers and sets 
of microfiche are in the Sidney 
and North Saanich branch, two 
are in Brentwood Bay. Each 
library also has one staff set.
Chouinard said the system is 
fast and efficient. Library u.sers
rarely line up for the microfiche 
readers in southern Island 
libraries. In northern libraries 
with only one reader, conjestion 
can be a problem at peak times.
Instructions with the 
machines “seem to be very easy 
to follow.”
With the new system comes 
improved updating of the 
catalogue information. Library 
users and staff won’t have to 
contend with as many requests 
for books that are no longer in 
the system.
According to a backgrounder 
on the new catalogue system, 
microfiche is more economical 
than the shelves of cards.
“For the same amount of 
money that has been spent in 
past years on producing book 
catalogues, or, in alternate 
years, supplements to book 
catalogues, it will now be possi­
ble to produce three completely 
updated catalogues a year,” it 
says.
Capital costs thorughout the 
system, covering readers, fur­
niture and renovations, will be 
recovered in four years. The 
catalogue fiche readers will pro­
bably be used for at least 
another 10 years after that.
There are close to 40 Van­
couver Island Regional Library 
branches.
Speeder fined $400 for drunk driving
A 24-year-old man who drove 
at 120 kilometres per hour on 
Mount Newton Crossroad has 
been fined $400 for impaired
driving. John Tomlinson also 




around 3 a.m. on April 2. A 
police officer started to chase 
him after he saw Tomlinson 
turn off the Pat Bay Highway, 
fishtailing on Mount Newton 
Crossroad.
A 21-year-old Brentwood Bay 
resident has been fined $375 for 
impaired driving. Terri Mc- 
Callum pleaded guilty to the 
charge in Sidney Provincial 
Court, Thursday.
McCallum was driving her 
boyfriend home after an even­
ing of drinking homemade cider 
when she was stopped by Cen­
tral Saanich police. She drove 
her black Dodge Arrow through 
a stationary radar trap at 97
50kilometres per hour in a 
km/h zone.
McCallum failed two sobriety 
tests, said Crown counsel Derek 
Lister. She blew .17 and .16 in 
breath tests. The allowable limit 
is .08.
“You had no business driv­
ing,” said Provincial Court 
Judge Kennedy Me Adam. He 
fined McCallum $375 and 
suspended her driver’s licence 
for six months.
The Central Saanich 
policeman clocked the 1987 
Jeep at 120 kilometres per hour 
in a 50 km/h zone. Tomlinson 
made a left-hand turn onto Cen­
tral Saanich Road, stopping just 
short of East Saanich Road.
“He blew .16 and .17,” said 
Crown counsel Derek Lister, 
adding the legal limit is .08.
“You had more than twice 
the normal limit,” said Provin­
cial Court Judge Kennedy 
McAdam. “With the way you 
operated your vehicle, you 
could have created mayhem all 
along the Peninsula.”
“It was just stupidity, sir,” 
Tomlinson said. He was fined 
$400 and his driving licence was 










The Town of Sidney will carry out water main flushing 
in the area North of Bevan Avenue between May 3rd 
and May 31st 1988. Water supply may be off for up to 
four hours in areas where flushing is taking place and 
discolouration of water may occur.
Residents are advised to run cold water taps to clear 
their system of any discolouration prior to using 
washing machines or other water consuming ap­
pliances.
The Town of Sidney will not accept any responsibility 
for damage resulting from the use of discoloured
G. A. Bryson, Superintendent 
Water Utility,
TownofSidney
“TREES SMELL NICE,” Peter Schultz tells 
kindergartern class as they tour C.I.P. nursery on East 
Saanich Road In celebration of forestry week.
The British Columbia Government House 
Foundation has recently been established by His 
Honour, Lieutenant-Governor Robert G. Rogers, 
in cooperation with the Provincial Government, to 
preserver and enhance one of the foremost Vice- 
Regal resldences In Canada. Government House, 
built on an imposing site in Victoria overlooking 
the Strait of Juan de Fuca, was officially opened in 
1959.
The Se.ily flog.inco "Regoncy" Porfocfly 
Matched Sleep System!
Dehne Qthilily Sleep Sets hy Sc,dy!
I hi’ Sr.tly lli’i;,iii(i- 'Ih’i’mi) * Sli'i’h SVI (■' iiilH I'trlii’.ii'i'ly .11 VII‘Miiiv\ ,inil luin 
Ihin,- \i'ls .ilf .11 imuulihh iitliiuliK liiry v.n iii;!',' l/ic
l.rMihhil ihini.nk . (.irf*. ol I’.ii h ol ihr’.i’ hr(h, .lit’ wmih’iUilly t oiiiloihihl,’ l.ni’o. nl in.im
.mil l (illni\ Slipvnoi'•pli’<>; lOii'.lnii hnn 
VOiiiri". ’li.oiilHini (oiolntl whili’ imniihni',
The Foundation's obiectives are to maintain 
and add to the decor, character, and cultural and 
historical value of Government House and its 
grounds for all British Columbians.
With the establishment of the Foundation, It is 
now possible for individuals and organizations to 
make gifts, bequests and donations to Govern- 
ment House, Gifts in kind may also be accepted 
for display and use in Government House. All 
donations are eligible for income tax deduction.
f
It you wish additional Information about the 
Foundation and its operation, you arc encouraged 
to send Inquiries to:
i he Lxeculive Diioclor,




Victoria, British Columbia 
V8S1V9
,l,M t/ic ii/jhi VI,,1/Ml,/, Atiilr/iiii/! Iiiiinil.hioii 
/I'.Klill'V ,1,1 .Vl/^•.l,H I’ll ,11,Mini h.ii l/l•VI/;ll 
,,„ii'li/i„/; ill,lviilli,|ii Mi/i/M,ll ,irii7 ^■l^l^l,(l i/ 
/i(i‘/iiMfll,, iimv'/ioiiij v/i'i'/ivl'l
Unlti multri'ss inri hin sprinf,’ 
incliutt'il At one intri'ditile low 
liifl Sprinfi SaIii Prire:






Ihiih t'ii’i I's' 
l.ihf! Sil'o Alsh Av.ril.lhlv
rnADirs WCLCOMP. mms to suit o.a.c. . Ffii:gtm.mRY
CKDA1200
TOP 30 COUNT DOWN
SONG/ARTIST
ANYTHING FOR YOU/GLORIA ESTEFAN & MIAMI 
SOUND MACHINE (CBS)
SHATTERED DREAMS/JONNY HATES JAZZ (VIRGIN) 
I'M STILL SEARCHING/GLASS TIGER (CAPITOL)
WHERE DO BROKEN HEARTS GO/WHITNEY HOUSTON 
(RCA)
WISHING WELL/TERENCE TRENT D’ARBY (CBS) 
ALWAYS ON MY MIND/PET SHOP BOYS (CAPITOL) 
PINK CADILLAC/NATALIE COLE (CAPITOL)
I DON'T WANT TO LIVE WITHOUT YOU/FOREIGNER 
(WEA)
PAMELA/TOTO (CBS)
ONE MORE TRY/GEORGE MICHAEL (CBS)
ELECTRIC BLUe/lCEHOUSE (MCA)
PIANO IN THE DARK/BRENDA RUSSEL (A&M)
SAVING MYSELF/ERIA FACHIN (POWER)
EVERYTHING YOUR HEART DESIRES/HALL & OATES 
(RCA)
, NEVER GIVE UP/BLVD, (MCA) 
i SAY IT AGAIN/JERMAINE .STEWART (VIRGIN)
- DEVIL INSIDE/INXS (WEA)
1 LOVE CHANGEvS EV(£RYTHING/HONEYMOON SUITE 
(WEA)
) STRANGE BUT TRUE/TIMES TWO (WEA)
) STRANGERS/IMAGES IN V(X3UE (CAPITOL)
1 TOGETHER FOREVER/RICK ASTLEY (RCA)
? ONE G(X)D REA.SON/PAUL CARRACK (MCA)
J ONE STEP UP/BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN (CBS)
1 CIRCLE IN THE SAND/RELINDA CARLISLE (MCA)
5 GET OUTTA MY DREAMS GET INTO MY CAR/BILLY 
OCEAN (RCA)
6 I WISH I HAD A QIRL/HENRY LEI;
7 WE ALL SLEEP ALONE/CHER (WEA)
8 HEARl OF THE MATTER/HART ROUGE (TRACEIC)
9 GOME KIND OE LOVER/JODV WATLEY (MCA)
















j tor All 
Occrt.'UbrtV
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HAYWARD’S
THOMSON & IRVING 
FUNERAL CHAPEL
IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE 
OUR NEW LOCATION IN 
SIDNEY IS OPENING SOON 
AT
2492 BEACON AVE. 
SERVING
SIDNEY, SAANICH PENINSULA 
655-4555
HAYWARD’S — SIDNEY
Ropoft will d©cid© boundQfi©s chong©
" U.if U xi/ill r\nt
A preliminary report from 
the Royal Commission on Elec­
toral Boundaries, to be released 
later this month, will show 
whether a distinctive name for 
the current Saanich and the 
Islands provincial constituency 
proposed by the Liberal associa­
tion will be used, said Terry 
Julian, the commission’s chief 
administration officer.
Sidney and Gulf Islands is the 
new name proposed for the 
riding, in the second submission 




Islands Provincial Liberal 
Association president Clive 
Tanner.
“To avoid confusion and 
because no part of Saanich 
municipality is included in this 
district, we felt that a distinctive 
name was advisable,’’ said Tan­
ner.
The combined population of 
the three Saanich Peninsula 
municipalities and the Gulf 
Islands is 37,955, which is 
slightly below the norm set for 
all electoral districts on Van­
couver Island.
The ideal population is 
39,725, with 13 electoral 
districts used, one more than 
the 12 districts Vancouver 
Island is currently divided into.
“It is our proposition that 
not only population but com­
munity of interest should be a 
consideration in determining 
boundaries,’’ Tanner said.
Tanner recognized a sugges­
tion for a 75-member 
legislature, with an average 
population of 38,523 per
member.
Copies of the submission 
were sent to all three Peninsula 
municipalities, but they will not 
have the opportunity to give in­
put until after the preliminary 
report is issued.
The commission is basing its 
preliminary report on submis­
sions sent to them, and the 
results of public hearings held 
across the province.
“Judge (Thomas) Fisher is 
determined the preliminary 
repoirt will come out in .May,’’ 
Julian said. “It will be late in
May, but it will be out this 
month.”
Six further public hearings 
will be held in the province, 
with one to be scheduled for 
Victoria, after the report is 
released.
It will contain all proposed 
electoral boundaries in the pro­
vince, including a redistribution 
of constituency population on 
Vancouver Island.
No input will be received by 
the commission until after the 
preliminary report is released, 
Julian said.
CAR BREAK-IN 
A resident of Lovell .Avenue 
in Sidney reported the theft of a 
Sanyo radio and cassette player 






3475 QUADRA ST., VIC. 
M0N.-SAT. 8 A.M.-10P.M. 
SUNDAY 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
7816 E. SAANICH ROAD 
MON.-SAT. 8 A.M.-9 P.M. 
SUNDAY 9 A.M.-7 P.M.
9819 5th ST., SIDNEY 
SAT.-WED. 9 A.M.-7 P.M. 
THURS.-FRI. 9 A.M.-9 P.M.
Wl ^ISEiVE THE mmi 
TO LIMIT QUAHTITIES 
WHILE ST00HS LAST






: HAM STEAKS ROAST
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BOMEUSS BLADE
STEAKS
CANADA No. 1 
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CANADA No. 1 
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Fresh Pork and Poultry 
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BEER SAHSAGE100,. W . 3/09* ^ 09* . , 6/99*
(FLETCHER'S
POTATO SALAD
1 OUR OWN FRESH




















SMOKEDCanada »11 HijNrS TOMATO 1
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MAPLE LEAF
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u*CHICKEN and TOMATO 
NOODLE 
124 gbox
was parked in the back of the 
home when the theft occurred.
Police are in\'estigating.
PARTS STOLEN 
A distributor for a Ford 302 
cubic-inch engine and a Ford 
toploader transmission, com­
plete with a Hurst shifter, were 
reported stolen from a vehicle 
while it was parked on Mac­
Donald Park Road May 2. '
A Sidney resident noticed the 
theft about 4:30 p.m. and called 
police. RCMP are investigating.
FISHING RODS 
STOLEN
A Victoria resident reported 
the theft of five fishing rods, a 
tackle box, a coastal 
navigator/sounder and an 
AutoTielm autopilot from his 
sailboat while it was moored at 
West Port Marina in Sidney.
The theft was reported at 3:45 




Sidney RCMP have received 
numerous complaints of 
motorists who are passing 
school buses that are loading or 
unloading with their flashing 
lights on.
Police remind drivers that it’s 
illegal to pass a school bus while : 
its flashing lights are activated. 
Traffic in both directions must 
stop until school children have 
been picked up or let off the bus 
and the flashing lights have 
been turned off.
CAR ACCIDENT 
A Victoria resident has been 
charged with driving too fast 
for road conditions and failing 
to produce a driver’s licence, 
after about SI,800 damage was
done to his vehicle and a parked 
car on MacDonald Park Road 
at about 12:30 a.m., May 4.
INJURY ACCIDENT 
An Alberta resident lost con­
trol of his car while northbound 
I in the 8900-block West Saanich I Road, just after 12 midnight 
May 5. The car entered the east 
side ditch, causing minor in­
juries to the driver and a frac­
tured pelvis to the passenger.
About $12,000 damage was 
done to the driver’s vehicle and 
police are considering charging 
the driver with speeding.
JACK STOLEN 
A resident on Glenelg Avenue 
reported someone stole a heavy- 
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PC meeting Sunday
The Hon. Pat Carney, presi­
dent of the federal Treasury 
Board, will speak Sunday at the 
Progessive Conservative 
nomination meeting for the 
riding of Saanich-Gulf Islands.
So far, nomination papers 
have not been received from
anyone but MP Pat Crofton, a 
local executive member Brenda 
Clark.
The public is welcome to the 
meeting, which starts at 3:30 
p.m. at Claremont Senior 
Secondary. Registration takes 
place from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.




The Corporation of the District of Central Saanich requests in­
terested contractors to submit a letter of expression of interest in 
tendering on the construction and renovation of the Central Saanich 
Library/Cultural Centre in Brentwood Bay, British Columbia.
General scope of this project includes: single storey construction; 
concrete basement; foundations and floors; wood frame construc­
tion; cedar siding exterior finish; and standard municipal quality 
finishes internally.
Please submit letters, by May 18, 1988, including pre-qualification 
information to:
COLLECTING GARBAGE AROUND Greenglade 
School last week were these Grade 4 students. They 
concentrated on the Reay Creek area in the Pitch-In
’88 sponsored campaign. Area schools and boy scout 
troops all participated in the exercise.
District of Central Saanich
Attention: G.L. Wheeler, Clerk/Administrator
1903 Mt. Newton X Road
Saanichton, B.C.
VOS 1 MO
Pifch-in campaign baffles iiffer
Dear People of Sidney,
“Hi, I am a nine-year-old girl 
who hates seeing garbage lying 
around. The municipalities and 
cities go to a lot of work to put 
up garbage cans but what do vve 
do? We use the ground. I’m 
also a fussy eater and when 1 see 
orange and banana peels laying 
around I feel like fainting. So 
help me and my classmates. 
Keep our cities clean. Thank 
you. Kristen Bell, Grade 3,
Greenglade School.
Bell and other students in 
Peninsula schools went into 
area neighborhoods armed with 
garbage bags, last week, in the 
Pilch-ln ’88 campaign to clean 
up the streets.
.Greenglade Elementary, Stel- 
1 y ’ s Secondary, 
Sansbury/McTavish Elemen­
tary and the 10th Tsartlip Boy 
Scouts all participated in the an­
nual program.
Students at Greenglade also 
dropped notes in mailboxes, en­
couraging residents to clean up 
their yards and the 
neighborhood.
“We hear that kids are blam­
ed for messing it up. Well, here 
the kids can clean it up too,’’ 
said Greenglade School prin­
cipal Gordon Waugh.
Hundreds of schools and 
community groups across the 
province participated in the 
campaign, which is sponsored 
by Outdoors Unlittered, the 
B.C. Wildlife Federation and 
Canada Safeway.
CASUAL FURNITURE FOR 




A resident of the 2200-block 
Tryon Road found out how dry 
it was last week: He was burn­
ing branches on the beach in 
front of his house Wednesday 
afternoon when a spark travell­
ed up and ignited cover on the 
adjacent steep bank.
“The fire was confined to a 
small area right in front of his 
^ property,” said Terry Towle, 
North Saanich fire chief. “It’s 
really dry right now. Residents 
should use extreme caution 
when doing any burning.”
BURNING OIL 
A neighbor alerted Central 
Saanich firefighters when he 
saw black smoke coming from a' 
home across the street shortly 
before 9 p.m. Sunday.
“Someone had thrown oil on 
the ground and set it on fire,” 
said deputy chief .A.rt Curry. 
The fire department soon had 
matters under control on the 
78(X)-block Patterson.
BEACH FIRE
Some logs were on fire on the 
beach of Bazan Bay Park Sun­
day. “We’re not sure how the 
fire started,” said Terry Towle, 
North Saanich fire chief.
“I’d like to remind everyone 
a permit is required before 
lighting a fire on the beach.”
SLASH BURN
Fire breaks averted - disaster 
when a slash burn at the new 
Greenpark Estates subdivision 
: off Landsend Road got out of 
control on Sunday afternoon.
BUSH FIRE
Central Saanich volunteer 
firefighters were called to ex­
tinguish a bush fire about one 
quarter of a mile north of 
Mount Newton Crossroad on 
the Pat Bay Highway on Thurs­
day.
The fire was pul out quickly, 
said a Central Saanich fire
Create Your Own Weekend Retreat 







The Dove Collection, by Maliin
PATIO DINING SETS .... . from =199“ to *4,000 ON SALE NOW
VANCOUVER ISLAND’S LARGEST SELECTION OF 
PATIO & RATTAN FURNITURE
475 GORGE RD. E.,
“EASY PARKING ATOURDOOR^
VICTORIA 383-4511
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Dog Food Specials 
Dr. BallardsChampiop
Beef, Chicken or ;; J;























Cat Loves Treats 
50 tablets Reg. il.tio sale 2.49
100 tablets Rog. 5.'18 sale 4.99















I 20 koRoa. $29.95 C.**#20 kg Rog. $29.95 (
Now available Carson’s Frozen Meat 
FREE DELIVERY “ Phone for details 
Senior’s Day - Every'Monday iO% Off
INTRODUCING lAMS LESS ACTIVE
For overweiQhti spriyed or neutered doQS or dOQS without 
regular daily exercl.^0.
Jupt North of fllogg Lumber
655-4433
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chaffing along John Doan Park frail
SIDNEY CENTRE
Prestige office space for rent. Only 
2,000 sq. ft. left. Spacious hallways, 















Last Saturday morning, Edo Nyland, Sven Rasmussen, Charlie 
Goldie, Harley Debkar, Mary and I were busily engaged in pre­
paring a trail in John Dean Park. We had been doggedly .slogging 
away for some three hours at the task of removing large, often 
deeply embedded boulders from the centre of the trail and ar­
ranging them along the edges in the hope of controlling erosion. 
The going was heavy at times and it often took two stout crow­
bars and a pick to excavate the protruding rocks before we could 
smooth the trail over for traffic. The fellows were working like 
proverbial beavers.
We had laid our tools aside for a few seconds rest when a 
couple of hikers appeared, walking the trail.
“Nice trail you have here,” the man said appreciatively. “We 
heard a screech owl back there, a pileaied woodpecker and a 
winter wren. Great!”
“And all the lovely flowers!” his lady partner added. “Still a 
few white fawn lilies, shooting stars and fairy slippers. And 
camas, sea blush, buttercups and saxifrages. We’re lucky to have 
a fine park like this! ”
“Yes,” Rasmussen agreed. “It’s going to mean a lot in the 
years to come.”
“You must have a super trail blazer. I’ve never before seen a 
trail that was laid out so carefully and thoughtfully!”
“Right” said Charlie. “The tall lanky bird with the big smile.




4 Wheel Alignment 
^Trucks
Full Mechanical Services specializing in align­




7820 Central Saanich Road
Sunday School am
Worahip 11:00 am






792 Sea Dr. .*
Brontwood Bay
10:30 a.m. Family Service
REV. ALISTAIR PETRIE 652-3860
ST. ELZABETH’S 
Roman Catholic Church
1 Saturday Moss 
Sunday Maas




OUR LADY OF 
ASSUMPTION 
Roman Catholic Church
7726 W. Saanich Road 
652-1909
Sunday Maas.....................0:30 a.m.
Sunday Maas ........ . 13:30 p.m.
ST. STEPHEN’S 
ANGLICAN CHURCH 
(Ml. Newton A St. Stephen’# Rd) 
852-4311
8:30 am......................Holy Eucharlat
10:00 am................ Sung Eucharlat
7:00 pm .... U»l Sunday only Evonaono
Sunday, May 15th, 1908





Sunday School & Nursery 
Rttclor n«v. Robert Sanaom 
esS-MIO 852-1611
Anglican Church oi Canada
SAANICH PENINSULA 
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH 
Meeting at the 
Seventh-Day Advontlat ^ 
Church for Worahip at 9:30 AM 
10480 Realhoven Drive In Sidney 
Como Join our Growing Followahip 
Rev. Peter Coutt# — 655-3548
SAANICH PENINSULA 
CHRISTADELPHIANS 




Ron A Eunice Freeman Welcome you to 
PENINSULA ALLIANCE CHURCH
4lh * Ml. Baker, Sidney 650-9087 
SUNDAY..m...........
A Caring Fellowahip tor Ihe Whole Family
Nyland, over there is responsible for that.”
ITic lady turned to Edo. “Would you please tell me how you
doit?”
“Dowhal?”
“Lay out a trail in all these thick woods and gullies and hills so 
that it always runs between the boulders. My husband and I 
haven’t stumbled on a single one yet!
“I’ll answer for him, lady,” piped up Debkar. “Nyland is a 
shy sort of cuss but he’s a genius when it comes to laying out a 
trail, all right. I think he smells the rocks and then steers between
A caller phoned about the Canada goose problem in Stanley 
Park. “What do you think about this business of hunting out all 
the nests of the Canada geese and then shaking the living 
daylights out of the eggs so that they won’t hatch?”
“An awful waste. No belter than the idea that someone came 
up with last year.”
“You mean puncturing the eggs with a needle so that they 
wouldn’t hatch?”
“Yes.”
‘ ‘But they say that they do have far loo many geese and hordes 
of them can be pretty messy in a park where kids play. ’ ’
“That’s right.’
“Well, if they can raise geese like that, why don’t they do 
something with "the surplus? A big crop couldn’t be great if they 
were used.”
“What did you have in mind?”
“It seems to me that lots of people would enjoy a roasted goose 
once in a while. How about harvesting the excess for food banks 
and other institutions? Decide how many pairs that you would 
like to have in the park and then make use of the rest. Why waste 
them? We don’t do that with a bumper crop of chickens or 
turkeys!”
“Maybe your ideas are too logical for some folk.”
‘ ‘And one more thing,’ ’ he^ continued. “We have friends out on 
the Prairies who wanted to start up a goose farm for themselves. 
They arc allowed to eat geese if they raise them, but of course, 
they are not allowed to sell game birds. They bought goo^ eggs 
from a goose farm in Manitoba and now they have their own
fiock.”
“That sounds reasonable.”
“I’ll bet that there are lots of rural people who would like to 
raise a few geese for their own use. Why don’t the folk in Stanley 
Park give the eggs to people like that instead of shaking tlie 
daylights out of them or sticking needles in them? Heck, they
could even cat the eggs rather than waste them!”
“Thanks for calling. I’m sorry that I can’t answer all of your 
questions. Maybe you should get in touch with the people in 
Suinlcy Park.” ,,,
“Thai’s just what 1 am going to do!
BIDING LESSONS V&ff






PUB/COFFEE SHOP SPECIAL , 
SALISBURY STEAK .... $5.95
PRIME RIB SAND............. $5.95











Etiinday Sarvico 0;30H,m.,11:00«.m. 
REV. 0. R. PAUL DAVIS 
658-3213 (Homo 655-3084
SAANICHTON BIBLE FtLl.OWSHIP 
Ko#llno Elomonlarv School 
*159 Ml. Nowlon Cio«« Rd. 
Corainurilon Sorvico,........ 9:30 a.m.
Family Soivleo........ 11.JW n.m.
Nurnory, Sunday School.
Youlh Qfoiipa, BIbl* Sludloa
p$§lor:FlkikSfMon
,1 creaR-®.
S Pivtn DincUc Will llring A Nnw Ihir To Your family 
Mvah WHfi The. Ultinulc In Comlorl and Good Looks!
The heaulilul itthle lop is lh« oil new "/V'.u'h Cnnlempo"
(lane in .in iiKUHlihly siiann Mni/n.iir (li.K is viila.illy nua 
,inei sloin redsl.ialf As yaui on iee..,il‘% Ihe I'h'on e n-, 
loiUitfrl lank al ladoy,.»(.i inihiyprii o ni.itle 
lutssihle ,il VW Slates' Dinelle
Sldnoy Panlocoalfll Assombly 
10364 McDonald PaiN Road 
Sldnoy, B.C V«l..129
Paelor; Oavo Hautor
B;4 J am........ . Sunday School
11:00 am A OiOfl pm .. Bumlay Sarvicaa 




W. Saanich and Mill# Rd. 
Sunday SarvIcaa R a.m. and 10 a.m.
Sunday School 10 a,m.
THE RI5V. D.L, MALIN8 - 658-3223
nig Spring
«529
Gleaming Class, Polished llrass...and
Disllncllve Slylel
ANo...nm IS JUST one or rm many iamp 









Chlldran'a Church............. 11:90 am




22611 Mill# Rd. phona 656-5012
Rav. Garald W. Mallar
8:48 a.m....... .. Sunday Schiiol
11:00a m,,.;_ ___ MorningV/orthIp
6:i0 p m. ...........Fvanlng FallowahIp
A Chutth iter iha tWrote faiwiftr
mm
ST, ANDREW'S ANGLICAN CHURCH
1MMiS*3fd SI., SWnoy 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
6 aw. 9 am and 11 am 
(C»u*tch School ai Hunnaty *1 *





Man cannot live by bread




ytmi ivukh*,* «liKimiMV »»** SKM)VI f W«"«- 
Ml «, 10MiO‘1**"*»» "'‘"t'l"•’'‘"'I’i
l> , •,.i»nly >• ww lYimii# VI aloalfll ylMI (ll*»>l)ll IKO* "III SuOU'i'H YOU. ft«*i lUYlMM loiiVK iwnwl UM 11 mraoM Inim0 »n ........
1978 PONTIAC VlQ jO I Hi 6 cyl. Auto. Only 68.000
milos,....................w lU H-*' . *249S
1981 FORD RANGER 4 x 4 Small V-8, 4 Speed. Power stoor-
Ing.,,....,............      ,*590S
a 1079 M.Q.B. Coiwortlblo 4 cyl., 4 speed. Extra clean, Only
57,000 miles.      •6995
<' 1980 CHEVY CHEVETTE 4 Dr., Auto. Only 59,000 miles
...........................................................................................................................     12995
S 1080 V.W, RABBIT Diesel Deluxe, 5 speed. Only 66,000 miles
‘S .........          *3995
S 1984 OLDS DELTA 88 Royal Brougham, 4 Dr.. Most options In-
eluding air conditioning ................................................... *12,900
1979 DATSUN 210 2 Dr. Auto. Hatchback, Extra clean. Only 
‘’’> 54,000miles. ...
. „ MpivOLVINri CHAHOt,
aCCOUNI ... AT pannqpATiNOOKAiL'nfl.
A Sftring Hotm fashion Event A( line VIP Stores.,, 
the Cimadhm Savings Sioresl 
Major Savings Days For You'.
WMEtimiCOME. TERMS TO SUIT O.A.C. .m:ilOfUVEnYT * »r« .. ... laiiiMaiMim nM4iM«iMmMniBaiMWiii4tiiifimwBiRiririiaiiGiMr^
1979 DATSUN 210 4 Dr. Auto. This Is a local one oswnor vehicle. 
Only59,000miles. .......... ................... ......................... ..*3495
1977 DATSUN LONG BOX Pick Up, 4 speed. Extra clean. Only
1^ 57,000 original miles, ...................................... ............. . *3495
1978 TOYOTA LONG BOX Pick Up, Auto, Nice clean candl-
Iw tion. Asking .................... ,, *2495
m 1974 TOYOTA CORONA Deluxe Slallon Wagon. Auto. Extra
I& clean.................................................................................... *2905
1:^ 1985 TOYOTA COROLLA 4 Dr. Auto, with power steering,
^ Lovely oouUilloo. Only 60,000 ......................... . ‘'6490
P
-« WEALSOBUYQOOO'
S QUALITY USED AUTOMOBILES 
a •TMOESWaCOMt rfiMflNANCIkO 
0.il.C, • CONSIGNMENT CWS WEtCOME
MtoSop Sales
r.,'mraT«DCWi
For the Peninsula 
Ratos from *6.95 A Day
0«si!ef76H
iH
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! Canadians can be excused for making some wrong investment deci- 
; sions. It often happens because of a simple lack of information. But it! 
V also happens because gutless provincial regulators have allowed the 
\ financial planning industry to remain unregulated, unsupervised and 
u largely undisciplined.
^ i Sure, there are some good planners, but for every honest and con- 
; scientious one there are a dozen more who are nothing but salespeople
annual review.
Ask what the adviser’s qualifications are. Being a “certified financial 
planner” just isn’t good enough. The adviser should have some tax, 
accounting or law training. Ask to see some of his work, including past 
plans. As for a brief (half-hour) session in which he or she can get a 
general sense of your financial status and make some general sugges­
tions. Get a feel for the adviser’s competence.
Ask for references. Ask if this adviser can recommend other people 
to carry out the financial plan he’ll design for you. And ask about 
follow-up help, because changing tax laws and markets mean you’ll 
need help.
Don’t just throw your life into someone else's hands. I’ve seen a lot 
of people do that - usually dentists, for some strange reason - and the 
consequences can be tragic, especially where an investment was made 
simply to save on taxes. You should seek help and ask for the informa­
tion you need to understand the investments you’re making.
Don’t be talked into borrowing against the equity in your home to
BREADNER
™ DR. SHELLEY BREADNER D.V.M.
animals and birds and provide
y a mobile service for horses.
2144A Keating XRd. 652-9700 Saanichton
BC^
> in the cloak of planners. Most Canadian financial planners are practis- ^uy into a mutual find, especially if you are retired and the house is
‘ ing misrepresentation and deceit. paid for. Sleaze "planners” commonly try to pull this off, picking up a
> Stockbrokers need a license to work; so do insurance agents and commission. Don’t put money into a savings plan, even if this 
s mechanics. Personal financial planners do not. You don’t need any results in a tax saving, until your debt situation is under control. 
I; credentials to call yourself a financial adviser or person financial plan- Remain cautious about the stock market, because it is extremely vola-
ner. None. Consider Boris “Bo” Regaard, certified in 1985 as a finan- jiig may reach new lows. Many mutual funds are based on stock 
h cial planner and a member of the International Association of Finan- values, so make sure you understand what you’re buying. Most people




BONDSI AVAILABLE MAY 16, 1988
KELLY KOOME 3g8.64-j1
STEPHEN BRICE (LOCAL 800)
MIDLAND DOHERTY l#300-880 DOUGLAS ST., VICTORIA, B.C.
] cial Planners.
I Bo Regaard is a Tampa, Florida, poodle. His owner, himself a finan- 
vcial planner, registered the mutt to show that the associaion, the title 
I and the nice certificate don’t mean squat.
Because these people aren’t licenced, catalogued or registered.
It’s also a good idea to never go with a single opinion. Bounce the 
same questions off your broker, accountant and bank manager; then 
compare answers and make your own decisions. Often people who
nobody even knows how manv there are. One thing that’s become think they need advisers and a financial plan require nothing more
clear, though, is that their numbers are multiplying. So where can you 
go for real financial planning advice? What are the kinds of planners 
to watch out for?
The big problem is finding an adviser who isn’t more interested in 
selling you something than helping you decide what to do. These sale- 
I speople account for probably 80% of all the personal financial planners 
I in Canada. They are mostly insurance agents, mutual fund salespeople 
I and account reps for stock brokerage houses, who portray themselves 
I as impartial advisers. Open the newspaper, especially during RRSP 
I season, and you can see the ads for “financial planners” who are 
I giving free seminars on successful investing. Also note that these 
I events are sponsored by companies that sell financial products, usually 
1 mutual funds.
5 And don’t be fooled by a designation like “certified financial plan- 
I ner” or be impressed that someone is a member of a trade association 
S of planners. About 90% of the membership are people who work on 
I commission - companies pay them to sell things to people who come 
and ask for advice. It is ridiculously easy to gain membership in these 
associations, and no federal or provincial guidelines are in place to 
; regulate their conduct.
If you are shopping for an adviser, make sure you ask the right 
questions.
than some common sense. It’s easier to save money than to make it. 
It’s better to be a lender than a borrower. You can’t live beyond your 
means for very long. There’s still no free lunch.
Announcing the Sidney Branch of Walwyn 
Stodgeil Cochran Murray Ltd. Investment Brokers 
since 1S10. Located in Room 102 - at the Emerald 
Isle Motor Inn (next to Smitty’s). Every Wednes­
day 1-4 pm. _____ ^
!
I ^ Find out how long the company’s been operating and who it is affi- 
\ liated with - that is, what financial products does it represent?
. Ask how the planner is going to be paid. If he tells you not to worry 
J because the advice is free, go someplace else. Better to find somebody 
fpaid by fee - by you - than by commission by somebody else. Typi- 
i? cally, a fee-for-service adviser may cost you $1(X) an hour, and some 
i may charge as much as $5,000 for a complete action plan with an
Mainstream Canada
Faux pas by 
polling poo-pahs
\ *f By Ann M. Smith 
! 5 Someone ought to commission a 
; I poll in this country to find out how 
j i mwy Canadians havener tjeen polled., . 
5 ; Judging by the number of public 
‘ J opinion surveys cropping up all over the 
f place, an awful lot of us are being asked 
; > to give our position on a wide range of 
/ 5 societal issues.
I ’f But how accurate are these polls? 
a;Can they be trusted to reflect how
i Canadians are responding to certain
\ issues?
t The results of al least one recent poll 
jtell us, no, they do not always reflect 
■popular opinion. One well-known 
national pollster shocked all political 
poo-pahs by revealing that contrary to 
;popular belief—i.e. the most recent 
tpublic opinion polls—the federal 
Liberal party was at the bottom of 
voter support while the Tories and New 
Democrats were tied at the top.
V Liberal leader John Turner’s reac­
tion was predictable. Bolls, he said, 
don’t mean a thing. After all, the only 
;poll that counts is the one that comes 
Ik ;every four years. (Dollars to donuts, 
however. Turner’s reaction wotild have 
been radically different had he come 
out in top spot.) All three leaders arc 
equally guilty of acting fickle when poll 
lime conies around. They scoff when 
jimes are had and gloat when times are
Our neighbors south of the border 
arc also having a difficult time trying 
jio decipher the volumes of polling 
piateritil that now seem firmly en­
trenched in this year’s presidential race, 
Consider, for esamplc, the amazing 
Success of Democratic hoircful .lessc 
.Inekson. lle has so far astounded the 
lijundits and conlqiinded the poll- 
fe'tcis—not one of these so-called
“experts” had the foresight to predict 
Jackson’s sudden surge in popularity. 
(The fact that there wasnT one poll to 
back up this phenomenon didn’t help 
either.)
.And then there was the embarrass­
ing gaff by one of the major U.S. net­
works when another Democratic 
hopeful, Michael Dukakis, was 
declared the winner of the Michigan 
primary even though only a handful of 
results had been tabulated. The net­
work eventually had to reverse its deci­
sion and Jackson was, of course, 
announced the overwhelming victor.
Former U.S. President Jimmy 
Carter, however, wasn’t quite so lucky. 
Early on election night 1980, Carter’s 
opponent, Ronald Reagan, was publi- 
eally declared the winner well before 
voting booths in the far West had 
closed. Just how many Americans in 
that part of the country decided not to 
bother voting has been the subject of 
nuiclt debate over the years. True, those 
extra voters may have made Carter’s 
humiliating lo.ss even worse but, then 
again, maybe not. The point is, we'll 
never really know.
It can’t hurt to he reminded every 
now and again tliat polls arc by no 
means infallible. Boili politicians and 
the public sliould be earcliil not to fall 
into the trap of taking these surveys as 
gospel. Election night is otir hesi 
batoinctrc and still the one tiutt ulti- 
maiely counts.
So if you're feeling lelt oiil because 
you're not yet piirl of tlie “polliug 
trend", don't take it personally.
Taking time to vote can be the 
sweetest revenge of all.
Cf to foiiluu) Sorvtut
I






ATTN. MR. John Gowan-Walwyn Stodgeil Cochran Murray 
Limited, 1520 Blanshard Street, Victoria, British Columbia
V8W 3J9;
c ^
Peace on the patio 
surrounded by flowers 
is the spice of life.
Call for Reservations or Directions 656-3498
STONEHOVSE PUB
' 'i
at Canoe Cove Marina, Sidney, B.C.
^_ Fully guaranteed by the
Province of British Columbia- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
they’^re a smart way to save
Attractive interest riitei The 
initial, interest rate* will be guaranteed 
for tliree years. And the interest rate 
may be increased depending on 
market conditions.
Flexibility: B.C. Savings Bonds 
mature in 1991, but they can be cashed 
for ftdl value plus interest on 
June 1,1989 or June 1,1990.
Easy to buy : The 
bonds are available SAVINGS
BONDS
in amounts as low as $100.
Easy to find: They can be
purchased at pailicipating credit unions, 
banks, trust companies or investment
dealers. ^,
B.C. Savings Bonds are available
only to residents of the pjx>vince.
, ^ They go on sale May 16,1988 
for a limited time only, 
lake advant^e of tliis
great offering now!
Tin: PnivinfR rcwrvts the righi to end 
vdi'swiihotH’day'# notice.
.•The interest rate will
MavlA.
Ministry of Finance and Corporate Relations, 
Hotiourable Mel Couvelicr, Minister.
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Limit 2 with family purchase.
Pepsi
or Pepsi Free, Regular or Diet. 
355 mL Tin. Plus Deposit 







' Assorted. Regular, Dlet, 
Plain or Sklm^ilk.
Ea. i "^759 Tub.
'*fi tr> tl U'fc' '• 4^}
Kleenex
Bathroom Tissue Facial Tissue
4 Roll Pkg. 



















When You Purchase 




8 thin bacon slices 0 ibsp, hullof
Iba solo (illots 3 tbsp. Horn
1 RllcrKi onion 3/4 c, tine broad crumbs
2 Isp. Iornon|uic0 saliftpoppoi
Cut half the bacon into small pieces and place in shallow pan 
Cover with onions. Placo fish on top and sprinklo wHti lornon 
luico. Mix buttor nnd flour and sprlnklo over fish Top wiiti brood 
crumbs and remnlninp bacon. Bake for 40 rfiinutos al 3/b" (May 
eubstitulo Halibut)
.-S




S Accounting Service 
0 Appliance Services 
3 Autobody Repairs 
0 Automotive 
8 Babysitting Services 
3 Beauty Salons 
5 Births
r Boats & Marine 
J ' ilding Materials 
i5 Bu ji ' !ss Opportunities 
i5 Business Personals 
!3 Business Si >vices
10 Cards of Thanks
11 Carpenters 
}2 Catering Services 
to Church Services
33 Cleaning Services 










42 Furniture for Rent 
I30 Garage Sales 
50 Gardening 
55 Glass
I40 Groceries, Meat & Produce 
19 Help Wanted 
ZOO in Memoriam
60 Janitor Services 
205 Legal Notices 
150 Lost & Found
61 Masonry
202 Memorial Gifts 
201 Memorial Trusts 
120 Miscellaneous For Sale 
99 Miscellaneous Services 
125 Miscellaneous Wanted 
215 Mobile Homes 
101 Motorcycles 
63 Moving & Storage
62 Music
195 Obituaries




Pets & Livestock 
Plumbing & Heating 
Real Estate for Rent 
Rea! Estate for Sale 




i Secretarial Services 
I Signs
i sSmall Engine Service 
I Travel 
I Tree Services 
) T.V. & Stereo 
5 Used Clothing & Furniture 
5 Watch Repairs 
5 Weddings 
7 Wood Heating 
:0 Work Wanted
<j0 0 HELP fjf BUSINESS
BABYSITTING S WANTED R SERVICES
WILL DO BABYSITTING in my horne, 
655-3361. 18/19
MOTHER WILL BABYSIT in my Sidney 
home. Full or port time. Ages 2 and up. 
655-4594. 19/20
WILL BABYSIT small boby in my home, 
65^2548. _ 19/22
WILL LOOK AFTER your child in my 
Sidney home, any age, lull or port 
time. Hove experience with diobelic 
children. 655-^201.
MoTfIER WILL BABYSIT in my home, 
weekdays. Full or port time. 655-1637.
19,'20
I WILL BABYSIT in my home. 3 and 








THURSDAY 3 PIVl 
WORD ADS 
FRIDAY 5 PM
iAd.s: are accepted Monday 
jthrough Friday, from 9 a.rn. to 5
656-1151
NOTICtE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and sole copynghl 
Iin any arlvorticomenl produced! 
|by Island Publishers Ltd. isj 
(vested in and belongs to Island! 
jPublishers Ltd., provided,! 
jhowevei, that copyright in that 
(part and that pari only o( any 
I such I'ldverlisement consisting ot! 
jillustrallons, borders, signaturesj 
(or similar components which is or! 
jare, supplied in finished torm toj 
I Island Publishers Ltd. operating! 
Ins the Review by the advertlserj 
land iiicoiporated in said odver*| 
Itlsement shall lemaln in and| 
Ibalong to the advorlisor, 
j WARNING
Ino ninterial coveiod under thoj 
(copyright outlined above may be! 
jusod without the written pormis-" 





;Classlfiod Rato; 1 si insertion — 
5c a vvokJ. minimum charge 
1.2,76, 2nd and subsequent in- 
riOrlion fb'" a wurd per lusnr- 
lion, minimum eliarge $1EM0 
;tOK,nuniher - !l'2 00 per ad











• KEATING SCHOOL II 
















TELEMARKETING. Telephone from your 
home S convert spare time to cash. 
Major building products distributor re­
quires additional help introducing 
their products & services to 
homeowners. No selling required, 
simply set appointment for company 
representative. U you hove o pleasant 
telephone personality, generous com­
missions could be yours eoch & every 
Fridoy. Phone 383-1142 ond let's 
discuss it, 1^'
ARE YOU A self motivated, en­
thusiastic and career-motivated? Then 
w© hove on exciting position for you in 
our rapidly expanding compony. A 
leading Sidney ladies wear store re­
quires o part-time employee. Were 
seeking o self-motivated individual 
who possesses a high level of profes­
sionalism, integrity and loyalty. Ap­
plicants should hove strong soles skills 
ond enjoy working with people. Send 
resumes to Box 515, 9781 Second St.. 
Sidney, B.C. V8L4P8. 19/19
PERAAANENT PART TIME babysitter 
wonted in my home. Coll for details 
ond interview. 655-3021. 19/19
INSURANCE. Motivoted, Autoplon / 
secretory required with good typing 
skills and pleasant telephone manner. 
Computer and real estate knowledge 
on asset. Send resumes to Box 520, 







IS CURRENTLY SEEKING 
RELIABLE WORKERS TO 
REGISTER FOR EMPLOYMENT.
IF YOU HAVE SKILLS RELATED 
TO AGRICULTURE, HOR­
TICULTURE, SILVACULTURE 
OR ANY GENERAL LABORING 
SKILLS PLEASE REGISTER AT 
2661 DOUGLAS ST., VICTORIA 




Our Sidney shop is too busy 
for the 7 stylists to handle so 
we are looking for a motivated 
person to join our team. We 
offer a guaranteed wage plus 
commission and dental. 
PHONE 656-0752 
And Ask For Mark
CuUing Bench
Crimper/ ltd.
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and
general gardening. Reasonable rotes. 
Coll 656^382 ofter 6 p.m.________ 33/TF
NEeFyOUR windows washed? For
a quality job coll Bloine at 656-1475. 
Most houses $17.00. Outside or inside 
windows.  
MORRIsThTcAT LANDSCAPING AND 
gardening service. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates.
652-4688.___ ______________ ____ 33/TF
HAULING, CLEAN-UPS. YARDS, 
basements, eovestroughs, etc: Hedges 
trimmed, windows cleaned inside or 
out. Painting or any job you don t find
time to do. 652-0722.___________ 32/TF
HOUSECLE/TnING getting you down? 
Lef us look after your individual needs. 
Coll Dirtowoy. 652-0644.
LAWN S Garden mointenonce. Big 
clean-ups. Haulaways, etc. John, 656- 
6693; 652-5320. 15/TF
SPIC AND SPAN sisters. Need o holi­
day from your housework? Give us o 
coll we'll do it oil. 652-9704 or 656- 
9507.
MATURE SECRETARY wonts general of­
fice work. Saanichton or Sidney. 652- 
1895. ___ ___ _ ____ 17/20
mrTT's Window vvashing services.
Professional reliable work. Fully 
ouaronteed. Fully insured. 380-0146.
17/21
FOOT CARE, IN YOUR HOME. 
Pedicure, foot massage, noils clipped. 
$20.00 For appointment phone Kay at 
655-3699 of^er 3:30 p.m. 17/20
PRESSURE VVASHING — houses, 
patios, drivewoys, R.V.'s. boots, etc. 
Less bother ond cheaper than renting 
equipment. Coll Len for estimate 656- 
4248 after 5 p.m. l^'^l
IS YOUR CHILD having problems in 
school? Tutoring could moke the dif­
ference. Fully qualified teocher will be 
working through the sumirier. Atten­
tion to; work habits; penmanship: 
organization; phonetic approach to 
spelling and reading. High I.Q. 
children ore offered science field trips 
.through summer. 652-6657. 19 21
VACUUM REPAIRS, ALL BRANDS. Free 
pick-up and delivery. Free estimates. 
Sidney Vacuum. Evenirtgs best time to 
coll. 655-4050. '8 If
QUIET, RESPONSIBLE working couple 
will housesit or rent your hotne for 
month of August. Prefer Deep Cove 













furniture maker with portfolio and 





C.K. DRAPERY. We make it fast and 
right, free esiitnatos, custom made 
dropory alterations, phone 592-9273 
evenings and Saturdays.______  ®7'26
DRYWALL
COMPLETE DRYWALL SERVICES. 
PairUing ond texture. Complete base­
ment development. 652-083^. 8^7/19
DRYWALL, hand-taper for hire. No job 
too srnoll. Call Sydney Boyd, 656-4559 


















Ali work guaranteed and 
Government Inspected. 
Installer with 20 years 
experience.
655--1179
SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING 
Service. Manual and computerized 
bookkeeping. Preparation of finoncial 













Repairs to All Makes 





25 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
RESIDENTIAL, • INDUSTRIAL 
• COMMERCIAL 
“No Job Too Small” 
656-5604
J.JJ. ILKTI
RESIDENTIAL NEW wiring] 
REWIRING - EXTENSIONS 
E. PLUS ELECTRIC HEATING , 
ALSO COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL 
CALL JOHN —655-7100





® ANNUAL LAWN 
CARE PROGRAM 









GARDEN AND YARD servicing. 
Knowledgeable and relable. 656-4641.
18/21
GARDEN CLEAN-UPS, tree work, 
hedges, odd jobs, O.A.P. discount.
A^ke,^6:B7^ _ ......... -
HOME IMPROVEMENTS BY Lloyd Clork. 
15 yrs. experience. Renovations, win­
dows, doors, skylights, glass 
enclosures, oavestroughs, vinyl and 
aluminum siding, and generol repairs.
655-3409.... .......     19/22
RdTdvA'riNG. 16 h.p. Howard 
Rolovotor. Turns sod and mulches 
lorge or small gardens. $18.00 per 
hour, minimum $18.00. 652-2167.
19/20
YARD clean-ups. lawn care, pruning, 
etc. Phone Ron, 655-4119 evenings.
19/22
LAWN CUTTING and gardening, hourly 






Repairs to most major 
Appliances & Refrigerators 
656-4412 eves 652-20351
EXCAVATING
BACKHOE — FOUR WHEEL drive, ex­






BONDED AND INSURED 
RESIDENTIAL JANITORIAL SERVICE 
COMMERCIAL JANITORIAL SERVICE 
HOMEMAKING SERVICES n 
CARPET CLEANING 















• DRIVEWAY GRAVEL 
. CONCRETE GRAVEL
• We Load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm
2070 KEATING X RD. 
652-2614 652-36841
(yard) (ovoo)




Auto • RorJcInnlial • Commercial 
(Bonded, liconcod, Locksmith) 












PIRANHA , . ,
1 lOT IT ms
T . [RENTALS 
• SALES




A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELICVE IN. 
Comnllon Hrulnry U 'iooking inHopmv 
dent »(ilo» lepreKMilaflveti to markal 
our hiKurloijn run riHlt.tont pnnlyhoM* 
dlioctly fn the (.otuumer. Groat 
buslfuift*. Coll 478 0701 anyfimo. H no 
mniwor plerne lenve nonnt at«f phono 
numht'i , 33. H
PART TIMF: SHORT ORDER cook wfjnlod 
ml Gl«n M«iodown Golf Courtio. E.x* 
nrifinnrn rncjnlrnd Afiply in pertson mi- 
ly, 17.20
BAOYSITIER WANTED; Ihot voty 
'^poclnl iionf*on<t who will love out 
baby, Somonlhci, (i$ h«i rnoninty nnd 
, cloddy di;). f liwno 10 Tl
TIANDYMAN WANTED fo do srnoll 
housohold I'flpalrs in lltrintwood titmj.
. Phono 652;6657,.. ' .... „ ..... ,
VvR'IUUi'* ClL/JILlT hw 
Sldnoy, Own tor, an2.30?3. 19 19
CARErAKtR COUPIE, Inwtvond gordoit 
(ilin conn' linn*,fihrtld work, 6*.i5,3666,
' ■■.,19.,T9..
AVONI attention Sidttny.
Sonnitl'ilon, Urcntwomf nnrl Dwop 
If yan wont In l>n tndopnndottt, 
have fluxiblo wniklng houtti, oorn up 
to M por r.itnl commlMVloti ond gnf yonr 
piwlutfi nl 0 discminl. toll *(77-1393,
TUTORING all ocodomir, tiubiorls. 
Senior, Middle and Ehimordaiy Invols, 
Voryino tnl'U»< Somo romt'fdinl pro* 
652 0749, 37 If
HOLIfiECitANING. FAST, fslliclonf, 
friendly tnorns dodicolorJ to fht', bpev 
home. Dirtnway ,6fi2-0644. Com-
pllmitnfoiy (lov/(n^.
NANCY'S MOBtU; HAIRDRESSING will 
do yout boil' in your honin ot yout tetn- 
venicn.;/;. M,-*n Fr). 9 o.m ■ p m. 
Shfdiny is our Sidnoy huifditn.f.C'f, roi 
on rippointtvunn (iIoonm cnll. sliulley, 
656,9565 ortytimrt. 07,33
DEEP COVE/l.AND'S END retddonh., 
l.uolung Im Avan ipmi'ly guuitnili i;,1 
produrls? PIoomj roll flarboto CitndlU, 
6S;i-3871 lor htodiurt,". now ovotlobb.
j, ,,| t, . I. in /.''n' F4m-v
CONSTRUCTION 
SPFICIALISTS IN HOME 
REPAIRS 1$ RENOVATIONS 
WF ALSO BUILD 
- SHEDS/GARAGES AND 
. CARPOnT/DCCKS 
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
REFERENCES AVAILAHLL 
NO JOB TO SMALL.
CALI. US FOR FRET 
ESTIMATES 655-7066
POLSON’S 
Excavating & Tractor 
Sorwlco Ltd.
» EtACKFIOn .GERVICIH 
« TRACTOR SERVICE 
, 6*56-1671, . V
1
OUR ANNUAL MAINT. 
A:TpROGR^MS:-AHEYEI:tY:ii||;
CALL US FOR FREE ESTIMATE
65S-708S
Renovations Unlimited
. Household Improvmonls 










STREETS. PAFIKINO LOTS. 





StumpE.» Sowof Storm Drains 







• O»no«r Tree B»i«c»v*l
• Toppirtti lor Bufely '
• Prunlnci Tr»«*/8hrMb*/H«clo*»
• CioHo Up « Haultna
• l.«ndwoii«p» riehovetlon*
» Drunh OiiUlno A Eol Clowtlrio.
' MALCOLM RICHARDS
■ 686*931 2 / 46/TFN
GAriDE^ma
Kay ho* a ptovoit rtlfrtcMvn t.kin cate 
piogrritn (or yr^w. Coll today, Prolo*- 
iilorial Mary Koy Skin Care ConutllmU. 
Honlt'ior,
IFAHN WOWl) PHOf.l sSING with Wot d- 
P«t(r.*cl Prlvaln loiivon*. 65'?*504H.
.
MAlURt BUIIDIH WILL hnusoMi »iar 
ling end of Apill, Rofoiontoti. Prohs* 




BUILDfcR.'S OF FINE 
DUALITY HOMES 











THE EXTFIA (YARD) MAN
hnwncxilllnfl.WeKKlIno. 
pointing; rTlcMin up.
Qonornl Yufd Work 
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4 lOOE STORE & MORE
AUTOf^OTIVE
presents
Word Search PROFESSIONAL MUSIC INSTRUCTIONAll ages and levels, piano, organ & 




REVIEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS 
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 





LESSONS IN YOUR OWN HOME by o 
patient and experienced teacher. 
Organ, piano and keyboards, guitar, 
saxophone, clarinet, recorder and 
theory. 383-3418.
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. All 
seven words are linked to the same theme + take the letters 





Painting & Staining 








SUN MOUNTAIN ROOFING and gut­
ters. Free estimates, guaranteed 
workmanship. 24 hrs. 655-3656. 11/TF
15 SECRETARIALSERVICES
e ® e 9 e e
CLAIR DOWNEY |M15 
Service
• LICENSED MECHANICS g.
• 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU ^
. TUNE UPS • BRAKES • LUBRICATION
TYPING SERVICES. Typing, typesetting
& word processing. Resumes, letters, 
to manuscripts & books. Reasonable 
rates. Big or small, we do them all. 
656-6466. 01/TF
42/tJ
KAREN'S SECRETARIAL SERVICE. 
Typing of all sorts — letters, resumes, 
reports, etc. In my home or temporary 
secretarial assistant in your office. Call 
Karen. 652-5962. 16/39
• TIRES* BATTERIES 
• SECURITY MUFFLER 
• PROPANE CONVERSIONS 
. V propane SALES 
FOR SERVICE CALL
656-2921 or 656-0434
9429 Canora, Sidney 
CYRIL PRIMEAU — OWNER





[slll®®0 □□□□□□ FREE Estimate
ALL FINGERS and thumbs? I am a 
qualified secretary who can handle 
your essoys, thesis, reports, etc. All 
work done on a letter perfect word 
processor. 65^^31^
□□□□□□□ 
0 ms a 00 011 □□□□□□□□ 





Drop your entry off at Tanner's. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanner's Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 
gift certificate will be awarded.
_ ltd.® Supplier - Slegg Lumber ■
GREG CUTCHEY MANAGER 
Sidney & North Saanich 
381-5736







Exchange Cyl. Heads 
I Automotive, Marine, Industrial
655-3737




• Husqvarna • Pioneer * Toro 
■ Shindalwa • Jocabson • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 
10134 McDonald Park Road 
656-7714
BRITISH EUROPEAN MOTORS. Parts 
and service for all imports. 10124C 
McDonald Park 655-115J;4^'TF
W3 DODGE DART. One owner, looks 
good, runs better. 6 cyl., auto., P/S. 
$1,495.00.655-3290. 16/19
1981 MUSTANG 6 2-door 4-speed 
bucket seats, PS, PB. radio and stereo, 
54,000 miles, good condition, S3650.00 
OBO. Phone 652-9892 after 6 pm 
weekdays. 19/19
1973 V.W. SUPERBEETLE. Sunroof, ex­
cellent condition, rebuilt engine. Very 
clean. $2900.00 OBO. 655-3409. 19/19
AUTOMOTIVE
1984 3/4 TON CHEV 350, auto., ps, pb, 
$8,990.00 obo. Phone 656-2754. Topper 





□ lam a Review paid subscriber.
□ 1 am not a Review subscriber.
□ ! wish to become a Review 
paid subscriber.










RESIDENTIAL - COMMERCIAL 
CALL NOW FOR YOUR FREE 
ESTIMATES 727-0527
April 27th winner of a $30.00 
gift certificate was 







ELEGANT LIKE NEW full size Mercury 
Colony Park S/W. New all seoson 
radiols, PW, PS, PB, overdrive for 
highway and cruise control. Only 
45 000 miles. Only $8500.00. 6.52-6117.
19/19
ANSWERS:
BATON, PODIUM, ENCORES, 




resurfocing. Prolong pavement life 
with rubberized asphalt sealer. Free 
estimates. 22 years experience. Jim 
Pratt. 656-6341.
. AUTO MOTIVE • INDUSTRIAL 
. MARINE






1979 SCOUT II, AT, PS, PB, air cond., 
new tires, brakes, starter, fuel pump 
and rad. No rust. $5500.00. Days, 656- 
7023: Eves. 656-3461. 19/19
1975 FORD STATION WAGON, PB, PS, 
tilt cruise, $650.00 OBO. 656-2180.
19/22
5- 10019 GAt-ARAN
1969 DODGE CORONET 318, clean 
motor, will run with o battery. Great 


















WALLPAPER, INTERIOR PAINTING, etc. 
Reasonable, reliable, neat. Quality 
work. Free estimates or advice. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Small jobs 
welcome. 656-6860. 19/22
BERT MORREY 
PLUMBING & HEATING 
Nev/ Construction and Repairs 
10410 All Bay Rd. , Sidney 
Phone 656-1580
MOTORCYCLE
1965 TRIUMPH CHOPPER, completely 
overhauled, 14 miles on new engine, 
$2400 OBO. ___ ____17/20 f
RECREATIONAL
VEHICLES
1976 16' SCAMPER TRAILER. Fridge, 
stove, furnace, toilet, stereo, antenna, 






TIRED OF MOVING 
THE HOSE!
Rain4*ree
IRRIGATION ® POOLS « LANDSCAPING
656-5871
USE OUR COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER NETWORK CLASSIFIEDS 
87 MEMBER PAPERS THROUGHOUT B.C. AND YUKON. 
CIRCULATION TO OVER 1 MILLION HOMES.
2.4 MILLION READERS.
25 words for $159.00 






MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPE 
MAINTENANCE. Lawn care. Complete 
Service. Certified Pesticide applicator. 
Free estimates. 652-4688. 39/tf
Blue Boy exhaust tubing
bonder $4890. Bradbury 
hoist with free wheel $2695. 
Coates 4040 tiro changer 




FOR SALE MISC. HELP WANTED PERSONAL
DAN'S GROUNDS KEERNG. All phases 
of year round maintenance, 652-4776.
16/33
LANDSCAPE RAKE ATTACHMENT 
•Picks up rocks down to 3/4 Inch 
•Breaks up hard packed soil 
•Prepares ground (or seed or sod 
REASONABLE RATES 







• PLANTING TREES & 
SHRUBS
I* TREE SURGERY 
I8ERVINQ THE PENINSULA 
















ROTOTILLING NEEDS? Please support 
students (hardworking, experienced) 
with quality rear-line rototillor. 
Reasonable. Also group rates, senior's
discount. 652-3802,............. ......... 16/1?
GARDerROfdVATING SE^^^ using 
0 Howard with powerful roar tine ac­
tion. Very reasonoblo rates. 656-5018.
16/21




INDEPENDINT^^ G^^ 15 yoors
experience, pruning, planning ond 
plonting, mointenance of lloworbeds 
ond gardens, Phono 656<1663 or 656- 
7837, 18-19
dEAN-UPSrHAULING, PnUNIN(3, lror» 
work, gross cuts, Book for power rok- 
ing, top soli, new towns, seed or sod. 
O.A.P. discount, 6ry6-8730, IfL 'Jl 
GRASS CUTS AND TRIMs. Gordon find 
yard clean>up. Coll Sunny, 655-4072.
RAVENHIU HERB FAR^ every
Sundoy 1-5. Cullnory herb plnnls, 1330 
Ml, Newton X-Rood, Horbol cooking 
doss by Noel Hichordson at Kllchun Ell- 
quotto, 2018 Oak Boy Ave., Juno 14, ’/ 
p,m. Phone 590.3121 (or rools(ro(lon.
, ■ ■ ..........19/23
R,B7'V'lANDSCApi'N'G and Rockwork,. 
Gordon lns(allo(lon, rock w<olls, lorrac- 
ed rock gorrJons, potio, ponds, fences 
and gordon rttalnlenonce. Inquiry, 655-
■no4,,,.....,.................... ,........ i'>/i?,
Wdt AGED HORSE monure, no woods, 
$.35.00 a pickup lood, delivered. 655- 
s17'26 or 656.0359. 19/20
$1 Down leases a new car or 
druck. Seven Year warranty. 
Payments (rom $139/fno. 
O.A.C. Call lease manager 
a< (fiD4)465-B931. 01.5584,
(Tuy/Lease any gas, diesel 
car or truck, new or used. 
Direct from volume factory 
dealer. Call (or pre-approved 
credit. Call collect 464-0271. 
D5231
Welding Business Shop and
houiie bn one acre. Shus- 
wap Lake area may accept 
some trade and finance. 
Phone 679-3964. Box 58, 
Chase, B.C. VOE IMP.
Introducing Tone (vlaator -
the Hi-Tech leader In the 
Hi-Tech Future of body ton­
ing. The no sweat, look- 
good, feel-good way to 
shape up & slim-down. 
You’ve hoard about It, now 
SOB It In action. Call today. 
(6041943-0015,
Lighting Fixtures. Western 
Canada^s largest display. 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
Catalogues available, Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre, 4600 
East Hastings Street. Bur­
naby, B.C. V5C 2K5. Phone 
1-299-0666, 
Doug Marshall Motor City, 
11044 - 100 Street Grande 
Prairie, Alberta. TSV 2V1. 
Requires immediately a Lic­
ensed Automotive Mechan­
ic. G.M, experience prefer­
red. Contact G. Hunt 1-403- 
532-9333.
Would you like to corres­
pond with unattached Chris­
tian people in Canada/USA 
with the object being com­
panionship/Marriage. Write 
to Ashgrove, Box 205, 
Chase. B.C. VOE IMP.
Okotoks Collector Car Auc­
tion, May 27 & 28. Still 
good spots avallablo. Bro­
chure printed May Ist. 
Phone 1-403-938-4130, 9-4 
p.m. The honest auction, 
Thank you.
Pub For Sale. Sunny South­
ern Vancouver Island. For 
Information write to Box 
432, Duncan, B.C. V9L 3X8. 
Agents Pioaso.
Traffic Marking Painting“ ■ - - -
GMC 1978 Van: made (or 
person In wheel chair. Bod, 
toilet, automatic lift A 
swing doors, More details 
call John Holtroluwor, 847- 
3185,
Business. One of a klnu 
business In Powell River 
and Sunshine Coast. High 
profits. An oxcollont side­
line business, For more In­
formation call 800-3002.
Truck Leasing, Individual or 
Company, all F-Sorlos, 
Aorostnr Van Wagons, 
Fords, all now pb oyer 
medium duty. Call Bob 
Lnngslafl, Norm Diodrich
Restaurant Steak House 
Pizza, Reduced to sell Im­
mediately to cost replace­
ment $132,500. Health rea­
sons- Has (Iroplaco, dance 
floor, patio, 150 seats, Fully 
Licensed, Call l■485-9886
Canada For Christ Crusade: 
World events 1948 to pre­
sent correlated with Bible 
prophecy fulfillments Indi­
cate nearness of 1. Rapture, 
(Ist. Thoasaloniana 4:13-18; 
1st. Corinthians 15:35-58) 2. 
Antichrist (head of Common 
Market and Nato both) 3. 
W,W.3 (Russia's defeat by 
divine Intervention) 4. Great 
docoptlon and aufforlnp 
characterize antichrist's 7- 
yoar roinn. 5, Battle of 
Armageddon (antichrist's 
defeat by Jesus Christ) 6. 
Jesus Christ rules world 
from JoruBolom (true peace, 
lustico, and prosperity at 
last). Get "Watch 1988*' by 
Dr, Charles Taylor: Today 
In Bible Prophecy, 104 Con­
sumers Drive, Whitby, Ont­
ario. LIN 5T3. $6.00.
Highland Valley Copper has
an Immediate opening for 
Journeyman Instrumenta­
tion Mechanic. The success­
ful applicant will hold either 
a B.C. or Interprovincial 
Certification. Highland Val­
ley Copper is located In 
control British Columbia, 
southwest of Kamloops. An 
excellent wage and bene­
fit package awaits the suc­
cessful candidate. To apply 
or for further Information 
contact: The Superinten­
dent, Personnel, Highland 
Valley Copper, P.O. Box 
1500, Logan Lake, B.C, VOK 
IWO. Telephone: (604)575- 
2443.
PETS AND LIVESTOCK
Bridge Creek Ranch Quarter 
Horse Dispersal Sale. Fea­
turing the sale of Stallion 
‘TrucK Trouble' & 25 of his 
colts and fillies from 1-5 
yrs. old. Brood Mares bred 
back to Truck Trouble, plus 
about 15 Grade saddle 
horses, 100 Mile House Sat, 
June 11, 1:00 p.m. at
Bridge Crook barn.
Roglstered English Bulldog 
puppies (C weeks old), 4 
males, 1 fomalo. Multi col­
ours. $1,000,00 each, 581- 
2879.
BEAL ESTATE
UH UOUJII, IXUIIH I./";collMl 32>.0431, 05682,
1987 Ford F-800 18’ Roolor 
Priced to Sell. Call Norm 
Diodrich, Bob Langstaff. 




Cash "in "6111 fax Reform I
Learn Income Tax Propara-' 
tion. Enquire about Exclu­
sive Franchise Torrllorles. 
For free brochures, no obll* 
gallon, U A R Tax ServlOM, 
JOB * 1346 Pomblnii Hwy,, 





"Buy difuct from Giowor"
Hanelog Baakolc...... from *7®‘
Pliinlod WhuolbiirrowB & Tuba 
Gorarilums in Bloom 






rPotM*!* 114" pmi Pot 
BEDDING PLANTS




304 Walton KlJiuw .




DO YOU EAT when you re nof hungry? 
Keep wofino ofttr you're loiitfiud? Ar* 
you gourtrig biirk lost wolght? 
Workihop ond lupport groopit begin in 
Mr»y (otuiiiing on lelf estnoin, *‘»H* 
Image and loxlnfl weigbt wllbout
rriftUrtrt rnu horwemi 10 8 1.
lM/21
Cash In * Cash Out. Coke, 
Pepsi, Libby's, Heinz - 
World Famous Drinks you 
, will refill in your now, uni­
que, cold pop/|uice vendors 
with separate price settings. 
Mlrilmum Investment of 
$11,980 secured n« wo sup- 
nly freight, erjuipment Ins­
talled in locations, product 
fills, supplies, etc. Own your 
cash business, your choice, 
part or (ulbtirno. Call/wrlfo 
(24 hours) fnr hrochuro Sol­
ar lUrslnoss Centres, lUO 
East Drive, Suite 200, Bram- 
Blea. Ontario, LOT 1D3. Mr. 
Halbol l-t416)-761.57p5.
Cosmetic Direct Sales Reps. 
A high iBshlnn ladies wear 
company is expanding Its 
direct sales force, Increaie 
your Income by using your 
fashion axportise and sell 
clothes to compliment your 
cotmatic lino. For Inforrna
Woodworking conipany, Sal­
mon Arm, B.C. Prime loca­
tions In National Gift 
Shows. "Rascal Toys". 
Now 4000 sq.ft, shop on 
acre. Industrial Park. 
$165,000, (604)832-7495! or
(604)032:4108,.........
By Owner: G/acres, 16/pad, 
mobile homo park, Scenic 
location, underground wir­
ing $150,000 . 2/Bcr« adloln- 
ing homesite 3/bdrmti, 
shop, orchard, overlooking 
goluiourno, 836-3214, 836-
2239,.1225^000.pkg,...___ _
iTfAt ienilbn 111 Dealers Re­
quired for Canadian distri­
bution of n now European 
line of decals. Including the 
Smurfs, Carobftars. Disney 
etc. Over 600 dllferont de­
cals. Copyright licenses se­
cured, Success A high re­
turn guAiantciod on mini­
mum Invosimant. vyrlto; 
(CM, Box 8/25, Station L. 
Edmonton. Alta. T6C 436. 
Altontlon; Mr. Kaplein,__
F 0 R Tale'mTsc*
Custom Built Log Hornes... 
Alberta's international 
Handcrafted Log Homes. 
Will build every need and/ 
or design. Think...Lem, 




Work Overseas - For single
people Interested In foreign 
agrloultura, Farm work & 
farm homo positions are 
available In Europe, United 
Kingdom, Australia A Now 
Zealand. If you are between 
19 & 28 years of ago, please 
contact; I.A,E.A,/ 206, 
1501*17 Avo., S.Vv., Cal- 
qary, Alta. T2T 0E2,
Ocean waterfront property 
In Parksvllla on Vancouver 
Island, 4.97 Acres treed 
aubdividablo land, Phono 
248-3731 or write Box 1178, 
Parksville, B.C, VOR 2S0,
sErTvicis"”"""" ”"'7’
OARDENINO
Greenhouse and Hydroponic 
Equipment and Supplies - 
The most complete selection 
In Canada. Low prices, plus 
wo are a Gold Card retailor. 
Send $2. lor catalogue ond 
free magazine to Western 
Water Farms. 1244 Siiyrnour 
Street, Voncouvor, B.C, VCD 
3N9. 1-004-682-60^,___
Jobsl Jobs! Jobs! When you 
complete the apartment/ 
condo manager's course ap­
proved by ‘ Ministry of Ln- 
bour", You cen expect bet­
ween $1,000 - *2,000 per 
month. Free placement as­
sistance from Munday Per­
sonnel. Available by corros- 
pondonco or In class. For 
details coll 081-6456 or write 
R.M.T.I.. 901 • 700 W. 
Pender, Vancouver, B.C, 
V6C IQIJ.
"ICBC Offered mo $3,500. 
Corey Linde got me 
*194,000", O N, • Abbols- 
foid, Vancouver lawyer Gar- 
oy Linde (since 1972) has 
Free Information. Phone 1- 
664*7790. Second Opinions 
Gladly Given,
ICBC Injury Claims? Call 
Dale Cnrr-Harris - 20 years a 
trial lawyer with five years 
medical school before law, 0- 
669-4922 (Vancouver), Ex- 
porlonced In head Injury and 
Ollier major claims, Porcfinf. 
age foes avallablo,
HELP \A/ANTEP
tfo’e ’call Leigh Morgen
Control pesky rnosqulloi 
with "Monquilo Hawk'' rev­
olutionary sonic devlcfi. Eco- 
Inplcally safe, includes OV 
bBtiery. Enjoy your sum­
mer. *10.95 plus lax (B.C.) 
13.00 RftH. Visa, cheque, 
monoyordor. Moaquilo 
Hawk, 105*6<M.i6 No. 3 MOIId, 
Ritlimond, D.C. (004)270 
4518. Ooalar Inquiries an-
ii we r ed promptly._ ________
Af pH a nco' B ar g a i ris f ui now 
Inglls, Arlrnlral, Holpolnl, 
Kllchenald, Also Denby A 
Magic Chef Gai Ranges. 
Ouallly rebuilt appliances. 
Hiiftoet Antillance Burrev 
Lid. Fhoni!jE,tiS6.U^J:SiS/,-
Established Mechanical/ 
Electrical Contractor In Ihe 
haarl of Apple and Ski 
Counlry on South Georgian 
Bay requires fulllime 
H.V.A.C, Mechanics, pUmv 
hors and eleciricinns. Ex* 
calloni opportunlll^. He* 
sumo, Clarksburg Contrac* 
tors, Box 130, Clarksburge. 
Onl. NOH tJO.__________
Sales Clerk required lor 
Plumbing store. Experience 
In plumbing and sales es* 
sontinl, Knowledge of elec­
trical dottlrablo Send re­
sume and references to 
Cameo, Box 699, 100 Mile 
House, B.C. yOKJEO,____
Cemetery Markers by Euro­
pean ernftsmari manufactur­
ing Granite, Slone, Bronze, 
Urns, Plaques, Memorials 
Tradesman Monuments, 
026-91 14, Mission, B,C. 
Free delivery. Discount to 
pensioners, Lowest possible 
prices. _
TRAViL "
Housewives, Mothers A In* 
toroslod persons noodod Irn- 
mwdlately In sell toys and 
gilts tor National Home Cat­
ty Plan. No Investment, del­
iveries or money collection. 
Call (519)250-7905,______
Slim Inn Fitness Weeks - 
May 8, 15, 22, 29 A June 5, 
$441), ptn put sun double, 
*545. single. Loke Louise 
Inn, reservations loll-lree 1- 
800-661*923/.
Required (iillllme marine 
mochanlo/salesperson, Op­
portunity to relocate to Vic­
toria area. Must ba t>ond* 
able. Resume and photo to 
KHMHI McDonald Park Rd,, 
Sidney^ V0lt,?X9. 
Banff I IBs Ltd, requires 
fulllime sac.ond cook with 
two years experience, Ex­
cellent wages, acxmmmoda- 
lion provided. Bend resume 
Box 12M, Banff, Alberts.
Mo Ghorle Faslilons. tzlscu- 
var a now rewarding career. 
Be an Independent. Join our 
team. Il'i Ihe fun, easy wa)/ 
10 earn eilra money. Call
Overseas Poslllons. Hund­
reds of lop paying positions, 
Allracilve benellts All oc­
cupations, Free details. 
Overseas rirnployrnunl Ser- 
Vicos. Dept. CA. Box 460. 
Mounf Royal, Oueboc. H3p
y V s .*....... ....... ... ............. ..
I luu iut Uiij tittking / bupui 
Winter Special, Snmond per­
son stays Iren at Blue Buy 
Hotel, Vancouver *39,95 f 
tax. (.8(X) 063-0715 or 321 
6611 Airport Tranxportnlion 
not Included.
When In Vancouver, Bur­
naby, Richmond "The Most 
Beautiful Breakfast In The 
World" Is a musllll Hugo 
Oulch Pancakes. Only at 
Dutch Panekoek Houses,
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ni; RECREATIONAL .ji) MISCELLANEOUS ( ilj; MISCELLANEOUS f U PETS & fin COMING EVENTS .jnn
US VEHICLES It FOR SALE WANTED ^4 LIVESTOCK
[ j & ANNOUNCEMENTS SU
CARDS OF
THANKS
PERFECT GETAWAY KIT — 17 ft.
fibreglass trailer. 3 way fridge, 
shower, toilet, forced air furnace, 
oven, 4 burner cooktop, built-in awn­
ing. Better than new, $6,995. Tow vehi­
cle, 350 Chev wagon, equalizer hitch, 
transmission cooler, heavy duty 
radiator, steel-belted radials. Strong 
mechanically, $1200. Package price, 
$7995.00.655-3424, 18/19
BRAIDED RUG, 8x12, $45.00; rust rug, 
12x15, $50.00; charcoal BBQ, standing, 
with rotisserie, $10,00; antenna, 
$45.00. 479-9552.
LIKE NEW, 5 speed iadies Raleigh,
$75.00; 3 speed girls, $20,00; new 5- 
inch portable TV, 12V battery, llOV, 
$85.00. Large Prince tennis racquet, 
$35.00.383-7054, 19/19
WANTED: FISHER PRICE highchair, and 




PARTIAL OR FULL BOARD for 2 horses 
adjacent to riding trails. Island View 
Beoch oreo. 652-6786. 18/J9
pTt “bull l^RRIERS, no 









IF YOU MENTION THIS AD 
Expires May 15th, 1988
656-7023





SUNDAY, MAY 15th 
10 AM-4 PM
Follow the signs from the 
Highway up Stellys X Road to
• Seabrook • Skyline • Tiara
* Seamount Place • Seamount Close
• GARAGE j 
1 S/VC>,T0DAY'
'> • ’ -J
FREE KITTENS. Short-hoired. 656-7416 
after5p.m. 19/20
^TS UNLiMITED Horse trailer and 
stall mats, continual rubber fencing, 





MARINE HEAD - SINK 
FRESH WATER - CABIN 
FULL CANVAS - 85 HP
JOHNSON; ONLY 118 HRS. - 
ROD HOLDERS - 25 GAL. IN­
BOARD FUELTANK.
652-0176 After 6 pm 
®9500 —O.B.O.
“IF WE DON’T HA VE IT 
YOU DON’T NEED IT”
FOUND; ONE CHILD'S JACKET (ski 
jacket type). Medium, Found on 7th St. 
near schoolgrounds. 656-4188. 18/19
FOUND on”'man's 
watch on Fri. o.m. 656-6936. 18/19
TOUND- PUPPY, 5-6 months old, Block 
Lab cross with collar 4lh S& Bevan. 
Found on Friday. 656-6656.
MISSING from 7925 Simpson Rd., No. 
33, our son's skoteboord. Has "Marcel 




MAY 14 and 15, 9-4. 10156 Tsaykum 
Rd., off Topping Rd. Lots of good stuff.
19/19
BOSUN'S CHARTERS











• DOCK/FLOAT - DECKS
• RETAINING WALLS




SILVER CENTURY BRITISH Seagull 
motor. Hardly ever used. $475.00, 656- 
6062. 17/20
14'ALUMINUM BOAT, 20 h.p. motor on 
good factory trailer. Excellent condi­
tion, $2,000.00, Also 12' aluminum cor- 
topper, $550, 383-8959. T’/S’
16' FIBREFORM, New canvas, sounder, 
CB, sleeper seots, built in fuel tank, 65 
h.p. Mercury, just serviced on 1981 
Roadrunner trciilot. $3500.00 OBO. 
383-8959. 19 19
16' FIBERGLASS RUNABOUT, 65 Mer­
cury outboard, full canvas, trailer, 
$2300,00. 656'0826. 19,. 20
DO YOU WANT to sell your boat or RV 
ot the Sidney Sportsman show? 23 
May, 10-6 p.m. Toi info <aii 65.5 IHOB.
. 19;21
CAL 20' SAIL No. 999 ■ 10 yrs, same 
ov.-ni.-r. V<'iy r </ |.
Johnson, •■.ervici'd nnnuolly iry Roy 7 
It, dinghy, ovniinbli! if required. 
$5500.CKJ, 655-4236. 19 19
MISCELLANEOUS 
41) FOR SALE
SHORT BOX TRUCK CANOPY, $100.00.
10 month old Siamese cat, $85.00. 656- 
8050. 18/21
ELECTROLUX VACUUM, in top condi­
tion, $185.00. Hassock for Electrolux, 
$74.00. 656-9180,ljB/21^
6-DRAWER KNOTTY PINE dresser, 
$115.00 0 80. 655-1718.19/19
HI-BACK NYLON VELVET sofo/bed 
$399.95; Walnut D/R Suite w/60'' 
Lowboy Chino Cabinet, $569.95; Round 
D/L Table & 2 Chairs $199.95; 54" Sim­
mons Beauty Rest Mattress & Box Spr­
ing, $149.95. Lots of Lawn Furniture & 
Wheelbarrows on Sole too at Buy SS 
Save, 98i8 4th St., Sidney, B.C. 19/19
OTA^OAL BBQ WITH ROTISSERIE and
hood. Never used. Solid chrome 
bathroom fixtures (2 towel bars,
, rshdV/er ) RedsonabIeV''/652-;'
3002. 18/21
HONDA LAWNMOWER, Hondo
rototiller. Both very good condition. 
Tent, sleeps 6. 655-3082.
ToTsTeR OVEN, downrigger, fisher­
mans tackle box and gear, rod 
holders, nautical deck choir (new), 
floor polisher, small upright vacuum 
system, camera tripod, 12" snow tires
and rims for Hondo. 6^-8859. _
MENS ENCJUSH RALEIGH sports 3- 
speed, mens Raleigh city tourer 5- 
speed. Reasonably priced. Phone 656-
CX)20 after 6:00 p.m. __    .I?//?'
CHEsfERFIELD’^T^^ CHAIRS ottoman, 
light beige in color, good condition.
382-9746.    19/20
12"W x 36"H X 
19/19 
length x 45" 
19/19
SAT. MAY 14, 2082 Wesbrook Drive, 
Sidney. Futniture, doors, bikes, 
household items, toys, 10-2^
MAY 14 - 9-ll no earlier. 
Dresser, extra large size clothes, etc.
9725 Second St., Sidney. ____ 19/19
12 GARAGES. COME SEE. Housewares, 
furniture (Colonial loo), Vintoge pic­
ture frames. Cranberry gloss, china, 
collectibles, tools, 3 panel folding 
screen, luggage, clothes, fabric rem­
nants, kids stuff and more. Soturdoy / 
Sunday, 10-3 p.m. 7751 East Saanich 
Rd., Soonichton. Pork on rood. _ 19/19 
GA^GE SALE. SAT. only. May 14th, 
10-5 p.m. 2155 Weiler Ave., Sidney, 
airport side. Items from motorcycle 
helmets, antique cameros, base sta­
tion antenna for CB or Ham radio and 
many other odds and ends.
S^T~MAY 14th, 10-2 p.m. Many
goodies, 10322 Booth Pi. _
gIaNt” garage sale. Panorama 
Leisure Centre arena. Sunday, May 15,
9 am - 2 pm. Over 50 tobies.
Unbelieveoble bargains. 656-7271 for
informotion. j__ _____ _____
FOUR^FAmIiLY garage sale. Lowrey 
organ (two keyboard); garden, garage 
and auto accessories. Two b/w TVs, 
barbecue, toys, and many many
household itervis. Sot. and Sunday,
May 14 S IS. Teq until four at 591 and 
623 Braerner Ave. off Ardmore Dri\ie.
19/19
GOT A PRODUCT YOU WANT TO SELL 
to the entire province? Through our in­
novative Blanket Classified Advertis­
ing program, we con place your 
classified od in more than 70 populor. 
well-read community newspapers 
which ore delivered each week to 
more than one million homes 
throughout B.C. and the Yukon. Simply 
coll our Classified Department at 656- 
1151 for details. We con even arrange 
to hove your Classified Ad appear in 
more than 500 community newspapers 
across Canada. Your messoge will 
reach more than 3.2 million homes.
11 / tf
NEW AND USED COMMERCIAL sun 
beds for sole or swop for pickup truck 
or cor. Two complete hair salon sta­
tions and two Belvedere Hydraulic 
choirs plus hardware. Best offer. 656- 
6085. 18/21
IN SUPPORT OF Mt. Newton Adult Day 
Core, the Monday Bee group will hold 
o Lunch 'n Sole, Saturday, May 14, 11 
am - 2:30, at Margaret V-Birch Hall. 
Admission, lunch and door prize, 
$2.50. 19/19
i^RlNG cYAFf FA^ May 29,
9:00 am - 4:00 pm at Sonscho Hall, 
Sidney. Great variety of crafts by Van­
couver Island croftspersons. Some 
demonstrations. Admission of $1 helps 
the Peninsula Community Association 
help others! _
the” SIDnIy AND North Soonich 
Memorial Pork Society will be holding 
its annual general meeting in Sonscho 
Hall on Thurs., May 19/88 at 7:30 pm. 
All members ond friends ore urged to 
attend. 19/20
DO YOU EAT when you're not hungry? 
Keep eating after you're satisfied? Are 
you gaining bock lost weight? 
Workshop and support groups begin in 
May focusing on self-esteem, self- 
image ond losing weight wPthout 
dieting. Coll 479-1484 between 10 & 3.
19/21
UNITED WAY of Greater Victoria. 
Notice of the Annual General Meeting 
of Members — Dote: Wednesday, June 
15, 1988. Time: 4:00 p.m. Ploce: James 
Ballroom, Crystol Gardens, 713 
Douglas Street. Victoria. A wine & 
cheese reception will follow at S5 
person.
PLEASE NOTE: Any individual over the 
age of 18 years or an incorporated 
company having contributed not less 
thon one dollar to the 1987 United Way 
Compoign qualifies for membership in 
the United Way of Greater Victoria 
and is entitled to be present and vote 
at the Annuol General Meeting. 19/19
THANKS SIDNEY — To all our loyal
customers and many friends we made 
over the past four years. Past owners 
Candy Man — Don and Joy Bain. 19/19
OBITUARIES
PRIEND — On May 2, 1988, George,
beloved husband of Janet Friend of 
Sidney, in his 76th year. Survived also 
by one son and daughter-in-law, 
Ronald ond Lynda of Yellow Point 
B.C.: three grandchildren, Douglas, 
David and Jennifer; one sister, Mrs. 
Courtney (Lorno) Gray of Burnaby, 
B.C. Private family cremation 
held. Arrangements through 











WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion, support and referrals. 24 hours a 
day, 7 days Q week.  
COlTnSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of oil ages - serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134.  33/tf
OVEREAtFrS ANONYMOUS. Silver
Threads Lounge, 10030 Resthoven Dr., 
Sidney. Mon.'s - 8 p.m. For further in- 
fo. 656-9549 or 474-4353. 45/tf
LAdTeS in orient seek cor­
respondence w/single gentlemen. Box 
5248 Stn. A, Calgary, AB, Canada T2H 
: 1X6. 06/23
WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE to marriage 
of Holly Jacob, of Kelowna, daughter 
of Wilfred and Gail Jacob, Sidney, B.C. 
to Gront Johnson, Kelowna, son of 
Terry Block, and Morley Johnson, on 
March 26. 1988, in Kelowno, B.C. The 
hoppy couple will reside in Kelowna, 
B.C. 19/19
DOf7aTd AND ^ TURNER
onnounce with great pleasure the mar­
riage of their daughter, Jocqueline 
Ruth, to Walter William, son of Clifford 
ond Eva Scott, at Edson United Church, 
on Saturday, 14th May. The couple will 
be living in Edson, Alberta.___
REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE
We invite your 





P.O. Box 1000, 
Saanichton, B.O. 
VOS 1 MO.
Funds needed to fund cosily, 
modern, medical equipment 





























WANT TO INCREASE YOUR .MARKET? 
For $159 |tc'' wni'K wn rnn picxe yoijr 
Closslhod Ad in inon/ tlu:)!i 70 populor. 
woll-iood MimmtinilY nnwspapon 
whit'll oin (Inllvuind I'O'h wnek to 
moil' llitin on<i million luirvii'o. 
ifilijugl'iout B.C, Ond Iho ViT-on 'ni'.'ply 
call our ClosRifmd Dcpanmnnl ot 656- 
i 1!vl loi dnloil'in " ll
DO YOU HAVE ttoubln quiiinq in ond 
out of the bnih. m off thi' toilet? i.i:il ui 
iindull It grnft toil fnii' ri*tiimntr'. 
Phone 656-6656. .
AtTVENTURE ON tfORSEBACK, Giildnci 
trail ildns... Opi-n ynoi round 
Rofkftnvnn Rnnrfi Rrisiirvrttinnr., .t/IT 
.3023,
COMPLETE CAMEffA OUTFIT; Tiiiitci 
A7 1 conwfo liivly' povvi'i' winilni/ 43- 
7S inm r 3 5 /nom Ions: 38ntin E2,P. 
Ions; iti/iit fitrohi* A7 flnsii. 11mm. 
20mm, .'tOmni oylonslori tuhns, ?X 
tolevi'itor; 511k POOG tnpnd’ lomoti" 
nhiiUor dc'lunin qndqft pinq
Cmnplnti'' kit only $6,50 00 ni riommit 
oftei, 4/,i6t056 nvi’ninqit ■ wonkunds.
I'l IF
IB " (.TOWOTHY 4 HARNfS'l tnbln loom, 
$165.(10. ttplniiina wTipnl. $lW.t.i,W: 
mUi., Imnlit. ond I'-qnlpmont. Plionn 
65n.nJfl«lt(H'6pm I7'’d
., EUllER .BRUSH Ki..p(nM'ml(divi.) in
fjidnriy, Chi'min Hi’.)lnnd
KAPLUN UTILIIY THAIH R, 
REGAL PRODUCTS, C oll loi 








yon I fino 
656 Tim 7. 
16 19
1.. 1 3 1110(1
■'•■rv, 17 'in
COLlCIf . AND ''T.HAIK,
FREEZER — 12.4 cu.
50^^'L. 656-9689.
WINDOW GLASS, 77 % ‘ 
width, 47f3-7087,
WOODEN SHOD, 10 ft. 4 in. x 8 ft. 4 in.,
80 in. high inside. 470-7087, after 4 
p.m, '■ ............. ................ ...........>9/19
0 FT. KITCHEN CUPBOARD^ 2 pee, bot­
tom with Formica top, 4 pee. top cup- 
hoords - 2 heights, $250.00. double 
stainless sink, $50,00, 479-6272, 19'22 
CRIB AND MATTRESS, $120.00; troodio 
sowing mncfilno. $100.00; antique 
flooi lump. $50.00, 652 4702. 19 19
PORTABLE APARTMENT SIZE washer 
ond dryer. Booumork. $200,00 OBO.
652-5971, ..................’9'22
MOVING SALE: 24" TV in tobinol, >2" 
porfablo TV, florol armchair, rocking 
choir, lamps, storoo, picnlr table, 
gordon looU and rnisc. 652-9428, >9.T9 
SEARS CRAFT 7 1/4' circulor sow. 
$60.00; smoll McCulirjuflh chninsnw, 
$90.(XT Boll'i Homs os now. After 6 
p.m., 652-5565, 19T9
VELVET CHESTERFIELD and love.,eoi. 
EKCollent condition, Itesl I'tfloi , rieririr 
oil, vvnldin. new tondiiion. $2iy),fX). 
Evonlngs,.652.561't/ >9 :»9
IKEA SOFA ond 2 thoirs, pincr frome 
wlll't blue ond white tlriped r..usliior\«>, 1 
yeor old, $,;Ti0,00, Brown stovo, wx" 
cellent rnnrfitioll, $17.5.(XT 656 66*27.
/ " _ ''9./19 '
BRASS BEDS ifom $139,95 (include!, 
hdbrd , foolboord H rniU), Bross 
chovol MIf'ioift horn $99,95, Loveseot. 
$149,95. Hot » Cool Rock $13.95. Ook K 
Bios* Otiy Bed $149,95. Lots of Ortk K 
Choriv'wrxsrf Occosionol Piiir.o* Now In 
Slock fi On Soltv ot Buy S Srtve. 9R1H 4lh 
SI,, Sidney. >9.' 19
DRAPE S/BEDSPREADS, Decor olot 
CMSfom-tnode drapes and twin r.|uilted 
bcidspreotfii, 6.56-.',I794, 19.19
riRECHIEF WOODBURNING STOVE 
with onxilioiy cooking trip, $r2!j.0(.li 
vvrmger woslier., $(>(),iX.). ttud’i'f sets of 
moiH'iinrj shoit dtnpes, $’J(T (,X) tht» lol, 
TBintlUt'!., 3a5-OiXT4. / 19/19
WASHER AND DlllYER. $250 (XT go-i 
«iciw> ' $1 $0 IXT' ('Hhiion 2.3 r'u ft 
frtMtter, $175.{X), 652-2291, 19 19
4 HEAVY DUTY domp-on tio-downt, 
one belly Ivor, $60,00. E-Sn-lUllO, 19/19
REIMER
HARDWOODS LTD.
WISH YOU HAD A PET, but can't moke 
the long-term commitment? Applica­
tions now being accepted for our 
register of boarding homes for pets. 
Phone 652-0552 for information / inter­
view. 19/19
•Wholesale/Retail
• Hardwood Lumber 
•Softwood Lumber
• Painted Particle Board
• Exotic Lumber 
•Hardwood PlywoTd
652-1612
M-6809 KIRKPATRICK CRES. 









BUILT BY KIPOT 
CONSTRUCTION
Ensuite master bedroom. 
Healilator fireplace. Fully fenced 
back garden with large sun deck. 













FLAT ROOF dutorioratlon leaks? 
Porous mosonry? r'nrking lots track, 
od? Money Is wostod on old or new 
business , oporiinent roof, etc. if not 
using highly-devi,.lr>ped i>tovon 
moleriols -- great slrm-iglh, olasllc.ity, 
durohilily, This proloction now 
avnilohle. Faslly ripplicnfile. Small con- 
tractor', cu real handymen Free 
survey!., riocci'-ii, some >iupc*i vision 
where ready accotis avaiinltlu. 
Molerinl cn'ilt; and >mpply "Cterntinr-i '. 
652-4078. 19,-20
31 WOODHEAT
FIRIJWCKtD FOR SALE, iTr. alder, 
maple, split an(f,delivert>d. $100,00 pm 
full cord, 655*1 508. 19,-19
4 BEAUTY i SERVICES
COUNTRY RAYS TANNING CENTRE. 
Delune tanning bods in quaint cauntry 
sotting. Spt,!c:icil 11 iiecsiont.. $29.95, 
Call Onwno at 656-60H5 18 21
BEAUTY BAR FOR LADIFS and 
gentlemen Introduce'; Annemmin fi 
Dawnq, Specioh'/mg in i.lr.ntinlysi'. 
waving fnCinlu., srnlptnrerf nails 
mnoicuirni- and Mmlanning onif a'loie. 





$375.CX), OlH’i. (2- 7'.«5' inf
sllditrg dnni s imteil iiln*(*'. 'umpbne 
will) iiardwtiie, now $900.(XT will sn-ll 
far $i2X).(XJOIiO, 6W> 6085 111 21 .
lUWO 16rnm SOLfNO PNOJFCTOFl F 16 -
irwu: V,,-..',. anod (^-■■.ndi■
llOTt. $3rxi CKI. Frme Smith. .Moyn* 
Irland, '..TY-SS'/J W«ll deli.-nr, 1« »9
WANVtU ttlATlES 
records mag*. toy*, 
-etc: 652-5063 .








IBS 00 POCKET rompuHir oi ilmflar. 
Raotonablei IVuitlng*. 656.1209, 19/19 
c.iitt-u * wvn uu.«wwi ek(|( 
rmint, Itirgw t.uitfa»», 652'57W. 19/19
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS. V2esfern 
Squoro Dance Association collects all 
used stamps. Proceeds to Cancer 
Fund. Drop them off at The Review.
piNiNSULA COMMUNn"Y ASSOCIA­
TION Thrift Shop. Funds gonoralecJ by 
this shop stay on Ihe Peninsulo to pro­
vide services to the local residents 
through the programs offered by 
P.C.A, Wo opprecioto your donations 
of furniture, appliances, household 
items, clothing, etc. Please call 656- 
3511 to arrongo convenient pick-up or 
deliver to Depot at 9751 Third Street, 
Sidney. The Thrift Shop is open from 
9:CI0 - 4;30 Monday to Saturday. Thank 
you (or helping to support P.C.A. OO/TF 
VIC HIGH - CLASS OF '59. Did ynu 
graduate that yeor or know someono 
who did? Would you bo intorostod in a 
30-yoar reunion in 1989? Wo need to 
hoar (rom y-oul Please coll Rosliino 
Srnith (Frees) 384-2485, Corol Kendoll 
{Janka)384-Ofl57, or Vol Baba (Wong) 
650-0483.
CAMP NARNIA — summer camp (or 
cttilcfren, 6-12 yr. Full camp program in 
o rgrol sotfing. Coll 653 4.364 or wrllo 
C.%. R.R, No. 1. FuKord Hoiltouf. B.C, 
VOS ICO. 17 19
SIDNEY SPORTSMAN SHOW Victorio 
Doy, May '23. 10 atn • 6 pm tn Sonscho 
Moll, Fishing, camjting, hooting, sail­
ing. hunlinc). fl.V's, For spoco ond Info 
call 655.1000, >7 20
CAMP NARNIA • OPEN HOUSE, 
Soitspiing Island. Sot., Sun, June 4-.Slli. 
Summer camp for chlldien, 6-12 yr. 
old, Rural living with lull comp pro­
gram, 653-4364, 10 21
GIANT GARAGE SALE, Pairornma 
loisuru Contro oreno. Sundoy, Moy 15,
9 on) 2 pip Over 50 lolrleii.
Unbellevoblw borgains. 656.'7271 (or 
information., 19/19
THE SAANICH PENINSULA Power and 
Sail Squadron will be olfeiing ct free 
marine radio courwi with n rotfio 
operolorX rerllficolo upon grodualiori,, 
To be held for 2 doyi. al Copilol City 
Yacht Club on May 25 fi 26 from 7 pm to
10 prp, for further Info call Mr F
Nii*wmt#n. 655.11/0, Bob Fuikm-tnui, 
655-1918, >9/20
LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE, 7925 Fom 
Saanich Rood, Sounld'iion, B C . Rnai,i 
Beef Supper Entrutoii-unent. Cr)ckieil)i 
6;30 p.rn.. i.upp«u' 7 p re. $/.<.X) per
plate. May >4, 1988............... 19.-19
CONSERVATORY QUARU-T to ploy of 
Organ Fund Benefit, On Sunday May 
15, «l 2;>10 p.m,, vitiil Vienna .iviih a 
Vicloria Caimfjfvolory MuHc String 
Quoflet. Four (altinied Mudenic of 
Sidney Humphrey* and Irtmrut Himtar 
of the F’urcwll String Ouarlel will bo nt 
Holy Trinity Anglican ChuuIVlQ benefit 
the organ Itimd, Afternoon f«a, In I bo 
Portirh Holi. foliaw* the mot moo 
f(i‘Olufirig wofht cd floydri end HIS ti'a- 
diiml, Bewthovon. JonnoHo nernal anil 
Amondci Itie,- violini., Tony ftornol, 
Violrj, ond culllst. Sigild Andorion for
f L. .’•/-v-Lli', A r4rt'5|* » it-H/xnWlifY»'T
Small acreage or hobby farms for qualified purchasers. 
If you are considering selling please call Frank for a 
professional free market analysis.
IBIBMIlSBimB













4 TIWIFS MLS GOLD AWARD WINNER





YOU DESERVE THE BEST
LIST WITH ANNETTE
wmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
FOR SAIF: BY OWNtM h' liiilimy, 
Beouliful hfirltogw Itome on double 
corner lol. 5 bdim., 3 l>oih6, ivraiore 
garden, Aiiklng $118.(XX). Soridu* rin-
9104 r.r 6»Vi.4551 AG
for Sue, 19.22
BY OWNER. 1 BR condct. til Woitir'% 
trig# Vlllogo, I’nd unH, upilfjiiit, lovely 
view, 179..9D0. To view call 6!»2-S'A>6,
PRICf ilOllCrD.. Deori Pork lot, AHroc-.'' 
t(V».fc52.6t»ia'or6M.68-7«. . *9/32
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SE£ M'S-* SAANICH PENINSULA656-0131 realty ltd.
DEEP COVE WATER VIEWS
This custom built home must be seen to be truly appreciated. It 
was designed to take advantage of the lovely water views from ail 
front rooms. The spacious kitchen with built-in appliances . . . 
vaulted cedar ceiling . . . skylights ... 6" exterior walls . . . 
open floor plan . . . appealing use of brick and wood ... are just 
some of the features that will satisfy those who desire comfort 
and convenience in a stylish home. Outside you will find the 1 /2 
acre property as appealing as the inside of the home. So call to­




1.96 ACRES FOR ONLY $52,900
Bring your building plans when you come out to inspect this l .96 
acre property in North Saanich. Very private location ... on a 
corner lot. . . across from Horth Hill Park. The property is wood­
ed along the road frontages and has a cleared, south-facing area 
at the rear. Ideal location for riding enthusiasts with riding trails 
just across the road in the park. Municipal water is available. 




POST-MODERNISM BY THE SEA 
Superb style and the sea combine to produce a wonderfully 
elegant residence! You'li notice the attention to DETAIL As soon 
as you enter the handsome TILED FOYER with its cool PASTEL 
COLOUR SCHEME and BLEACHED OAK Woodwork. Your own 
quiet suite has been designed to capitalize on the WORLD 
CLASS VIEWS: an every-changing panorama so close you can., 
almost TOUCH the water! This 2 bedroom /2 ■bath-residence of­
fers everything you would expect in a home of this class. Asking 
$155,000 and well worth it!
CAROLE BAWLF 
656-0131 (24 hrs)
SPACIOUS 1 LEVEL PATIO HOMES
2 bedrooms / 2 baths 
.: * bright modern kitchen
* skylights
* covered doorstep parking
$95,900
This small complex consists ot 6 well designed homes. For 





3 (+1) BEDROOM-WEST SIDNEY 
3 BEDROOM + IN-LAW SUITE
3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE-SIDNEY 
LOT (T ACRE) - SWARTZ BAY 












Try to buy more than this 170D sq. ft. in Sidney for this price. This 3 
bedroom house is just waiting for the family who wants to stretch 
that house buying dollar. Great back yard for the family. Close to 







A well maintained custom built 
rancher with many pleasing 
features. Living room with anti­
que brick fireplace, dining 
room, utility roonri off kitchen, 
three bedrooms and generous 
closet space throughout. Ce­
ment patio and two garden 
sheds. Two blocks from 




.5 acre lot on corner of Neptune 
and Piers Road. Nice views. 
Conveneint to schools, ferries, 




This two level, 5 bedroom home 
is great for the family. Situated 
on a cul-de-sac and offering a 
living room with fireplace, din­
ing area, kitchen with eating 
area and three bedrooms on 
the main floor. Two more 
bedrooms downstairs with built- 
in desks, drawers, etc. and 
family room. This home is close 
to all amenities and a short 
walk from Centennial Park. ML 
25070.
$123,900
Wells and Hellen Hooker 






plus bedroom home {not ran­
cher) to $150,000 max. Sidney or 
Peninsula area. No realtors please.
655- 1727 or 388-5464 poger 6783. 16/20 
siNGLE, RESPONSIBLE, lady, non- 
smoker wanting to rent small house. 
Hove medium size dog, well benoved. 
Approx. $400. Would prefer Sidney or 
Peninsula area. Phone after 6 p.m.
656- 8029.  17/20
HOUSE WANTED IN Sonsbury,
McTavish School area up to $100,000. 
655-4214.  17/20
RESPONSIBLE WORKING FEMALE look­
ing for 1 BR house to rent. 
Sidney/North Saanich area. Call 
Down, 656-7281 days; 656-0438 even­
ings. Excellent references. 18/19
WANTED TO BUY: 3 BR, family room, 3 
pee. ensuite w/moster bdrm. No 
cathedral entrances. Sidney/North 
Saanich area preferred. 656-7850 after 
6:30 p.m. 18/20
^fTrED TO RENT: responsible N/S, 
N/D working woman seeks 1 bdrm. 
suite or cobin, unfurnished. Prefer 
Brentwood, Sidney or Deep Cove area. 
Will do some work in exchange for 
reasonable rent. 652-6136. 18/19
NEED 3 BDRM HOUSE or townhouse 
about $600.00. 656-6608 after 5:00 p.m.
18/20,
WANTING TO RENT 3-4 bedroom 
house with in-law suite on acreage. 1 
yr. lease preferred between Sidney 
and Victoria for June 1 or July 1. Coll 
collect to 536-3459. 18/21
QUIET RESPONSIBLE working couple 
will houseset or rent your home for 
month of August. Prefer Deep Cove / 
North Saanich / Sidney area. 655-4518.
19/19
id'f
WORKING COUPLE looking for 1 BR 
residence. $400 - $450 month. Hove . 
two de-clawed and neutered cots (wife 
is veterinarian nurse). Prefer Brent­
wood Boy / Soonichton area. 385-5982; 
386-2495. 19/19
AAATURE PROFESSIONAL couple re­
quire house to rent for one year 
minimum. Must be in North Saanich. 
Excellent references. 656-6664. 19/21
FURNISHED PLEASANT HOUSE, pref. 
woterfront, for July & August. Retired, 
responsible couple, n/s, no pets, hap­




SINGLE WORKING MOTHER requires 
place to live for June 1. Reasonable 




FOR SALE: Everett Jennings* 
wheelchair, folding model. 656-8820. '-
19/191
GARAGE SALE, Sunday May 15. 10 / 




TMs horns has been priced to sell! Located at end of cul-de-sac in 
area of quality homes. Large foyer leads to spacious rooms on four 
levels. Feature fireplace in livingroom, dining area off kitchen, four 
bedrooms, den and family room (with fireplace) totals 3260 sq. ft. 
Attached greenhouse and extensively landscaped lot for the 
gardening enthusiast.
Some people take 
months to sell 
Theirhouse.--
To sell yours it 
takes just WEEKS 
callJACK WEEKS 
MAKE HOUSE CALLS 
656-2587
ELECTROLUX VACUUM, $100.00; wet n >
dry vacuum (industrial), $100.00; 2.- 4 ■ 
drawer dressers, $10.00 each; bunk < 
beds with ladder, no mattresses, : 
$50.00. Phone 656-7838 after 6 p.m. V 
' ■■ ' . 19/19 ^
LOST; 'Set’'6f' keys’'dn fedViTi^' 1rSybta| 
ring, in the Moloview, Fifth, > 
Resthoven. Mills Rd. area. 656-5760.’
19/19
GARAGE'sALE. Sot., May 14th. 9 a.m. ^
Lots of stuff incl. hanging baskets and 
bedding plants. 2010 Frost Ave. 19/193
COA4MUNITY GARAGE SALE. May 14th . 
& 15fh. 10 o.m. 1756 McTavish. Cedar ° 
strip canoe, stereos, household ef- ' 













REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
3aconAvGnuo,Sidnoy
656-3928
BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE




4 bodroorn home in­
cludes 2 bedroom in-law. 
In the Noflhbrook area. 




$85,000 or loss, 3 bdrm, 
fixer upper, what do you 
havo'>
$05,000
2 bodroorn t)ondo plus 7. 
bathK, great location in 
Sidney. Son views. Hurry 
for this! MLS
VERAL LANES 
655-4383 or 655-0747 
Pgr, 188-5464 «1995
rOWNHOUSt: • twin oaks, 2 Bdtm, 3 
fippl,, griingu. Adult orl«re«»il, .15 plui*. 
Irnmed, possosition. firm <iS(»-
(1040 p,m. only til 19
SIDNEY TOWNHOUSE 3
bdrm , V'l botl’H/ v/nrkshfjp, tr.uKnd 





delivered. Phone Chris, 656-0065 or y
656-5648; ........ ................... .......19/1_9 ;;
9'7i ft. CAmFeR, fuiiy equipped, ex- ;
cellent condition. 652-590^. ........J?7.1? j
PATIO TABLE, umbrella and base, 7 
$60.00; lodies' Raleigh S-spd. bike, ' 
$35.00: two old radios, one working, ; 
best offers. 656-2407. ' ^ '
FOR SALE: antique French Provincial ' 
chesterfield and chair. Good,, 
upholstery. Carved v/alnut wood. ') 
$800.00 OBO, 656-3193, 19/19 '
SAT. MAY 14th, 9-1 p.m. 10025 7 
Galaron Rd. at the Homestead Cafe. 
Misc. items. CoHoe and do-nuls
ovailablo, ............... .......,1?/''^ 7,
VOLUNTEERS and rnanogrjmont ol the L ' 
Peninsulo Community Assoricition ' 
Thrift Shop express thanks to Sidney 
Villagr/ CoiHuros for donatiort of o gill 
torlllicalo, and to Belly Fulton for > 
donation of o pottery vase. These 
donations ond other priros contributed , 
to the recent success of the recent/ 
thrift Shop roffle. 19/19 *'
GARAGE SAtE— 0566 Ebor Terroco, 
off Amity Dr. from *M on Sun,. Moy ■ 
ISih, Helm's chair, humidifier, floor / 
lomp, irdcint Horns and loys ond much ) 
more, 19.(19 -
BLUE LOVESEAT arid rocker, freerer * 
5.7, 4 (Jrower (iling tablnel, 12 f.|rd. nil / 
lerioin bicyc In, oxHrt,isu Ijicytlo. turd,,' 
loble, gall cUibs and cnrl, Sruious on- ' 
quiries; 662 0H2I 19(19/
LOST; In Sidney, a sliopping bag ( 
(beige). Con Idonlify contonls,./
Rrrword, 656-2557, '.........   19/19 (
FOR SALE ■ Cement mixer. Forms to ( 
moko decortillve blocks, etc. $1,000 *! 
OBO. 656.70.14. 19/19 (
RESPONSIBIE COUPLE wonU to rent ( 
scdl'Cnnlnlnod furnished 01 portly fur- t. 
niihod opt, , liotiiti or cotlogrj from ( 






ARE YOU SaUNQ YOUR 
HOME?
INSIST ON A SECOND 
OPINION OF 
vAwi. si'wl'iwOt'i TCvVm 
4774383 DAYS 6S2-M90EVES.
YURGOOSE PT, AREA; Sritinlchion 
with pnrllol wnltrr vir/w, Immoculniri 
sprtclcnis l»ack>».plil. 3 hodfooifvs, Y'/* 
hathfcrom*. 2 fireploctH. oriu olrfighi 
Double (jrirciiae v/ivh, t^peunr, Vorticol 
Hlnrlf., find r?rs,i(h rnnrt* $144 606 By 
frpp('ilnim»rr!l enly, 652 9//) 1 ill'll-6524,
„ 19/20
OCE/rNERONT 3 BR, Sidney. Moy 1, 
$750.(X), IrAfjve lurrober 01 652-5171.,
rr
SIDNEY rUPNISHED ficKlM U.r fent, 
9601 ■ Se vrjntfr SI.
$1(15 p re, indudos 
ocfois from pork.
3 BDRM, HOUSE,




$63,900 PRLME lOCATION ecn'' 
dnniiniyrrt, ncro'iS from orii>«n/po(k, 
op.»fi'brigli«, ItnrmtrJlaie ponesslort. 
$24),.5M, tuknbill uten t.ulitr, 'tCK) trp (l. 
tolKJO#, g*#oi iotariitrn, Rrdire- 
rnttnl- tloflef • priced to still, let's totk I 
Bev KefMloiL .,»»»■♦</1.Mi ^at*w,S pai,
6S0 351,17. Confuiy 2T Wostcom Wotilly 
lid. 10/31
fridge. Avoilrjljlni May 17. 6Sr)>a506
K'f 19
CARETAKER COUPLE ■ towf, ond 




diild $5M (X.),/mau. 6SS.
19 19
4 BDRM. HOUSE on 1/ nrers Burn 
rbickrrn sheds, rro»s. fenced fnr 
hcKses. Cuuld be diuil tmut or.ly <)■; 
house an morkel. Rent rnosonnblrr. 
Coll Jo'er Tale. Hloil' Bro’*. Reolty, 656.
■ 5504 ' ‘ 19''30
ONE BDRM GROUND LEVEL suite 
Fridge, stove usri at vvi.isleu. riiyt-u, 
nfirirntf bnlhrofun. One pati,on, Nri 
ptds. .i3(XLfKJ, 6S6.JI44, 19.'30
Ifl CtrtNFV wire 1 hdrrn port r.f-
f.fuplr.»x Hectrlc hoot plus wnoi'lslovcr, 
polio, ptlvote ifrivewrry, cori'wrf. 
f-tldg.(i ond sinvi' leicl. For fwruii’ I. 
$525.00 (di/v utildlu'* (.'63 6117, 19 19
TWO BLbftOOM,'.Lrrnluwn, 'Lclnify 
lErW.OO per mt;»nl|i. Phorur Hairy. Edki-
9013.' , ■... : „„, . ..... 19U9
WAVERFRONr. ONE WIDROOM. 
pitocofMl. privafti,‘patio, fireplrtro. fi.a* 
nished. tiiri.f)U>, riiiur-'uooking, $550 CK) 
per monttr,(,'ii«Er-3W'3,. (1,9/'9.,
ttAv 't«
Invusoi |4(X3.rX) liirlMifes oil ulilititi*. 
.Wrjik, 653-tS45:tiv«ii, 646'';.:i957, 19/19
reaTIstate
FOR RENT
ONE nFDRM- Apr. in -I plnx in Sidimy. 
Sld'vo ond IrlrJge irtcl, Avciil, Jutro I,
(,*(>. kr.fuiunrmi ((.(piui.'il, 666
0006 01*656.6173. 19/19
'SPACIOUS .2TIDRM, indnvr huHe, 
nislrwosliriir ■ (u e(ni.u,rf., pniiu inid 
botkyrird. $550,(X) Irttludtrs utllilieN, 
N.P... M.S,. NC, 6554060.' Avail, Juer*
1. ■ 119/30
COMFORT ABLE HOUSE. J M up. 1 
rJown plus tec loom Full both and on. 
sudrr oH bd«rn. Vt bnlli dnwn, Cutpnff, 
sendeek . lenced yntrl lltenlwond Huy. 
|7.50.a)plu4.Mlil(tieti, 6.53-6117, 19-19
ONE,ROOM ME-TDEPN Sidney lioute,'
,-f.e.ndS •x*. ^ n fS • i 1^ X .*9 4!
On bus route, $360.tW. Jtmo Ut.i655- 
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SFU explores treatments for diabetes^ sickle cell anemia
Why does vanadium, a metal, 
act like insulin, a protein?
Simon Fraser University 
chemists. Dr. Michael Gresser 
and Dr. Alan Tracey, think they 
have a possible expiration of the 
phenomenon. Their studies of 
vanadium have also led them to 
believe that the metal may be use­
ful in relieving the symptoms of 
sickle cell anemia - a genetic dis­
order for which no drug treatment 
now exists.
Insulin promotes the uptake of 
glucose from the blood by body 
cells. Without it, glucose levels in 
the blood become dangerously
high and glucose spills over into 
the urine. This condition is 
known as diabetes.
Vanadium is such a successful 
mimic of insulin that diabetic rats 
that are fed it in their drinking 
water become completely normal.
Insulin works by binding to the 
insulin receptors in a cell and ac­
tivating the receptors. The recep­
tors then send out signals that set 
in motion the process of convert­
ing glucose to starch and storing 
it in the cell. They also prevent 
the conversion of starch to 
glucose.
“Once the receptors are ac­
tivated, insulin is no longer re­
quired,” says Gresser. “We think 
vanadium interacts directly with 
the receptors.
The receptors, in other words, 
are triggers. They are normally 
released by insulin but they can 
also be pulled by vanadium.
Vanadium’s chief advantage 
ovw insulin as a therapeutic agent 
lies in the fact tliat it can be taken 
orally. Insulin is quickly digested 
in the stomach and must, there­
fore, be injected.
Vanadium’s possible use in 
treating sickle cell anemia stems 
from the way it interacts with the
body’s system for regulating the 
oxygen-binding capacity of 
haemoglobin in the blood. People 
who suffer from sickle cell 
anemia have a mutant type of 
haemoglobin which forms long 
rod-like structures.
They distort the shape of the red 
blood cells when oxygen levels in 
the blood become low, something 
which happens during vigorous 
physical activity.
Enzymes regulate the oxygen­
binding capacity of haemoglobin 
by controlling the levels of a 
chemical called 2-3 
diphosphoglyceraic (DPG). DPG
REAL ESTATE M REAL ESTATE REAL ESTATE 54 REAL ESTATE
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NORTH AMERICA’S 7 REAL ESTATE MARKETING SYSTEM.
1746 FOREST PARK DRIVE 
“BE THE TALK OF THE TOWN...”
When you make the right decision to own this “One Of A Kind” 
custom built Dean Park home. In perfect condition for total com­
fort where living will be a joyful experience. Large bright rooms, 
open space for easy traffic flow. Exciting view from most rooms. 3 
B/R, den, family room with woodstove, L/R & D/R and bonus 
room. 3 baths, garage and workshop. Seeing is believing! 
$185(900. Call Marten now..;.
MARTEN HOLST 
656-7887






FOR OVER 20 YEARS
REDUCED $177,900
This brand new two level home on Woodcreek Drive is now nearing 
completion. Situated on one full acre with 3 bedrooms, 2’/? baths, 
and skylights. A formal dining area, eat-in kitchen with center 
island counter, and large living room opening onto a private deck, 
Full height basement ready for future development, offering a total 
of over 3000 sq. ft. of available living space. Call us today for your 







YOU SNOOZE — YOU’LL LOSE
On one of the hottest listings available in this area. Wo are only 
priced nt $106,000 and wo offcf so much more than our competi­
tion. Over 2100 sq. ft. of finished living space, only 7 years young, 
with 3 bedrooms, 3 baths, and a double garage, This homo is ab­
solutely spotless, has been treated with love by its only owners, 
and Is filled with special touches inside arid out. No fooling now, 
we are priced to sell, you won't believe it til you see It, Call me 




NRS BJock Bros. 
RoaltyLtd.
SIDNEY’S SUPER BUY 
10045 JUDSON PLACE 
DO YOU REQUIRE?




® fully fenced yard?
® close to schools and shopping?
® realistic price?
•Only $96,400.







In different areas of Sidney from $93,500, 3 br., 2 baths, skylights, 
etc. to $104,500. Immediate possession, different floor plans. 
Superbuys!
FANTASTIC FAMILY HOME 
$81,500
Great 3 bedroom, full basement home on bus route close to shop­
ping and beach. Large fenced-in back yard with fruit trees and 
greenhouse.
ONEACRE LOTS
In new controlled subdivision. From $34,900.
GREATSIDNEY BUILDING LOT
112 block to beach in subdivision of custom homes, underground 
services, etc. Super quiet area. $59,900.
“HORSE LOVERS”
REDUCED FROM $149,900 to $139,000
New rancher on 1 acre lot, bay window, family room off kitchen. 
It's bright, spacious and cheerful. Large crawl space for plenfly of 
storage. Built on cul-de-sac for privacy. 3 bedrooms, 2 full 
bathrooms, a pleasure toshow, quality workmanship throughout!
BRENTWOOD $124,000
Beautiful split on super quiet cul-de-sac. 3 bedrooms. 2 
bathrooms, family room, formal dining room off kitchen with large 
private sun deck. Fantastic landscaped lol with fruit trees and 
garden area. Totally private back yard, super buys, super areal
ONE-OF-A-KIND
Custom built by owner on 1/2 acre Dean Park lol, this com­
fortable, in “perfect" condition home will please the 
discriminating buyer. Large bright room that makes living here a 
joyful experience. Open space and easy traffic flow make this a 
comfortable homo and keeps the family together. The view, too, Is 
exciting and you can enjoy it from most rooms, 3 bedrooms, den. 
famify room with stove, living room, dining room and bonus room, 3 
baths, garage artd workshop In back, All this for Iho asking price ol 
$185,900.
MAKE A SWITCH
To a no stairs homo on a level landscaped lot. A 3 bedroom ran­
cher with ensuite plumbing, eat-in kitchen, separate dining room 
and a single garage. The construction is 2x6 walls, tlWrrTio & 
screened windows, plus electric baseboard healing to keep costs 
down. The yard Is a sunny easy care corner lot ot the entrance of a 
cul-de-sac thnfa bound to appeal to you. Offered to you for 
$109,500,
SEEKING SAANICHTON
Then seek otJt this new llslinq with Ms split level dn.«ilgn Three 
bedroorris, three baths, don, full size roc room and has had only 
one loving owner, There is a huge craw! space with oaisy accoss 
ptfirfect for hiding ell thono ovtrns, f ot'? of oovorod prtrk'ng in f'-ont, 
and a fully fenced backyard safe for children, Call mo and we'll 
seek If out together./Asking $119,900,





656-5584 (24 hrs.) 
Your Peninsula Spoclallst
DEAN PARK EXECUTIVE
Breathtaking V.I.P, residence. 1764 sq, It. ol Indulgence. 3 
bedrooms, master with full bath, sunken living room, largo dream 
kllchan with eating area, family room with rmergy efllciont 
woodstove. All this in a park like selling In one of Iho best rosiden- 
lial areas ol the Saanich Peninsula Don't v/ait this one is only 
$149,900. Call now.
BRENTWOOD’S BEST BUY $147,000
Quality location, privacy, this homo h,is it all. 3 bedrooms up, 4th 
down. Master bedroom with 3 pco. erisuito and walk-in ciosel,
Hugo Kitchen with oaitny a(ea, latnily room boasls a wut bai and
ellfireplace, Approx, 700 sq. It. of undev loped area in the base- 
rriont. All of this on .75 acre lol right across from the beach, Views 








reduces tlie oxygen-holding 
ability of haemoglobin.
Says Gresser: “Vanadium 
caused DPG levels in the blood to 
fall and therefore increases the 
oxygen-holding capacity of the 
haemoglobin. Only tlic 
haemoglobin with no oxygen 
bound to it forms tlic rod-like 
structures characteristic of sickle 
cell anemia. Increasing the
oxygen binding capacity of the 
haemoglobin should prevent dis­
tortion of the cells.
V/c have done preliminary 
studies with rats,” adds Grosser. 
“But no one has yet mied vanad- 
mium as a treatment for sickle 
cell anemia. Wc hope that some 
phannaccutical company will 
work on the development of 
vanadate as a drug for this pur­
pose.”
THE OXFORD BOOK OF CANADIAN 
SHORT STORIES — SELECTED 
By Margaret Atwood & Robert Weaver 
What better way for the average reader to experience great Cana­
dian authors than in a collection of short stories by some our coun­
try’s greatest writers. “The Oxford Book of Canadian Short Stores" 
offers us a chance of one in a million. Margaret Atwood and Robert 
Weaver have made fantastic choices in this collection.
The reader can simply start from the beginning of the book and read 
it straight through or pick and choose. The selection of authors is 
truly astounding — Stephen Leacock, Alice Munro, Mordecai 
Richler and of course, W. P. Kinsella. One of the interesting features 
of the book is the biographical notes in the back that gives a brief 
biography on each writer. This could help a reader select an author 
that perhaps writes about an area in Canada that has personal in­
terest.
My personal favourite of all the stories was the “Dancing Bear” by 
Guy Vanderhaeghe. It is a story of a senior citizen that has been 
placed in the care of a housekeeper who is not very compassionate. 
The old man, whose memory is failing, lives in the past with remem­
brances of a bear plaguing his thoughts. With these recollections, 
the man draws parallels to his own situation.
Regardles of the reader’s taste in reading material, “The Oxford 
Book of Canadian Short Stories” is sure to delight. This collection 
would also make worthwhile reading for many students in high 
school as well as a vaulabie asset to any home library.
Available at:
Al®®E§T0EE&M®Ei:
4!h & Beacon Open 8 am-10 pm EVERY DAY
Hey Kids!
WIN A FREE MEAL
Just fill out this FUN N’ GAME And 
bring it into one of our two great 
locations, you must be under 12. 
Have fun and we will see you soon!
ANIMAL SIGNS'
/Amesla, or amerkan sign language,
iS A SYSTEM OF COMMUNICATING.USING i 
HANP ANP FINGER GESTURES TO EXPRESS 
LETTERS, WORPS ANP THOUGHTS. EACH OF 
THE illustrations EeLOIV SHOWS THE 
OFFICIAL AMESIV\ SIGN FOR PIFFERENT 
ANI/WALS. ARROWS SHOW /MOl/eMENTOF 
HANTS. CAN YOU MATCH BACH SIGN WITH 







A. BUTTERFLY B. TURTLE C. CAT
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MEDDO BELLE RANDOM CUT 
ENGLISH ,S„ . ..




or Crunchy . .1 kg
BURN’S












1 beef OR .

















« DAH DAN FROZEN
- BULK . 
PEROGIES
f’®9- °''P’












IDia |_UNCH PACK Assorted - *
CHOCOLATE BARS Varieties .ripkg.
ASTRO DAIRY
drinking All









Cocktail----- 796 mL - i ~







FRUIT DRINKS fLL,... (.3.15
NEW CROP, NEW ZEALAND
0^ GRANNY SMITH





Moj S^E^SEWHIZor . ^ kg, 4^^!I eiwiFil CC PWFF.CF .‘il ICES 32’s. 48’S.......^ I
DAIRYMAID








SINGLES CHEESE SLI  32^s! 48’sv 
KRAFT GRATED
781 PARMESAN CHEESE
XIT T KRAFT REG. OR CAL. WISE






! PACIFIC COP FILLETS ..^ _
r^RESH FAR.i^ RAISED WHOLE _
COHO SAi_^ONjead£nJ^J^jj; ---3-2SiE>-
i FRESH TROLL CAUGHT
LING COD STEAK-.-.. ................i ssib
14^-1
..1.99lb. .Jatural or 
Chocolate.









mandarine in light 





new IN OUR DEU! GRIMM’S
BLACKFOREST
1SI/SV Ift^* extra ^anI Uol\C I :3!®keyT'«2!
ROAST,


























^ ’N CHEWS .. ....Zkgll ;J'
1 KITTEN
f CHOW............ .....1 kg ^ f
^EOW 





















































CAT , , ,,
-g CHOW — WIZARD SOLID
air freshener
-............. .....................
Let Thrifty Foods do the baking for you this 
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f^rtfsa^rty a^acisxs asxl thc'jgntfuHy laid out 1,3(X> plus squci=e feet. 1 -2 d^ex. 
rar^nsr sfv'ie foacfed v itfi features usually fc^nd in rrsore expensive cusiC-m 
^JoStir^tocatkat is lust a fe w mmutes v.3fk fnan txjth the ocean and heart
'”"^^iaas is 01 coniforl ar*! easy Bvng. cor-,bining lo«» maietena^e ™ih 
ai^'eiscanci-. The design fas a s.rorg European rnlluence araS recec.s .he hign
■ is iaa OJt so that the -ruing and steeping areas are Du..er^ oy ua../
areas arxJ garages. guaranteeriQ peace and putet*
rtere are iustscsne pf the features:
• ffexny Ining area v im a sucenor fireplace comptete with glass doors ..legd-a
lleSntEur^anHcr^nwi-hhighquEWycabinetsandmfo^aldiningarea. ;
• Sp^-cinys master bsir-ac>mw-:h’watk-inciosei and 3 piece ensu-.ie.
. Heat reccvery arrf ^ entitettor system iHRVS) for fresh air and iow heating costs
*2x6w3!!3hghstardardofir5u:atsoriardtnennopanewinccws- .
« Skylights tDf extra d'jghtrtess .
e Extra'Wide Ctxaway;. : . _____
• Prnv.3son fo' centra i^cuum system and eiectnc garage _ i^itrup-
Dirlf •TH.r cwn: fiC'Df fimsnns, paint cdou's. ccc-rs acu cfoO' .....lU.es, ■■•
cinei^styte, cc^r and accessories, bafhxc-onn colours, raucet styles, heating 
syst^.fcht Priced 2t S109.503-1795-
S'i'tt’




2 500 sq. ft- of corr.merciai building located on First Street in Sidney. 
Prime candidate for renovation into retail - office, or whatever - 
space. -Maybe fitness spa vyith squash court, restaurant, office 
space, gift shoppe, etc. Offered for sale at $169,000. T787.
That is certainly something that everyone wants and can 
be found with this attractive cedar sided bi-level home. 
Elegantly appointed throughout, this home features a 
bright and modern kitchen with eating area and a 
woodstove. Dining room is warm and inviting and leads 
into living room with fireplace. Stretch out in the 3 roomy 
bedrooms. From the kitchen French doors lead out onto 
a partially covered, south facing patio and some small 
sea glimpses. Full asking price includes all appliances, 
woodstove, and drapes. Cali today so as not to miss. 
T803. Offered for sale at $129,000.
I V- , If
.9©lO'
\40-
Vvhv lease or rent when you can own your own warehouse space wit» 
12 Cf-irma fu! toadinq bay door, office area in each space for less: 
tnan'yoli oay for rent. 12.000 sq. ft. of space available ranging trOTn 
as littfe as 350 so. ft. imagine buying 850 sq. ft. of warenouse as fui.e 
as 10% down and paying as iitite as $405 per month sure Pe-aiu
rentfCaflmetocay-
Wanted
Three bedroom rental up to $700 on Saanich Peninsula.
Wanted
Commerciai land or building in Sidney up to $100,000 - $1,000,000
for out-of-to'wn purchaser.
Aporoximately 34.000 sq. ft- of industrial land with over 280 leei lam 
inG cmlo the Pat Bay Highway- Fuil services witn cuy water and 
*5ewer 1 200 sq ft. office also available. Venoor wii! lease at
SQ ft for all or portion of. ideally suited for R.V. sales, car sa.es. 
Of any business needing high visibility. Many exciting possibilities tor 
this Ofcperty. #308811
Wanted
Subdividable Land or _ _ 
Land with Development Possibilities
For 3 Sidney and Victoria area “cash” purchasers, complete discre- i 












TO SEE IS TO BUY 
LET’S TALK VALUE
Deluxe 2 bedroom townhome just 3 blocks to 
downtown Sidney. This fantastic townhouse 
features large kitchen with eating area and 
greenhouse window, dining area, living room with 
sliding door out onto patio. 2 large bedrooms 
upstairs with a 4 pee. bath up with is nice and 
bright thanks to the skylight. Waterviews available 
from the living room and the dining room. Many 
other exciting features include garburetor. Vendors 
have purchased and must sell at the low asking 
price of $104,000. Drive by Third and Henry and 
then call me to view. To wait is to lose. i8i6.
- ■:.............-
THIS IS NO ORDINARY HOME...
And is in a very special setting on 1 acre in the picturesque 
Ardmore area. Quality of construction will be evident 
throughout in this original builder’s own home. Starting in .he 
dining room that can seat 24 with its rock fireplace through 
the bright kitchen with loads of cabinets through to the liv- 
inq/family room with its own fireplace, wet bar, fridge and 
icemaker, you travel through into the 25 x 25 entertain- 
ment/livinq room with its woodstove and double study doors, 
onto a large patio with a built-in bar-b-q. 4 spacious 
bedrooms include a 19.6 x 13 master bedroorn with fu'l walk- 
in closets and a 5 pee. ensuite complete with Jacuzzi tub and 
marble shower. As you can see, this is no ordinary home and 
for only $188,000 it can be yours. Call me today to view this
fine home. T815.







Brand new home in Lochaven Estates with waterviev;s and views of 
Mt. Baker. 6 inch wall construction, thermo windov^s, jacuzzi tub 
sundecks, heatilator fireplace, large double garage, and lots of 






Delightful 2 bedroom rancher k 
Sidney. Spacious home wi^
has been well designed ar
heating bills by 
thermo windows,
Offered for sale at ^^T®0.
3ted [OSSl
IPO sq:
irom the beach in 
Ijuality living. Home 
^r which helps to cut 
lanced by electric heating, 
fire-place and much more. T788.
Watervlew Rancher
Located in Lochaven Estates this 3 bedroom. 2 bath, rancher has 
waterviews from the living room and dining room. Well laid outhonne 
has over 1,680 sq. ft. of quality living space. Constructed^with 
NASCOR products this home is extremely energy efficient with /a 
inch thermopane windows, 6 inch walls, electric heat and a he^ilator 
fireplace. Large double garage and level lot round out this fine home. 
T789. Offered for sale at $158,000.
.y'f , , 44;
Brand New Split
Located just steps to the water and minutes from downtown Sidney, 
this one has the best of both worlds. This brand new split is located 
near 6 other brand new homes in Lochaven Estates on Lochside 
Drive. Spacious kitchen has eating area and leads down a few stairs 
into the family room with woodstove and also back to the dining room 
with its bay window and waterview. 3 bedrooms including large 
master with 4 piece ensuite. Many extra touches in this well built, 2 x 








Good house and location for the money. See this 4 bedroo^i 
bathroom, split with garage. Kitchen has eating area. !*vfny r^rn 
spacious and well finished off. Just two blocks ana Jos.




T.nis loveh/ 3 betiroom in Sidne>' offers you lots of 1 ving soa:-e cm fre tiskfe ar^ oul- 
skJe you are lust steps av/ay from rnaiesiic Reay C eek Park Ce^fc'tasfe .mnqtc^ 
has a heatilator fireplace and Casablanca .-an to move aft that ar^no. Kit­
chen is bright with eating area and access out onto targe sundecn. K-asier^^oom 
features walk-in closet and luxurious en^nte with s-unken Ilo arxi ghL -oarage » 
bio e-nougn for 1 car and a large work area. T4S9. Cffereo for sale at it' is.9^'-





Then don’t miss the opportunity to see this affordable 
far^ilv home on quiet cul de sac in Sidney. From its roomy beufooms 
toThe large living room with fireplace, family room with woods.ove o. 1 
an exouilte river rock base, to the kitchen with eating area, this is o 
rueTmily tome workshop out back leads onto fully tenceo 
backyard with a full vegetable garden. 1762. Offeree for sate ai on af­
fordable $108,000.
Help! My Owner Has 
Been Transferred...
And has to leave be.hind this spotless 3 becroom hfsme in the 
TurcoGse Point area. This 1,100 sq. It. home nas c* good Jze 
bed.rooms, large kitche.n with eating area, rc-omy {aunciry roorn, a.nd a 
living room with a woodstove that heats the v/hete house. Garage is 
spacious with room for a wor.k area. Wen t you te rm' new owusr? 
T776. Offered for sale at a low SS3.500,
This Home Needs You!
Some minor finishing and decorating v^l! 5
bedroom family home with
your very own contemporary family home. With \irater 
views large rooms, and a large yard, this is a perfect 
family home, and with room for your mother-in-.aw in 
her Jery own suite with large kitchen, bedroom, dining 
room and living room with woodstove - it is f^rfect 
for all family members. Located close to senoois ana 
the Rec Centre there is lots for the kids to do. T657. 




Relax by the in-ground pool, take a 
sauna, or just enjoy the setting when you 
purchase this 2.50b sq. ft- contemporary 
home located on a large lot. 2 bedrooms. 
3 bathrooms, laundry room, famify room, 
motor home pad (hook-up, holding tank), 
ample storage, and the added feature of a 
large in-law suite, should tempt you to 
make an offer. T790. Asking $124,900. 
Offered for sale by Debbie Gray and Ron 
Kubek.
Matchless Estate
Located on the Soirrs sic-pe cf ML this heme
s one of the Peni.ns Jta's prernlef estates. Ts-js dazzt- 
ing 2 storey cedar centerrpex tKme Las over 4.0(XJ 
so. ft. cf >«^h gua ity iving space/r veting views, 
fireplaces, beamed ceilings, xiaster suste w/jac-ozs. 
and 3 rmre spacia.-S bedroerm. 2yi bams, ihenoal 
glass, circular drive, large vfew patio, rkSr^ nng aM 
packk3ds- The separate caretaks' or m-law ac- 
cofTfe'TWdatkJh is a bont^. Tbs fxxne ss rtKsIsrn arxi 
practfcsl but also v^y ccxnfoJiSDse. Ncjw csered te 
sale at $475,{XX). T652.
